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PREFACE.

The absence of a useful and practical treatise on the art ol

Smithing and Forging was a source of great disappointment

to the Author in his early days, and often since then, he has

wondered why no one ventures to devote himself to the subject

through the great medium of the press, with a view to helping

and interesting their fellow smiths. The Author, after a life

experience in the trade as a Smith, Forger, Stamper and Fore-

man, seeks in the following pages to submit some sound and

practical suggestions on the subject, which he hopes will be

interesting and instructive to those in the " trade." The tables

at the end have been compiled with a view to usefulness, and

no doubt they will often prove a convenience to the reader.

This work does not pretend to be a learned and classical

treatise, such as would be expected from some great professor,

but simply a plain straightforward statement of the experience

of a practical smith, and the Author trusts that this will prove

a lecommendation, and assist the work in its mission to supply

a long felt want





ENGINEERS' AND GENERAL

SMITHS' WORK.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTORY.

One of the first duties usually given to a boy in a smithy is

to drive one of the steam hammers, and this is a task which

requires great care and attention, not only to avoid accidents,

but to become really proficient ; and when a good driver is at

hand, much more work can, with safety, be done at the hammer
than otherwise. When a boy is employed in this capacity, he

should be always on the alert and ready to stop at a word or

signal from the smith, and while engaged in this way he should

never let his attention be taken from the work in hand. A
hammer driver often has a few minutes to spare between the

heats, and this is an opportunity for him to do little bits of

cleaning and siding away ; a clean and tidy hammer will always

reflect creditably on the person in charge.

The men occasionally require little services of the boys,

and this is an opportunity for them to lend a hand, and they

should do so cheerfully and willingly, and they will find that it

will bear its own reward ; the men will usually remember any

lad who tries to do his best, alike to his master and to them :

they will always take an interest in such a boy and help him

on whenever they can, but this will not be the case when a boy

is surly, sulky and objectionable* and will not do a stroke beyond

what he is compelled,

B
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sensible boys will not waste their golden opportunities, and

these moments of leisure will prove the most useful and profit-

able portions of their lives, if they turn them to proper account,

and not dawdle them away. When at work, the Author wrould

advise all boys to let their interest be centred in the task before

them : they should put all the energy into it that they can, and

when they take a duty in hand they should make up their minds

at the start to do it well, and not to be satisfied with any slip-

shod business, nor with any work that will merely pass inspec-

tion. Pie would say further, do not aim at killing time, but

aim at making yourself useful, and at being eventually the best

"smith" in the shop. Another matter that a boy must begin

to busy himself with as early as possible, is the question of

Drawings, Sketches, Patterns, etc., and he should work out in

his own mind what form the article shown on the Drawings or

Sketches will take when finished. He can suppose that he has

the job to do, and ask himself the question, how, in that case,

he would set about it, and then, having done this, he can watch

how the smith in charge sets about the job, and compare his

own ideas with what actually takes place, and he will find

this is real good practice; it will enable him to train and

educate his inventive faculties, and qualify him for the future

;

it will also serve to impress the right way of doing the work on

his mind. The right way is intended to mean the best way

with the tools at hand. Another bit of excellent practice for a

boy in his spare time is to try to make a round taper pin with

true taper, say out of round iron f-inch diameter, 4 inches long,

drawn down to T
3
B -inch at the point, with the hand hammer

alone. This would, at first sight, appear to be a very simple

task; but let any boy try, and he will find it not so simple or

easy as it looks.

Take a piece of bar iron as above, raise the same to a light

welding heat, then draw out a square taper about 3 inches long,

on the edge of the anvil, as shown in Fig. t^ then when you

think it about the right size, work on the corners until the piece

assumes something of the octagonal or eight-sided shape ; now
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draw back on to the anvil face and round up ; and if you burst

or split a few while doing this, as will most probably be the

case before you make a good one, do not be discouraged or

dismayed, but persevere. A boy

should also try to accustom him-

self to using the sledge hammers

;

he should not, however, struggle

with these tools beyond his

strength, or he may injure him-

self, by being too anxious and too

energetic in this respect, before

he has learned to handle them

properly.

The next task expected of a

boy in the smithy, usually, is to strike for another apprentice

or learner in advance of himself, who has become accustomed to

working at the fire ; or he may be required to do some small

work himself, such as bending collars, small brackets, eyebolts,

S hooks, repairing light chains, and other small work, which we
shall deal with later.

Fig. i.
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CHAPTER II.

FORGES OR HEARTHS.

There are a variety of forges in use, some of which are built

chiefly of bricks, while others are built almost entirely of iron,

as clearly shown in Figs. 2 to 5.

Fig. 2.

In Fig. 2, A is an angle frame to hold the bricks together

round about the top of the forge ; it is easily made by cutting
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out the corners as at O and bending to shape, or if preferred the

corners may be welded. C is the tue iron or tuyere ; in this

case a wrought iron one is shown, with pipe E to supply or feed

it with water from the tank F; another pipe marked D conveys

the water, as it gets hot in the tuyere, back to the tank, thus

keeping the tuyere cool ; the blast nozzle or elbow marked G
fits on the stand pipe, and conducts the blast from the stand

pipe to the tuyere ; the valve H is made of sheet iron, and works

between two flanges ; the stand pipe K connects the forge to

the main ; the hood is built on two very stout girders, secured at

Fig. 3

££>

Fig. 3 a.

the ends by a tee or angle bar (sec M and N), or with a strong

flat bar laid over the two, and a tie rod P.

Fig. 3 illustrates a cast iron forge ; these are being adopted,

chiefly, because they are easily moved from one part of the shop

to another, which is a great consideration in up-to-date shops

where they are frequently making room for something new.

The blast stand in this case is fitted with plug valve and handle.

Fig. 3a is another design of cast iron forge with sheet iron

hood.

The chimneyless or down-draught hearth is illustrated in
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Fig. 4 ; this forge is also made in cast iron, and has a fire brick

lining with a flue at the back of the hearth as shown to carry the

smoke and heat from the hood, down into a main underground

leading to a tall chimney elsewhere. These down-draught

hearths are now being adopted in many of the modern works,

because with them it is much easier to comply with the law

relating to smoke nuisance ; another great advantage is the clear

overhead space for the adoption of cranes, which would not be

possible with chimneys passing from each forge through the roof.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5 represents a forge with a movable hood, arranged by

carrying the back wall high enough to build a flue in the same

;

A is the flue, B a movable sheet iron or steel hood, hung with

two hooks on to a flanged plate set in the brickwork, on which

the hood may be pushed backwards and forwards, or taken

down as occasion requires ; C shows a series of flat bars or a

plate for carrying the brickwork of the chimney; it would be a

convenience, and that not an expensive one, to have two hoods,

one large and one small, particularly for working on tyres ; this

is a very useful style of forge for coach-builders' work.



Forges or hearths.

Portable Forges.—There are, of course, many of these in

use, but as we are going to confine our attention to the indoor

work of the smith, we need not stay to consider the several

varieties of portable forges on the market. We will only state

that there are the cast iron forges with bellows, made with and

without water tuyeres, used for rivet heating, etc. ; some of

those witho

through wh:

Fig. 5-

it tuyeres have a grate in the bottom of the forge,

ch the blast is forced into the fire.

There are also wrought iron forges fitted up in the same

way, and many portable forges have small fans or blowers of

various styles fixed to them, each and all claiming to have

special advantages.
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Fuel.—Gas coke is generally accepted by engineers as the

best and most economical fuel for use in the smithy. Some
smiths, however, mostly those in the country and small towns,

still use coal.

Blast is the draught or air forced through the fire for gener-

ating heat quickly and thoroughly. The blast is produced in

several ways, i.e., by means of bellows, blowers, and fans.

The bellows are of course the oldest method extant, and

they have varied in shape from the old fashioned long single

shape, like the household utensil of the same name, to the

more modern circular and double bellows. The latter, if about

2 feet 9 inches or 3 feet diameter, make a good fire.

The Circular Fan is another means of producing blast,

see Fig. 6, the casing of which is made of cast iron, held

together at the flanges by means of bolts and nuts ; the fan

itself is a cast iron spider arrangement, with sheet iron blades

Fig. 6.

fixed to a hard steel spindle, and arranged to revolve at a high

speed-, in bronze, gun or white metal bearings, on either

side of the case. The fan practically produces no pressure,

but a constant draught which can be varied considerably in

volume.

Roots Blowers, see Fig. 7.—These blowers are the most

recent of all modern blast producers ) they are simple in design,
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effective in purpose, and economical in practice, and extend

their sphere of usefulness to the foundry cupola, as well as to

the smiths' shop forges.

The blower consists of two revolvers fitted in a suitable cast

iron casing ; the spindles in the revolvers are geared at both

ends, except in the smaller sizes, and driven by a belt and

pulley ; in the larger sizes they are fitted with driving pulleys at

Fig. 7.

both ends. The air is taken in through the inlet marked A
and passed through the blower into the main pipe. B are the

gear boxes, inside which are the gear wheels.

Some smiths still prefer the fan to the blower, but that is

surely because they have not had an opportunity of testing the

latest patterns ; some of the older ones were admittedly unsatis-

factory, but whatever shortcomings they may have had in the

past, there is no denying the fact now, that the latest Roots

Blower stands unequalled as a blast producer for smiths' shop

purposes.

Tools.—Now we come to the working tools, and we will

deal with the anvil first. It is made of wrought iron, with a

steel face welded on to the wrought iron body in strips about

3 inches wide, as shown by dotted lines in Fig. 8.

Anvils can be procured any weight up to about 4 cwt., and

the class of work they are intended to be used for must decide

the weight of anvil most suitable in any particular case ; as a

rule, engineers' shops are ^provided with these tools weighing

about 3 cwt.

The Block, or Stand, for the anvil is the next item for
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consideration. Almost anything can be made to answer the

purpose, if only large enough, i.e. ash, oak, elm, or any hard

wood, iron, or stone, all of which are used. The objection to

wood is that when it begins to decay or crack, the hot scale

from the work often falls into the cracks or crevices, and as it

lies there smouldering, gives off an offensive smoke and smell

;

but with this exception it makes the best stand. The block

selected should be a large and sound piece, let into the floor

the right distance, with the grain downwards, to make the anvil

a suitable height, viz. about level with the smith's knees. A
hoop or band of iron should be fixed round the top of the block.

The anvil is fastened on to the wood block, with two staples

made of -f-inch or f-inch square iron, about 12 inches or 13

inches long, drawn down at the ends to a point, and bent as in

Fig. 9. These staples are driven into the wood block, one on

each side of the anvil, holding the same securely, while the

n
Fig. 8. Fig. 9. Fig, 10.

anvil can always be lifted off if necessary. When a stone is

used to bed the anvil on, staples similar to the above are used

to secure the anvil to the stone, only, instead of being pointed,

they are left blunt and the ends jagged. Holes are then cut

into the stone to receive these staples, and when the anvil is

placed in position, they are put into the holes made for them,

and run or filled in with molten lead.

A dowel, Fig. 10, is used in many cases, set into the anvil

stand as a supplemental fastening ; it is made the right size for

the hole in the bottom of the anvil, and set in the wood or

stone block in the same way as the staples. In the case of
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cast iron stands, a wrought iron dowel pin is usually cast in the

stand itself for this purpose.

Swage-Block.—A cast iron swage-block is another useful

tool in a smithy. The illustration, Fig. 1 i, will best explain what

it is like. It will be seen that the holes in the block vary in size

as well as shape, being round, square, and oblong. The inden-

tations round the sides, like the holes in the block, vary in size

and shape, being half-round, half-hexagon, and V-shape. The

stand is generally made, but not always, with a sort of pocket

at the sides, to take the swage-block, when it is necessary to use

the block side upwards, to utilise the indentations.

Fig. ii.

Hammers,—Hand hammers can be bought so cheaply that

it does not pay to make them singly or in small quantities.

There are firms that make these tools a speciality, and fit them-

selves up with special appliances for manufacturing them quickly,

and of course cheaply. When hand hammers are manufactured

as a speciality, they are made in large numbers at a time. The

process of manufacture is as follows. The bar is heated and

then forged under a steam or belt driven hammer, as in Fig. 12,

with special tools or dies fitted to same. The top tool is fitted

to the tup, and the bottom one to the hammer block, and only

a very few strokes from the hammer are required to complete

the process.

When these small hand hammers can only be made in very

moderate quantities at a time, the best way to manufacture them

is to make the above tools in the form of spring swages, illus-

trated in Fig. 13, for use under the hammer with the plain

blocks or pallets.
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It will be seen from Fig. 12 that with these tools in use, the

shoulders are formed, and the hammer is made to length, less

the expansion, which takes place in the punching and finishing

processes ; the hammer is also practically cut off the bar, and

after this the eye is slightly flattened one way, as indicated by

dotted lines in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12.

The punching of the hole takes place under a drop hammer,

or another steam hammer, fitted with blocks sunk to the shape

of the forging ; in some instances both blocks have a punch

fitted in them, so arranged that they almost meet at the centre

;

in others the top one only is made with a punch, and this is

driven part of the way through the forging at one side, after

which it is turned over, and the punch applied to that side

;

now, except for a small burr in the centre, the eye is made, and

if the drift be applied to the burr, it will quickly be removed.

The hammer can then soon be finished off, the ends requiring

very little hand work indeed.

£i
Fig. 13.

When making the dies or tools, provision must always be

made for the flow of superfluous metal, by cutting spaces in the

ends of same for the purpose, see Figs. 12 and 13 a. Of course,

if a smith was asked to make a hammer head or two, he would

never think of making special tools in that case ; he would have

to treat them as an ordinary forging, and proceed as follows

(say he is making an ordinary blacksmith's hand hammer as used
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in the smithy) : He would take a round bar of cast steel, about

1 1 inches diameter, and heat the same carefully and steadily

in the fire to a suitable heat, taking care not to burn it ; the bar

will then be shouldered down with fullers as in Fig. 14, the

small end marked A being reduced in diameter, either with

swages or on the anvil ; he would now flatten the centre part

marked B to the same as A, making it as wide as possible the

other way, trim up the corners, punch the hole for the shaft with

an oval punch half way through, then turn over, and meet it

with the punch from the other side. This should be done over a

tool made the same shape as the sides of the eye, with a hole in

the centre for the burr and the drift to pass through. After four

or five blows have been struck on the punch, take it out and cool

the point. Now put a little coal dust in the hole, replace the punch,

and proceed with the punching ; the coal dust will generate gas,

c
Fig. 134. Fig. 14.

and help to force out the punch. Note, a good punch will not

fasten or wedge itself, if a little coal dust is used in conjunction

with fair play, but remember it is not fair play to continue

punching cast steel after the heat has so far abated that it

practically has little or no effect on the steel.

Now insert the drift and flatten on the sides. This must be

done very smartly as the drift will soon cool the steel ; when

the hammer is nearly finished, drive the drift well home from

each side, to make the outsides of the eye larger than the centre

part ; the hole will then assume the best shape for receiving the

shaft, and allowing the same to be wedged tight and fast.

To Harden hand hammers, heat the forging to a dark red,

and cool the ends alternately in water, without immersing the

eye at all ; by this treatment the ends are hardened while the

eye is not, also the heat from the eye tempers one end while the
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other is in the water ; and here we should notice with regard to

hardening that the chill, in cold weather, should be taken off

the water before it is used for this purpose. It is a great mistake

to harden cast steel tools in perfectly cold water : this is the

cause, or at least one cause, of tools cracking during the harden-

ing process ; another cause of cracking is unequal heating, which

produces more contraction round the edges, and causes the

hammer to snip or fly. Bear in mind there is a great difference

in temperature of water standing in the troughs and tanks of a

smithy at various times of the year.

Eye Drifts for Hammers, Tools, etc.—In Fig. 15 we

have two drifts, somewhat different in shape, one marked A,

the other B. It will be seen that the one marked A has four

sharp corners, which condemn

it at once ; if this tool was used

for drifting the eye of the

hammer forgings we have just

been considering, the sharp

corners on the drift would nick

or cut the steel forming the

eye, and weaken it at that part

considerably ; in fact it would

make the hammer dangerous

u
Fig. 15. Fig. 16.

to use, as it might any time give out at one of these weak

places when in use, whereas, if a drift be used that is nicely

rounded off, as in the case of B, it would make a good clean

eye in the hammer, without weakening any part of the forging.

Sledge Hammer, Fig. 16.—To make a sledge hammer,

take a piece of steel, preferably cast steel, shear temper, 2^ inch

square, about 7 inches long, punch and drift the eye, which

should be about 1 inch by 1^ inch oval; now make the short

end of the hammer by drawing out the steel, if you have power

enough ; or, if not, and you have to depend solely on hand-

work, have the piece long enough at the start to allow the

hammer to be cut to shape at the small end ; this done, pro-

ceed to «aake the other a true octagon, i.e. having eight equa.
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sides, cut the end slightly round or ball-shaped, also cut off the

sharp edges round the striking surface or face, work up with a

large swage, and hammer the face slightly round. Note, hammer

faces should never be hollow, but rather a little convex.

If a rather mild cast steel is used for the forging, it must

be hardened by heating the face to a cherry-red, and then

lowering the hammer head into the water, small end first,

holding the face where the stream of running water will strike

it while immersed in the tank, say 2 inches or 3 inches below

the surface ; if, after this treatment, the hammer face snips or

flies off in pieces, it proves either that the steel is higher in

carbon than it should be for the purpose, or that it has not been

properly treated during the forging process. If the steel is at

fault by being too hard, it may be remedied by drawing the

temper ; to do which, clean well with a piece of sandstone and

water, then heat steadily from the small end on the front of the

fire, watching it carefully all the while ; when the face of the

hammer is turning from a straw to a purple colour, take it off

and plunge into water or oil ; should it then be too hard, clean

again and draw the temper to a blue colour, and treat in the

same way as before. If it is known that the steel used for the

hammer is harder than shear temper, it would be better to

harden it in boiled oil, and, if necessary, the temper may be

drawn as before.

.If the hammer still cracks or snips, or flies in pieces, then

clearly the steel has been overheated during forging, in which

case there is no remedy, and it had better be

thrown to the scrap at once ; it is really danger-
f^\ f\

ous for anyone to work such a defective hammer.

The Cold Sate, Fig. 17, is a very simple

tool in itself, and easy to make ; it, however,

requires careful attention while hardening and yig. 17.

grinding.

To make a sate, draw the end of a bar of sate steel down to

a wedge-shaped point, taking care that it does not overlap as

illustrated in Fig. i8
;
while it is being forged; however, the
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overlapping may occur, and if it cannot be avoided, cut off as

at A B, for if it is left on, it will break the first time it is used

;

now punch and drift the eye, cut off the bar, and shape the

head as shown, by tapering off the corners from the

top side of the eye.

To harden cold sates, heat the point steadily to

a dark red colour, then cool the same by holding

the cutting edge in water about f-inch deep ; when

cool, take it out of the water, clean the hardened

part by rubbing same with a piece of sandstone

;

do this quickly, and the heat that is left in the body

Fig. i 8. 0I" tne to°l w^l re-heat the hardened part, and

gradually tone down the hard and brittle temper

just set up at the edge, and so make the tool useful and

serviceable. We may note for the benefit of the learner that

if the sate, when being hardened at the edge, had been plunged

overhead in water, and cooled straight away, the temper would

be so hard that the tool would be simply no use at all; it

would break the first time it was struck with a hammer.

The reader will see, therefore, why only a portion, i.e. the

cutting edge, is hardened, and the other part of the tool held

up away from the influence of the water ; it is so that the

heat may remain in the top part of the sate and afterwards

gradually extend itself back again through the portion that has

been cooled in water, and so gradually temper or toughen the

same.

If the sate is examined after being hardened and cleaned,

the colours showing the degrees of temper can easily be

followed ; first a light straw will be seen, deepening to a dark

straw, then changing to a purple, followed by a light blue,

which, if allowed to go on, will turn to a deep blue. The sate,

if made of steel of a proper temper, will be the best, when the

extreme point is turning from a purple to a light blue ; it should

then be plunged in water to cool, thereby arresting the temper

at this point.

Grinding.—The edge of the sate should be ground slightly
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round, except when the work it is intended for requires the

edge made straight. It is found in practice that when cold

sates are ground with a straight edge, and are required to cut.

say plates or flat bars, they almost invariably snip at the corners
;

but by making the cutting edge slightly round, it prevents the

corners snipping or chipping off, the strain and jar being directed

to the centre and strongest part of the tool, and when properly

hardened this shape, they will stand a large amount of work

;

if, however, the edge should snip slightly, it will be well to

grind up again without re-forging, as the tool will be slightly

softer further back, and perhaps be the right temper; it is

surprising how rarely this suggestion is put into practice. If

the edge turns or knocks up, as they term it in the trade, the

sate must be re-forged and left a little higher or harder temper

than before.

Cold Sates are extensively used in other trades, such, for

instance, as boiler making, bridge and girder work, stripping

and cutting up scrap, etc., and for these purposes they are

made without the eye ; the ordinary shaft as used in the smithy

would not be strong enough to endure the rough usage they

receive in these departments—they would always be getting

broken. Boiler makers therefore use a sate with a rod bent

round the body of the tool ; this shape of handle permits of the

sate being used in many positions that would be impossible

with the ordinary shaft, and another advantage in using is that

it does not transmit so much of the jar to the operator's hand,

as does the shaft.

To make a cold sate suitable to use with a rod, set in the

corners where the sate rod is to be bent round, instead of

punching the eye, and proceed otherwise as before.

The Hot Sate, see Fig. 19, is made in much the same
way as the cold sate. The blade, having to cut the metal while

hot, should be thinner and wider ; this is the only difference

in the forging ; it is also ground a little further back.

The Top Fuller, Fig. 20, is a tool for everyday use, and
tnere sriouid always be four or five sizes at hand, according to

Q
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the class and size of work to be done. To make a small one,

taper down the end of the bar. spreading it out as much as

possible, upset in a bottom swage until the fuller is a suitable

length, and the bottom of the

n

y
Fig. 19. Fig. 20.

tool made round, then work

round the top of the feet or

projections with another fuller,

while standing in the swage,

and punch and finish as in the

case of sates.

The larger sizes of fullers are made rather differently ; take

a piece of steel say 2 inches square and commence by forging

the shank part, then cut a piece off the bar beyond the shoulder

and let it be sufficient to work up to the required size ; this

done, place the shank in the hole of the anvil, while the rounded

part, as shown in Fig. 21, is made, or, place the shank in a

square bolster under the steam hammer, see Fig. 22, and work

up with a top hammer swage in a similar way.

n

£
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Fig. 21. Fig. 22. Fig. 23.

The Flattener or Set Hammer, Fig. 23, should be

made in the same way as the large fuller, but with a perfectly

flat face. The face is easily made by putting the shank under

the steam hammer in a block, or bolster, and spreading with a

piece of half round iron or steel, then levelling the face and

paring the sides to size,
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Set hammers of various widths, with round as well as

square edges, are very useful tools. The round edged set

hammer should be more frequently used than the one with the

square edges, for this reason, that iron and steel, when cut or

shouldered down with a square edged set hammer, will often

develop into a fracture; this should be borne in mind by all

smiths, and the practice avoided as much as possible.

Large Top Swages, Fig. 24, are made in the same way
as the previous tools, with the exception that, when the forging

is put in the block or bolster, a piece of round iron is sunk into

the same, after which the ends, marked A, Fig. 25, can be

drawn out under the edge of the steam hammer, as illustrated,

and then finished on a piece of round bar, which should be a

size larger than the swage is intended to be used on.

V
' n
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Fig. 24. Fig. 25. Fig. 26.

Small Swages, like Fig. 26, are sometimes made by
taking a piece of square steel, long enough to make two of these

tools, and punching a hole in the centre to form the concave

surfaces, the bar afterwards being cut in two at the dotted

lines, see Fig. 27; but this method does not appear to be so

simple as cutting a piece for each swage, and then sinking a

fuller into the end of each piece separately to form the concave
surface, neither is there any saving of time.

Punches need really no explanation after what has been
said about the previous tools; but they should have a good
taper when intended for hot punching. For illustration, see

Fig. 28.

Shouldering Pullers, Fig. 29, are very useful for setting

down, previous to drawing out ; they are similar to ordinary

C 3
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fullers with a piece hollowed out and rounded off in the same

way j the bottom one is made to fit in the anvil. When using

these tools it is advisable always to mark round the bar while

it is lying in a swage or on the anvil, with the top fuller, before

starting with the pair, as it is difficult to always get the top

fuller square with the bottom one unless this advice is followed.

The Side Fullers, as illustrated in Fig. 30, are used for

making one shoulder square and the other taper ; they are

hollowed out in the same way as the previous tools, and then,

n n n n n
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Fig. 27. Fig. 28. Fig. 29. Fig. 30.

instead of rounding off, they are made straight on one side and
taper on the other. There are two advantages to be gained

by using these special tools, when a square shoulder is required
;

namely, in the first place, the square shoulder is made without

any extra work as shown, and the other side, being taper, does

not overlap when being forged out. The edge of these fullers

should not be too sharp ; they should be made about equal to

^-inch round or -|-inch radius for 2-inch fullers, but for the

larger sizes, say up to 4 inches, let the radius be ^-inch, and so

on in proportion.

ANVIL TOOLS.

Bottom Swages and Fullers should be made to pair

with the top tools. Steel of the lowest quality, with a fair per-

centage of carbon, is quite good enough for this purpose. The
thick part of a piece of old rail will make good bottom swages

and fullers, but this quality of steel is not good enough for top

tools, being brittle. It would certainly not do to strike at : it
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would fly to pieces with repeated hammering, and he a source

of danger during the short time it lasted.

Bottom Swages should be made out of a piece of steel

that is large enough to leave the body, when finished, a fair

thickness, so that they will not bend upwards when at work.

The small sizes are often made in pairs, occa-

sionally in trios, such as ^-inch, T%-inch and

J-inch, or ^-inch, f-inch and ^-inch, see Fig.

31 ; but for sizes above 1 inch this method is

not advisable, because the swage would need

to be uncommonly wide, and it would be
i<- IGi 3Ip

awkward and clumsy, and in time the bottom

would work round, with the result that the forging in hand

would be jumping out of the swage at every blow it received.

To make a i-inch or larger bottom swage, proceed as fol-

lows : take a piece of steel, say about 4 inches by 2 inches, or a

piece of billet 2J inches or 3 inches square, and fuller down

one end of same under the steam hammer. To do this, place a

piece of
-£:
-inch round iron across the steel and hammer it in, as

shown in Fig. 32, on the four sides; then place a piece of

J-inch round on the hammer block, and resting the forging on

Fig. 32. Fig. 33. Fig. 34.

it, hammer the round in the top, as in Fig. 33. Now introduce

the side fullers, and work the steel between them under the

hammer, as in Fig. 34, until the required size is reached ; and
while referring to the side fullers for the steam hammer, we
may say they are very simple tools indeed, forged with three

corners, and two of the sides at right angles to one another, in

section as shown in Fig. 34; both tools have the working

corners rounded, so as not to cut the steel. The idea of these

tools is to squeeze and push the steel as it were away from

them at one side, and make a square shoulder at the other side,
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and while doing this not to nick or cut the steel they are work-

ing on ; the top fuller has a handle forged on to hold it with.

And now reverting to the making of the i-inch swage, we may
say that when the shank has been forged with the fullers, as

described above, and then drawn out, cut the piece off the bar

and put the same in a bolster under the hammer, and work to

size and shape ; then sink the groove by using two or three

different sizes of round bars, commencing with the smallest

diameter of bar first, and increasing the diameter until the

required size is obtained. When finishing swages, always open

out the top of the same with a larger sized bar, to give clear-

ance; for instant e, if making a i-inch swage, use a piece of

round bar 1
J -inch diameter to open out the top edges. The

most suitable depth for this class of tool is about |- of the

diameter in the top and the bottom swage.

Bottom swages are most convenient when
they are forged so that at least one end will come

flush with the side of the anvil, as shown in

Fig- 35-

To make these swages, when there is no

Fig. 35. power at hand, i.e. no steam or other power

hammer, take a piece of iron the right size, or

the nearest size obtainable, for the body of the tool, and a

piece of square for the shank ; upset, and forge one end of

the latter piece as much like a mushroom in shape as possible,

then punch a round indentation, not a hole, in the former or

larger piece of iron, that has to serve as the swage ; now raise

the prepared part of both pieces to a good welding heat, brush

off the dirt or cinder with a small besom, and place the mush-

room end in the hollow place prepared for it, in the piece for

the top part of the swage, and give three or four sharp blows

with a sledge hammer, then turn it over into the hole in the

anvil, and work on the top to complete the welding process, or

keep it on the anvil with the shank upwards and work round

the edges of the weld with a fuller or round edged set hammer.

If the swage is intended for any special work, it may require

1...

1
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to have a face of double shear steel welded on, but as a rule it

is quite sufficient if the face is case-hardened, which process is

usually done as follows. Take some prussiate of potash, and

crush to a powder; heat the swage or tool to a white heat,

clean off the scale with a file, and then sprinkle the powdered

potash over the surface to be hardened ; the potash will melt,

and, while in its liquid state, can be run all over the surface to

be hardened, until it has been absorbed by the hot iron, the

degree of hardness and the depth of the case being determined

by the quantity of potash absorbed ; if, therefore, a deep hard

case is required, use the potash freely, and when it has all been

absorbed by the iron, heat the tool again to a dark red, and

plunge into cold water, the colder the better for this purpose.

The above process may be repeated if a still deeper case hard-

ness is required.

Bottom Fullers.—When making these for general use,

always forge a lip or stop on, as shown in Fig. 36, to keep the

forging on the fuller, whilst turning it over ; this will greatly

^

Fig. 36. Fig. 36A.

^\
assist a smith while manipulating some of his wank. The

square shank of all these tools should be made a loose fit in the

hole in the anvil.

Tongs are most necessary tools for a smithy, and it is sur-

prising how many more bad pairs there are in the tool racks

than really good ones, and another surprising feature is the

number of smiths there are who do not get anything like the full

life out of their tongs, through sheer thoughtlessness and neglect

on their own part : the habit of leaving them gripping the
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work in hand, while the same is in the fire, and so allowing the

tongs to be continually getting hot, and as often being cooled in

water, bent, straightened, closed in, and the like ; when much
of this sort of thing could be obviated by a little thoughtfulness

on the part of the smith, and the life of the tongs extended in

consequence considerably.

When making tongs, remember the eye is very important, if

not all-important, since it is in the making of this particular

feature of the tool that so many tongs are spoiled ; for instance,

some smiths, when making the eye, will forge them out on the

square edge or corner of the anvil, thereby making a weak

place at the start, whereas a good smith will do this part of the

work on the beak of the anvil, or some tool with a round edge,

and finish off with a fuller and round edged set hammer ; while

other smiths make the eye much too thin and weak in propor-

tion to the other parts.

§c
2

Fig. 37. fig. 38.

The tongs known in the trade by the name of " flat bits,"

are used most frequently, not only for flats, but for rounds and

squares also, by grooving down the centre, as shown in .big. 37.

To make an ordinary pair of these tongs, take a piece of

good -|-inch round iron, or mild steel, raise the iron to a light

welding heat, or the steel to a white heat, and commence by

flattening the eye, see Fig. 38, on the beak of the anvil, taking

care not to make the same too thin ; then draw back, and give

it a quarter turn to the right and forge the end to 4-inch by

|-inch, see Fig. 39 ; now turn half over, and pass or push the

forging forward beyond the eye, so that the part A in Fig. 39
will rest on the beak of the anvil, and form the other side of

the eye.

Another way to proceed with the making of tongs, that is,

as far as we had gone in the other case, is to set the forging in
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at the parts indicated by dotted lines with a fuller, and un-

doubtedly this will be the more satisfactory of the two ; this

done, cut off the bar and shut or weld on the rein or handle,

which should be a piece of |-inch or TVinch round iron or

±?=— n
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Fig. 39. Fig. 40.

.steel, well jumped up or swelled at the end to form a long taper

for strength ; the side of the tongs will now appear as at Fig. 40.

Now forge Out the ends, make the groove down the centre

with a small fuller, punch the eye for a rivet say ^-inch diameter,

and rivet a pair together, then re-heat and bed on to whatevei

Fig. 41.

they are required to hold, cutting both ends to a suitable

length.

Next we have what are termed the Hollow Bits, for

holding rounds ; they are generally made to hold the same size

at A as at B, see Fig. 41.

Fig. 42.

Then we have the Square Bits, Fig. 42, and these tongs,

as well as those just referred to, should be made to hold apiece

of flat iron of suitable dimensions between the jaws, as shown

at C in Fig. 42, which will make them doubly useful

The Anvil Tongs or Pliers, Fig. 43, are made to open
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very wide, and pick up almost anything that is required ; they

are called anvil tongs, because they are invariably kept some-
where close to the anvil for regular use, generally resting on a

hook driven into the anvil block.

Now we come to what are termed the Hoop Tongs, Fig.

Fig. 43.

44, so termed because the ends are turned in to enable them
to grip a hoop securely as shown, or a bar crosswise.

Then we have what are called the Clip Tongs, intended

for holding flat bars ; they are made by welding a piece across

the end of one of the bits, or forging one of the same with a

Fig. 44.

long end, and splitting and opening back, and bending the ends

over the edges of the bar, as at Fig. 45 ; the latter is the better

method, as the weld is troublesome in some cases ; these tongs

are also often made for holding squares, but are not so good
for that purpose as the square bit, see Fig. 42.

<m ^^=7 ,ee^

Fia. 45. Fig. 46.

Link Tongs, illustrated in Fig. 46, are intended for holding

links, eyebolts, etc.

Bow Tongs.— These are used when forging nuts, collars,

and the like. It will be noticed that the bow is a long distance

from the eye, see Fig. 47 ; this enables the ends to open very

wide, but we must remember that the greater the length the

less grip there will be ; however, a little experience will soon
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decide the best length to adopt to secure the best results, when

it is known what weight and size of work has to be handled.

Of course, for nuts only, the tongs would be made to fit the

nut, see Fig. 48.

Hammer Tongs, see Fig. 49.— These tongs are used for

Fig. 47. Fig. 48.

holding sledge hammers while forging or repairing the face of

same.

Angle Tongs, illustrated in Fig, 50, are made with one

bit, or side, in the form of an angle, while the other is a round.

The angular bit fits on the outside of the bar, and the round

fc 3s
Fig. 49. Fig. 50.

one goes inside, thus securing a firm grip of the bar ; one pair

of these tongs will serve for any width of angle of the same
thickness.

Bill Tongs, as in Fig. 51, are made for gripping the sides

of a piece of angle iron, and are also used for bent work. In

ff
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Fig. 51. Fig. 52.

Fig. 52 we have another pair of tongs used for holding angle

iron the reverse way. Tongs for holding hot sates, shaped as

illustrated in Fig. 53, are very useful, and so are those with a

good clearance at the back for holding a bruised chisel, Fig. 54.

These same tongs are very convenient for holding bolts and

the like. Tongs for holding flatteners or set hammers are

illustrated in Fig. 55.
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Tongs for Holding Picks.—These are made with an

eyebolt serving as a rivet, see Fig. 56. The pick passes through

and is steadied by the eyebolt, while it is gripped by the tongs

as shown.

Fig. 53.

The best way to make the larger size tongs, used specially

at the steam hammer, is to forge them in mild steel out of the

solid, that is without any shuts at all They should be made

of a quality of steel that is not too hard, so that if they should

be broken by accident, they can be mended again. Take a

Fig. 54. Fig. 55.

piece of steel the right size for the bit required, place a flat

tool with rounded edges on the hammer block, and forge out

the bit on the same: first flatten for the eye, holding the

piece across the block diagonally, from left to right, then draw

Fig. 56.

^^
Fjg. 56A.

back, and, standing square with the hammer block, give a

quarter turn to the right ; this will set down for the rein ; now
pass forward to the edge of the part first flattened, turn right

over and set down the other side of the eye ; now draw out the

piece at the end for the rein, cogging it down with the edge of
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the hammer, until very near to the required size, when it may

be almost finished under the hammer, with a very little practice
;

the above work may be done with one heat. A good smith

will draw out the tongs from the solid, in less time than another

man would take to make a shut ; and the tongs when forged

from the solid^will be decidedly stronger in consequence. Now
finish off in the same way as illustrated in the smaller sizes.

Before leaving the question of tools, it will be well to remind

the reader, that the foregoing only deals with the general

tools, and does not profess to touch upon the question of

special tools; these will be described and fully dealt with

Fig. 57.

later on, as we proceed to consider the work for which they

are intended to be specially used; this will simplify matters

considerably, as it is impossible to describe them now, and

demonstrate their usefulness fully, without introducing into the

question the work they are to be used for, and so hopelessly

mixing up the two together ; and before passing on, we shall

see that, in a shop like a smithy, where there are such a multi-

tude of tools required at one time or another, it is impossible

to keep them handy, without there is some sort of an arrange*

ment for holding or storing them in a systematic and orderly

way, so that they may always be in sight and always be ac-
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cessible when wanted. What is needed therefore, is a rack for

the purpose.

A favourite rack for ordinary tools, and one that will

recommend itself to every smith, is made as illustrated in Fig.

57 ; it has steps or tiers arranged one above another. The
principals are made of flat iron, bent as at A, Fig. 57, with holes

drilled or punched for riveting the cross-bars thereto and also

for fastening to the wall ; the length of the rack must decide

how many of these principals are to be used ; a fair distance to

allow between each of the uprights is from 4 feet to 4 feet 6

inches, if this distance is exceeded, the cross-bars will spring

open with the weight and strain, and let the smaller tools fall

through.

The two bottom bars in Fig. 57, marked C, it will be noticed,

are not on a step, but are bolted or riveted to the perpendicular

part of the principals, below the last step; being set out as in

B, so that the tools will go between.

For storing heavy tools, such as swages, cutters, etc., for

the steam and other hammers, a convenient rack can, if there

are any roof columns in the shop that can be utilised for the

purpose, be made as follows. Take two lengths of angle or

other strong bar, and fasten the same at the ends from one

column to another, leaving a space about i-J- inches wide,

between the two bars.

Then take some pieces of 1 inch square iron, and bend the

same into hooks, see Fig. 58, these only need to be placed as

required between the bars, that have been fixed to the columns,|

one of the hooks projecting to one side, and the next one to the)

other, and so on alternately, making use of both sides of the^

rack. The hooks can be moved from one part to another as

most convenient.

If there are no columns at hand, two strong standards can

be substituted,
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CHAPTER III.

HAMMERS, FORGING MACHINES,
AND PRESSES.

There are many hammers in use to-day, some of which are

adapted to general, and others to special work.

When steam power is available, the steam hammer is best

for general and miscellaneous work, especially when a good

assortment of tools is at hand.

The sizes of steam hammers are denoted by their weight,

which is approximately the weight of the piston rod and tup,

and not the weight of the fall, which would, of course be much
heavier, taking into account the velocity and steam pressure

combined.

Next in order of usefulness, is the power hammer which is

an excellent substitute for the steam hammer, when steam is

absent, or insufficient, or when electricity or gas are substituted

for steam. But be it understood, that for heavy general work,

no hammer yet devised can surpass or eclipse the steam

hammer for effectiveness. If this were not so, or not generally

accepted as being a fact, we should not have the power hammer
manufacturers claiming that their hammers, i.e. those worked

by belt, gave the nearest possible results to the steam hammer.

This is an argument, if such were necessary, that speaks volumes

for the steam hammer.

Drop Hammers in their way are very useful ; there are

many types in use, from the one with the old grooved pulley

and rope, to the steam stamp and the patent lifting apparatus

of various kinds.

The Oliver^ as it is called, is an old-fashioned type of
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hammer now almost obsolete. It is being superseded by the

various forging machines and light power hammers ; Olivers,

however, are still in use in some of the old-fashioned shops,

chiefly for making odd sizes and small quantities of special

work.

For small steam hammers, not exceeding 7 cwt. or at the

most 10 cwt. for general use, the one with the single bracket

or standard, known as the Rigby type, see Fig. 59, is the most

effective, and suitable, there being plenty of room round the

anvil block; but for heavier work, a hammer with double

Fig. 6o,

standards, and the tup working between slides, will be most

satisfactory, see Fig. 60.

A in Fig. 59 is the standard and bedplate cast in one piece,

resting on a bed of concrete and hard wood specially prepared

to receive it ; B are the holes through same for the foundation

bolts ; C is the anvil block or tool bed ; D represents the

pallets or working faces ; E the piston rod ; F the cylinder,

inside which the piston is actuated by steam-pressure, delivered

through the valve G alternately to the top and the under side

of the piston ; the driving lever, marked H, is connected to the

valve G ; K is the stop valve for shutting off the steam when
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not in use ; the gland marked L, when properly packed, keeps

the rod and pallets free from the condensed water ; the pipe,

marked M, carries away the exhaust steam.

Fig. 60 is a double standard hammer working on much the

same lines as the one with the single standard.

The piston, in the case of the double standard hammer, is

not so deep nor so strong as in the previous one, because the

tup in this instance works between the slides, and is greatly

supported thereby. The pallets marked A are separate pieces

arranged so that they can be easily and readily changed for

special blocks.

Fig. 61 represents a heavy forge hammer, the standards

forming an arch or bridge. The cylinder A is placed in the

centre of the arch, and the hammer is similar in action to the

others. These hammers vary considerably in size, and are

anything from 4 to 100 tons.

Drop Hammers or Stamps.—In the case of repetition

work, when large quantities of any particular article are re-

quired, and when it is essential that the same should be uniform

in size and shape, then the drop-hammer has no equal, either

for turning out satisfactory work, or doing the same economic-

ally.

D
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Of course, tools and dies are required to work with in the

case of the drop hammer, and oftentimes it is an expensive

matter; in fact, occasionally, it is an appalling item to the

parties concerned, especially when the selling price of the

article to be manufactured is considered. Inquiries frequently

come to hand for quantities of repetition work, which cannot

possibly pay for the expenditure in tools ; in that case the offer

is declined, or if accepted, it is in the hope, if not with the

Fig. 62.

a ssurance, that further orders will follow to recoup the expen-

d iture on tools. In many cases the manufacturer makes a

clean sweep of the cost of the special tools, charging the same

to the customer along with the articles made, and reserving the

tools for that customer's work alone. Fig. 62 represents an

old style of drop hammer still in general use.

The block, marked A on Fig. 62, is a very massive casting,

and it is on this block that the bottom tool or die rests ; it is

held in position by four adjusting screws or pins, working
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through four large wrought iron or mild steel boxes, set in the

block.

The slides, indicated by the letter B, are planed to fit the

tup on the working side, and the bottom ends are arranged to

rest in grooves formed in the block A ; the slides are held in

position by two forks, marked C, which are screwed and run

through the ears of the block with a nut at each side of the

same ; the tops of these vertical slides are held in position in a

similar manner.

The tup, D, is shaped or planed to suit the slides, and

has a dovetail for holding the top tool, which, by-the-by, is

fastened into the tup by driving a key along the side of the

tool, in the dovetail of the tup.

Above, and over the hammer a line of shafting is fixed in

suitable bearings on which a fast pulley is placed, actuated by

a belt and kept running. On this shaft a grooved pulley is

fixed, one side of the pulley being in line with the centre of the

tup. A rope is securely fastened at one end to the tup, and is

loose at the other ; the loose end is passed over the grooved

pulley, and hangs low enough at the other side to be easily

reached by the assistant whose duty it is to pull the rope tight

on the pulley, which, as I said before, is kept revolving, and the

friction of the pulley on the rope raises the tup to the required

height, when the assistant suddenly lets the rope go loose,

which releases the friction, and the tup falls on to the work with

great force.

A good Manila rope is best for the purpose, and the part

that comes in contact with the grooved pulley, is usually pro-

tected by wrapping or binding the same with cord, which is

replaced as it wears ; by this means the rope itself is preserved.

In some works a stamper often has the use of two, and even

three of these hammers to enable him to get through his work
N

and when this is so the blocks are arranged for the stamper to

finish his work ready for the machine shops, or the assembling

rooms, but when he can only be spared the use of one hammer,
then he has to build his work up to, as nearly. as possible, the

d 2
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size and shape required, allowing for reheating and stamping,

and when the articles are stamped as near as possible, the fray

is cut off, either by pressing the forgings through a die, or

dressing off with hammer and chisel, and finishing with a file or

grindstone.

The Dies used under the drop hammer are made in two

ways : either they are cast as nearly as possible the size and

shape in steel, or they are cut out of the solid.

When they are cast, a pattern is necessary, and in preparing

this, allowance should be made for double contraction ; the

block or die, when cast, will shrink or contract considerably in

cooling, and this must be taken into account; likewise the

forging, when it leaves the blocks or dies, will also shrink or

contract as it decreases in temperature, and this also must be

borne in mind, so that the work when finished may be in every

way satisfactory. When the dies have been cast, the mould or

working part is cleaned out, and made ready for use.

When dies are cut out of the solid, pieces of forged steel are

used, the temper being much the same as in the case of sales

and other edged tools, but a cheaper quality of steel.

Die sinking requires a lot of experience and knowledge ; this

part of the work is very important, and must needs be very

carefully and accurately performed. Provision must be made for

getting the work out of the dies easily, and for cleaning purposes,

and also for the flow of metal where more than one pair of

blocks are used for the same forging ; allowance must also be

made in this case for contraction, as when the die sinker has

done his work the blocks have to be hardened, and during this

process they will contract, as also will the article to be manufac-

tured when it comes to the cooling stage ; so whoever makes
the dies must bear all these points in mind while preparing

these working tools, or when finished they will not be satis-

factory.

The most reliable way for sinking dies is to find out how
much contraction will take place in the several instances

mentioned above, and make an iron, brass, or other metal
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pattern of the stamping or forging to be made, with the allow-

ance added on to it, using the same as the master gauge for

fitting the dies to.

In order that a stamper may clean his heat, while he is

working at it, and not be obliged to forge or work a lot of scale

and dirt into the forging, he has by him a supply of water, and

a miniature mop, which he usually rigs up himself, and uses for

the purpose of throwing a splash of water into the die, and on

to the forging that he is making; and this has the effect of

cleaning his work. The next time the tup descends, a sharp

report is heard, as though a rifle had been fired, and immediately

the scale and dirt that a moment before was adhering to the

forging, flies off in all directions ; and it may be stated here,

that throwing water on just as the blow is struck is the most

effective way of cleaning a heat ; either at the stamp, the steam

hammer, or on the anvil.

In the case of other drop hammers, much the same routine,

as stated above, is observed with regard to working them, except

that the means for lifting the tup varies in every case ; as for

instance, sometimes an ordinary double-flanged belt pulley is

used for this purpose, in conjunction with a flat rope or strap.

Friction clutches are also used. There are also steam and

other stamps in use.

We now come to the forging machines and presses, of which

there are lots on the market, that can be used to great advantage

by intelligent smiths, for upsetting, shutting, bending, and the

like ; but we shall have a better opportunity of explaining and

demonstrating the use of these machines later on, when we

come to consider the various examples of smiths' work.
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CHAPTER IV.

IRON AND STEEL.

Until quite recently, comparatively speaking, malleable

wrought iron was the material principally specified for forgings

of all descriptions ; but to-day, owing to the progress of science,

and its application to the steel industry, and to industrial

advances, and the consequent requirements thereof in recent

years, we find ourselves in a new era in the forging world.

And what once was required by engineers and others to be

made in wrought iron, is now specified to be of mild steel,

either Bessemer or Siemens Martin, as the case may be ; and

experience and the various tests go to prove conclusively

that mild steel is much superior to ordinary wrought iron, for

making forgings of any description ; it is also, comparing equal

sections in each case, stronger, and easier in many cases to

manipulate. The reader will possibly have noticed that, since

mild steel has been introduced and become better understood,

and more generally used in making forgings, a marked increase

has taken place in the number of large steam hammers at work.

The writer has no doubt in his own mind that the impetus

given to the hammer trade was partly owing to the peculiarities

of mild steel, and partly through heavy forgings made of this

material being in demand.

Some qualities of mild steel are bad to weld or shut ; the

difficulty being to get sufficient heat to weld, and, at the same,

time, to obviate the fire cracks ; now this was not the case with

wrought iron, which material would always weld splendidly,

and this admirable feature in wrought iron enabled large forgings

to be made in parts or pieces, and welded or shut together,
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after which the whole job would be sound, and equally as

satisfactory as if it had been made out of one piece.

Of course, when speaking of mild steel, we must understand

the ordinary qualities are referred to : there are higher priced

qualities that will weld and shut equal to wrought iron, but

the slight increase in price prohibits its use for general work.

The difficulty in welding mild steel and obviating fire cracks,

together with the demand for forgings made of this material,

has proved that "necessity" is indeed the " mother of inven-

tion." The smith, finding that he had no alternative but to make
certain forgings in mild steel, and knowing full well that he

could not always rely on a weld, in this material, had to Set-

his wits to work, and devise some means of obviating either

the weld or the fire cracks ; and he found that, while he could not

escape the risk of fire cracks in the weld, he could shun the

same, by forging the article in one piece, which is now the

rule, with regard to making mild steel forgings; and these

remarks apply to large forgings as well as small ones; and

engineers have had to meet the circumstances of the case with

heavier hammers.

It must not be inferred from the foregoing remarks regard-

ing shutting or welding, that mild steel cannot be welded, for,

with a little care, most mild steel will weld, some of it equal to

iron.

In order that a smith may obtain the best results, both in

forging and hardening, it is essential that he should possess

some knowledge of the material he is working; and to help him

in this respect, if he does not already possess such knowledge,

the few following remarks on the manufacture and testing of

iron and steel, may probably be found useful and interesting,

for the more he knows, the more likely he is to be able to

deal correctly with the same.

Iron is obtained in the first place in the form of ore, or

ironstone as it is called, which is melted in a blast furnace, by

charging the same with ore along with fuel, limestone, and other

purifying substances; a very powerful hot air blast is then
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forced through the whole mass by means of tuyeres set at

certain distances round the furnace, the blast being first

passed through large iron pipes, arranged in ovens for heating

the air, which is obtained by powerful cylindrical pumps coupled

direct to the engines.

When the iron is melted sufficiently, which is ascertained

by practice, experience and timing, and by looking through the

small mica sight-holes for the purpose, the furnace is tapped

first at the .side above the level of the molten iron, so that the

slag may be run into inverted conical shape holes, having a

stout bar reared up in the centre, around which the slag sets,

when it can be readily removed by hooking a crane chain round

the bar and lifting into an iron truck or tip wagon provided

specially for the purpose, or it is run direct into cast iron trucks

on wheels.

When the slag has been all run off, the furnace is tapped at

the front near to the sand or pig beds, which have been prepared

beforehand, and the molten metal as it runs from the furnace

is directed along gulleys or channels in the sand to this pig bed,

forming itself into the pigs of iron common to the foundry and

forge.

As soon as the iron has become solidified, and partly cooled,

the pigs are broken into convenient lengths, which is readily

done while the iron is at a red heat, and as soon as it is cool

enough to handle with a leather guard on the hand, it is loaded

up, and a stream of water from a hose pipe turned on to the

bed to cool it in order to' prepare the moulds for another cast.

There are other pig beds near by, prepared ready to receive the

molten iron, and the next one or two heats are directed to

these other pig beds, so that those just used may, in the

meantime, be re-prepared for further use*

The pig iron at this stage is now taken to what is called the

puddling furnace for a further boiling and purifying process,

and while in the puddling furnace it is converted into balls of

pasty or malleable iron. These balls are taken to one of the

forge hammers, and subjected to a thorough good hammering
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to rid it of any slag it may yet contain and make and shape the

ball ready to pass through the rolls, through which it is passed

several times, being rolled into various widths and thicknesses

to suit the bar or plate mills.

The puddled bar is then cut into lengths, and placed one

on the other, as in Fig. 63, into what are termed piles, each of

which contains a certain required weight, and these piles, after

being raised to a welding heat, are passed through a number of

gaps in the mill rolls, for bars, each succeeding gap being

smaller than the preceding one, the result being that each time

the bar is passed through the rolls, it is so much less in width,

depth, or diameter, so much nearer to the finished size and

Fig. 63. Fig. 64.

shape of bar required, be it round, square, or flat, as tne case

may be.

If the piles are intended for plates or sheets, then they are

passed through the plain rolls, being reduced in thickness, and

extended in length or width by passing through lengthways or

sideways until the required size is reached.

When bar iron is made in the way described above, the

material produced is what is termed in the trade " common bars."

In the production of better class iron, the common or first

piles are rolled into flat bars^ as just explained, then cut into

lengths as before, and re-piled one on the other, re-heated and

rolled out again in the same way as described before, each

successive piling, heating, and rolling producing a superior

class of iron.
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Best bars or plates made from scrap iron are produced as

follows ; four flat bars, of good quality, are placed together as

in Fig. 64, forming a box, and are held together by pieces of

scrap hoop iron being bent round them ; the inside of these

wrought iron boxes are made up with the wrought scrap iron,

and the whole put into a furnace and raised to a welding heat.

The box can then be turned over and moved about without

any fear of it falling to pieces. When it has reached a suitable

heat for welding, it is taken to a steam hammer and pounded

thoroughly to force out the dross and dirt, after which and at

the same heat it is rolled into flat bars ; these bars are again

cut up, piled, heated and rolled into bars or plates as required,

and they are then undoubtedly a very superior quality iron.

This special quality is branded and sold by some of the makers

as the " best scrap." It follows, then, that the more iron is

worked in a proper way, the better does the quality become.

Steel for making general forging is made in two ways,

known as the Siemens and Bessemer processes. In making

Siemens mild steel a charge of pig and scrap iron is placed in a

gas furnace where it is melted and converted ready for running

into ingot moulds. The moulds are arranged in a pit running

between a line of rails, and on these rails a large ladle fixed

on a carriage is moved to and fro over the whole line of

moulds.

The ladle, which is capable of containing the whole of the

charge from the furnace at one time, which will vary according

to circumstances from 25 to 50 tons, is lined with gannister, and

has a tapping arrangement at the bottom, through which the

steel is run into the ingot moulds. The whole of the steel in

the furnace is run off into this large ladle at one time, to allow

the furnace being fettled and recharged, and to enable the men
to cast or run the molten steel into one mould or another, until

the whole has been cast.

The ingot moulds vary in size to form ingots from 5 cwt. to

7 tons, to suit orders on hand in the rolling mills and forges

and are made square, oblong, hexagonal, etc., whichever is most
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convenient for the subsequent processes. Fig. 65A illustrates

the oblong mould, which shape is mostly used, and the reader

will see from the illustration, that they have a very decided

taper in them to facilitate stripping the mould from the ingot.

Of course, ingot moulds used for producing ship's armour plates,

are very much larger indeed than those we have just referred to.

They are made to contain anything up to 80 or 100 tons of steel,

#2222^

Fig. 6s.

and are shaped more like a slab. In the Bessemer process the

charge is first melted in a cupola, and then transferred to the

converter; but in some of the larger works, it is run direct from

the blast furnaces into the converter, and while it is there a

strong blast is forced through the molten metal, which in the

case of an 8-ton charge, occupies from eighteen to twenty

minutes. This being done, it is run into a ladle, as described in

the case of the Siemens process, and from the ladle it is tapped
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into the moulds, or, as is the case in some works, it is run direct

from the converter into the moulds.

When the ingots have cooled somewhat, and the steel is set,

they are taken to the soaking pits or furnaces, and then passed

on to the heavy rolls, where they are made into blooms, slabs,

Pig. 66.

and billets, and are afterwards cut up into suitable lengths and

weights for the smaller mills, and for the smith's and forger's use.

Blister Steel is so called because of the blisters on the

surface, produced in the manufacture. It is made by what is

called the cementation or carbonising process, which method

was the earliest way of making steel.

The furnace used for this purpose, is a large brick structure

with an oblong base, and conical top, as in Fig. 66. Two fire-
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brick pots are arranged inside about 3 feet deep and 3 feet wide,

and from 10 to 15 feet long. The fire grate is in the middle,

and extends from end to end. The flues are arranged to keep

the temperature around the pots as even as possible. The iron

bars are laid in the pots sandwiched between layers of charcoal

;

that is to say, a layer of charcoal is placed in the pots, then a

layer of bars, then another layer of charcoal, then bars again,

and so on until the pots are full, when the top is covered over

with a layer of mud, or wheelswarf out of the grindstone pits,

which when heated forms an air-tight covering, and keeps the

flame off the bars and the charcoal.

When the charging has been completed, the fires are made
up, and the charge is raised to a white heat, which occupies

about forty-eight hours; the iron then begins to absorb the

carbon out of the charcoal, and continues doing so, until con-

verted into steel, taking from seven to nine days.

There are various tempers of steel made in this way, some

of which are as follows.

Spring Temper.—This is the mildest form of all, with a

core of unconverted iron in the centre.

Shear and Double Shear are the medium tempers*

and what is termed the melting temper, is the hardest of all.

Those bars that are converted into the melting temper, are steel

right through the bar from one side to the other ; this temper

is very much used in making cast steel. The bars that are

intended for making springs, are broken into suitable lengths,

and heated to a light welding heat in a hollow coke fire, or

furnace, and rolled to the section required.

For making high class springs, such as are used for watches

and clocks, the blister steel is passed through the crucible cast

steel process, to make the temper uniform throughout the whole

spring. This uniformity of temper is not always secured by the

cementation and forging processes, but it will be easily under-

stood how necessary, and how essential this evenness of temper

is in the case of springs for clocks and watches, if they are to

be reliable.
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Spring steel is also manufactured by both the Siemens and

the Bessemer processes, and for all ordinary and general

purposes, this quality is most used, it being the cheapest ; but

when there has to be any welding attending the manufacture of

the spring, then the blister steel or converted bars are the

easiest to work and most reliable; the cost of production,

unfortunately, makes the price of this quality of steel rather

high, which, no doubt, is the reason why it is so seldom used.

Some of the Siemens and Bessemer spring steel can be

welded, but it should be specified as " welding spring steel

"

when ordering, as the proportion of welding spring steel pro

duced by these processes is rather low; and the bulk of it

cannot be welded so satisfactorily as to be of any service, and

even the welding quality must be treated with great care, as

once it is overheated it is of no more use as a spring.

Shear steel temper, when it leaves the converting furnace,

is also broken into lengths, and heated again as in the case of

spring steel ; but in most instances this quality is hammered
instead of being rolled, as the majority of users of shear steel

contend that hammering improves the quality much more than

does the rolling. Double shear steel is the latter quality, bent

or doubled on to itself again, then reheated to a welding heat,

and hammered. Sometimes this is done by piling several

pieces, as in the manufacture of iron.

Cast Steel is a term which used to be understood to mean
steel made by the crucible process, but the term has become
very misleading and very indefinite, since all steel, except

the converted bar, was cast; and manufacturers of cast steel

proper, when quoting, contracting, or advertising, have been

obliged to add the word "crucible" when describing the

quality of their steel. They have had to do this to protect their

interests, therefore what was formerly known as " cast steel " is

now7 termed "crucible cast steel"; so called, because it is

made by melting the ingredients in fireclay,, or plumbago, pots

or crucibles, in coke or gas furnaces.

These pots, or crucibles as they are called, are shaped as in
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Fig. 67. They are made from mixtures of clays or plumbago

most suitable for resisting the great heat to which they are

subjected. The clay is mixed with a small percentage of fine

coke-dust, and old crucibles or pots ground up very fine ; the

whole is well mixed together and moistened with water, and

then thoroughly worked up. The pot-maker does the work-

ing up by treading it for several hours with his bare feet, after

which he takes the clay and weighs it up very carefully, so

much to a pot ; and after working it again by hand on a bench

he shapes it by placing the lump in a mould. A plug is then

forced into the mould.

The plug and the flask are shaped as in Fig. 68, and are

Fig. 67. Fig. 68.

made of cast iron. The inside of the flask is scoured out and

made quite smooth, and the plug is turned to shape usually to

template supplied by the pot-maker. After the plug has been

well forced home, and the clay pushed into the space forming

the crucible, that is, between the sides of the plug and the

inside of the flask, it is withdrawn by an upward and twisting

movement ; the flask with the clay crucible inside, is then

lifted over a stake fixed in the ground ; the loose bottom is

placed carefully on the stake, and the mould or flash is steadily

lowered on to the ground, when it will be quite clear of the new

pot or crucible just formed, and left standing on the loose

bottom on the stake.

The top of the pot is now closed in by pressing on a tin
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shape ; it is then placed on a shelf in the pot-house, and left

there with others to dry for two or three days, after which they

are moved to the shelves against the flue in the melting-house,

where they undergo still further drying for from twelve to four-

teen days. In some of the large works they have special

drying chambers for this purpose, heated with a hot draught,

and these firms are able to get their pots ready for use in

much less time.

The night previous to the pots being used, they are taken

with the stands and cover, and placed in a slow-burning coke

fire in the annealing grate, and next morning, after the fires

have been made leady in the furnaces, or melting holes as they

are called, the stands are placed on the fire bars, and the pots

placed on the stands. A handful of dry sand and fireclay is

thrown into each pot, which, when heated, acts as a flux and

fastens the pot and stand together. The cover is put on, and

the fires are now made up with coke to the top of the pot, and

allowed to burn slowly for about half an hour ; then a charge of

Blister steel broken into small pieces, or best Swedish bar iron

cut into small bits, are put into the pots through a sheet

iron funnel held over the pots to convey or guide the pieces

into the same.

When the man in charge is sure that the steel is ready to

pour, the fires are poked down and the pots are lifted out of

the furnaces by one of the men, with a pair of tongs, made
specially for the purpose, with long bits shaped to fit the

crucible. The teamer takes hold of the pot with another pair

of tongs, and, the cover being removed, he pours or teams the

molten steel into a cast iron mould, made in halves, and

fastened together with rings and wedges, taking care not to

splash the steel about in the mould, and when teaming to keep

a continuous stream of metal running in until the mould is full.

The next process is to re-heat the ingot, and have it

hammered or rolled into the size and section required.

For large ingots, the contents of a number of pots are

poured into the one mould.
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In some cases, mechanical appliances, " hoists and cranes/'

are used for drawing the pots from the furnaces.

Crucible cast steel is mostly used in making the best springs,

and various kinds of tools ; the different tempers necessary for

these several purposes being made in the following order, from

the mildest to the hardest : springs, chisels, sates, snaps, shear

blades, drills, turning and slotting tools, and the special high

speed and self hard steels.

Some steel users have tried having a different temper for

each kind of tool, but experience has proved that a large

amount of confusion and waste is caused by this ; the best rule

for engineers to follow is to stock only three, or at the most,

four tempers, viz. the high speed or self hard, ordinary turning

tool, drill, and the sate tempers, and with these four different

degrees in temper, an intelligent smith can make one or other

of the different classes of steel, do all that is required of them,

that is, of course, by hardening and tempering to suit, in which

case certain tools would be made of a standard temper, and

the smith would always know how to treat the same. For

example, the self hard would be plainly marked to distinguish

it from the turning tool temper, so that all turning, planing, and

slotting tools not so marked, would be treated accordingly;

drills, boring bits, rose bits, taps, etc., might all be made out of

the drill temper ; chisels, sates, smiths' top tools, punches, shear

blades, dies, etc., may very well be made out of sate temper.

By some such system as the above many firms would effect a

great saving in time and material.

Swedish Bessemer Steel is often substituted for crucible

cast steel ; some of it is really very good, but taken all round,

it is inferior to the crucible steel. It is, howrever, quite good

enough for making articles like road wedges, crowbars, miners'

drills, bushes, smiths' swages and set hammers, drifts, stamp

blocks, and a large number of similar articles ; but in the case

of cutting tools, such as drills, turning tools, sates, chisels, dies

and punches, and the best shear blades, crucible cast steel is

undoubtedly the better. In such articles as these, the extra cost

&
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incurred by making them of crucible cast steel is more than

repaid by the increased length of service of the tool.

Iron Fibred Steel, or Compound Iron and Steel,

known among engineers as " compo," is made by placing bars

of iron in the ingot moulds. These bars are fixed in perforated

plates, one of which is placed at the top, and the other at the

bottom of the mould, and are in this way held in correct posi-

tions, while the molten steel is being run in at the bottom end

by arranging it to fill from another open mould through a

hollow fire brick, as shown in Fig. 65 ; by way of explanation,

it should be said, that the bottom perforated plate has as much

of the corners sheared off as can be spared, also some pieces

taken out of the sides, and as many f-inch round holes as

possible punched in the plate between the square holes to make

way for the steel to rise, in the mould, about and around the

bars.

A are ingot moulds placed side by side ; B B the perforated

plates ; C the iron bars fixed in the plates ; D the spaces be-

tween the iron bars, which are filled with molten metal ; E the

hollow fire-brick ; the small arrows represent the molten steel,

and indicate how it passes from one mould to the other.

The iron bars are placed in the mould cold, and the molten

steel, as it flows around them in the ingot mould, heats them up,

and they are soon merged into one solid homogeneous mass,

it has been worked out to such a nicety that from forty to fifty

wrought iron bars, 1 J-inch square, can be embodied in an ingot

about 16 inches square, and this again can be rolled into wire.

Rods rolled out of this material, f-inch diameter, have been

cut through, and the ends faced and made smooth, and by the

application of a little acid to cause corrosion, and enable the

eye to determine which part is iron and which is steel, the

bars of iron have been counted, and the number of strands

prove that the compo has been well cast, and that the subse-

quent working has not disturbed the relation of one metal to

rhe other.

This rompo is a good substitute for the highest qualities of
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iron, and is an excellent material for making articles that re-

quire to resist great strains, such as crane hooks, shackles, etc.

Another kind of compo is hard and soft steel, combined in

the same way ; hard steel bars are placed in the mould, and

soft steel is run in among the hard steel bars, as in the case of

the other compo ; these ingots are re-heated, and chiefly rolled

into plates for making safes, and when rolled into bars will

make good crowbars and reins for tongs when proper care is

taken with the shutting.

The reason for using the above class of plates in the manu-

facture of safes is, that when the plates are hardened, no drill

can penetrate through the hard steel, and the bars are so placed

in the ingot that they overlap one another, and the soft steel

toughens and binds them together, so that they cannot be

broken with hammers, and this method gives a material which

is most awkward for the burglar to deal with.

Then we have the self hard and the high speed tool

steels, made by the crucible process, with the addition of

tungsten, chrome, molybdenum and vanadium, all expensive

materials.

In manufacturing this special steel, the makers are com-

peting one with another, and each firm is trying to make a better

steel than its neighbour, some in one way, some in another,

for the matter even yet is only in the experimental stage ; but

all that skill and science can do or devise, or that the human
mind can conceive, is being brought to bear on this very inter-

esting subject ; and every effort is being made to reduce to

a minimum the question of risks and uncertainties in manu-

facture, as is evident from the fact that we find such delicate

registering instruments as the pyrometer being used for indicat-

ng the heat during the manufacture, instead of trusting or

eaving anything to chance as in the old system ; and black-

;miths will be well advised if they will strictly adhere to the

nstructions supplied to them by the makers of any special

reel they may be working on, and that too, as faithfully as it is

)ossible to do, knowing that the manufacturers have been to
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great trouble and expense to find out the best treatment for

each of their different qualities ; and his own employer, having

shared in the expense of the manufacture, by the hi^h price

he has paid for the material, will be at a loss, if the tool is

spoiled by not being treated in a proper manner, to enable it to

do all that is expected of it.

There is one great advantage from the smith's point of view

with most of these special steels (not all) : they are easier to

work than the old self hard and ordinary turning tool steels
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TESTING.

The necessity for testing samples of each cast of steel is

admitted by all makers. The tests applied by them are usually

very severe and searching ; and though they know exactly what

each charge put into the furnace consists of, yet they cannot

feel satisfied, until they have tested the output thereof by

analysing samples of the steel, with a view to satisfying them-

selves that the conditions of the melting process are what they

should be, and to make sure that all injurious ingredients have

been eliminated, during the same, and also with a view to

deciding the nature of, and the best purpose for which each

particular cast can be used.

It is the duty of the chemist to see to the analysing, and his

report as to the various percentages of different ingredients

found in each sample of manufactured material, is taken as a

guide in deciding the best purpose that the steel can be used

for ; but besides searching into and examining the contents of

the material itself, its very nature is also inquired into,

examined, and tested most minutely, and this part of the

business is divided between the testing house and the practical

smith.

Samples of mild steel are prepared and shaped something

like the sketch marked A in Fig. 69, the centre part of which

is reduced in area to come within the scope of the testing

machine, and is usually made to a standard size to facilitate and

simplify calculations.

The usual test applied by manufacturers, is that called the

" tensile test," i.e. the act of trying the amount of tension, or,
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the amount of stretching, which is the same thing, that the

piece will stand before breaking, and the weight it will carry

before commencing to stretch. This is done by fixing the ends

of the test pieces in the machine, and allowing the same to

drag or pull the bar, until it parts or breaks under the strain.

Very careful measurements are taken at different stages of the

testing, with regard to the length, so that the amount of weight

the material will carry without stretching, may be ascertained,

and when the substance comes apart, the breaking strain or

weight is known, being registered by the machine, and the

elongation or elasticity is also known ; the appearance of the

fracture is also carefully examined, and all particulars noted,

for reference whenever required. After the bar has been tested

in this way, and taken out of the machine, it is in shape similar

to illustration B in Fig. 70.

DiC
Fig. 69. Fig. 70.

Test pieces are cut from plates, and machined on the centre

part, for the same reason that bars are reduced in the centre, as

already pointed out, viz. to bring them within the scope of

the machine. The machining serves another purpose also,

namely the removing of any rough places that may exist and

be likely to start a fracture. The testing is then performed in

the same way as in the case of bars.

Bend Tests are made in the testing house in the interest

of the manufacturer; but these tests are also made by the

smith in the interests of his master, and as they will come up

again for consideration later on, we can deal with them then.

Now the object of all this testing and proving is obvious to

the practical and experienced mind ; but to the uninitiated the

case is different. It will probably appear to them very much in

the light of a fad, and if they had seen sufficient of the business

to know what large sums of money are spent on laboratory

appliances, testing house machinery, and in wages to testing
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house officials and chemists, no doubt they would say it was a

very expensive fad also ; but there is another side to the ques-

tion : the manufacturers, when they come to dispose of their

steel, have to say what sort of steel it is, and what it will do.

They have virtually to make certain guarantees that it is suitable

for this, that, and the other purpose ; that it will be capable 01

resisting certain pressures, tests, strains, and so forth, and the

purchaser expects to have ample satisfaction that such is the

case. And before he expends any money in making the steel

up into forgings, boilers, or whatever he is about to use it for, he

instructs his responsible smith to make a certain number 01

tests selected at random from the steel supplied, and test the

same in the way described hereafter, and on the result of these

tests, depends the question of returning or retaining the

material in question. If it stands the tests, he will keep it : if

not he will return it as unsuitable, and the manufacturer will

have it on his hands, and may have to bear the expenses

attending loading, unloading, and carriage. If the would-be

purchaser happens to have a penalty clause in the contract foi

the work for which the material was intended, and he is pre-

vented from finishing in time owing to the delay in the delivery

of suitable material, the steelmaker may then also find himself

saddled with at least a portion of the penalty, if not all. Of

course, the wording of the contract with the manufacturer

would have a lot to do with deciding the question for the

liability of penalty ; but whether or not, very much unpleasant-

ness and annoyance would arise in any case, which is always

much to be regretted, and the material would have to be

replaced after all. It will, therefore, be seen from this how

important it is that steel makers should know every possible

peculiarity about their steel—what it will be most suitable for

doing, what it will stand, and all about it, so that they will not

only be able to answer all questions regarding it, but also that

they may know when they can best place it with a customer

without any likelihood of its being returned on their hands, and

being a burden to them in the way of carnage and other risks
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On the other hand steel users, who make the same into forgings,

to stand Admiralty and other tests, for high pressure engines and

boilers for ships of war, and ships for the passenger and

merchant service, and who use it in the construction of bridges

and a host of other things, require to satisfy themselves, and

make doubly sure that the material they are buying is really

A i quality and suitable in every way and every particular for

the special part it has to play, so that they can feel and know
from the start that they are secured against any risk of the

work they have in hand being declined when delivery is

tendered, because of inferior material being used.

In the case of contracts for steel for use in His Majesty's

workshops, the Government always send inspectors from the

particular departments to see the steel tested at the makers'

works, and the same course is now followed by other large

users of both iron and steel.

The inspector has full power to reject the whole or part

of any consignment, if it does not come up to the standard laid

down in the specifications, and on the other hand, if he accepts

or passes any consignment as being satisfactory, he takes the

whole responsibility upon himself, and the firm or department

that he represents have then no claim on the manufacturer.

We will now consider the various tests as performed by the

smith.

Bending Tests.—There are many rules relating to the

radius of the bend for this particular test, some of which are

much more trying than others, but if the steel will close in to

three times the thickness of the bar itself, as in Fig. 71, without

any sign of fracture, it may be considered good enough for

any ordinary purpose, but much of the true mild steel will go

even closer than that, and in the thin sections will close right

up without fracturing.

It must be understood that all these bend tests are made cold.

In order to carry out the above test in a shop where there

is no hydraulic or other special press or machine available, the
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best way to proceed is to lay the piece across a large swage, as

in Fig. 72, under the steam hammer, and bend as far as possible

with a large fuller or knobbler, as the hammer fullers are

generally termed ; after this, take hold of the test piece with a

pair of pliers or bow tongs, and complete by holding up on end

under the hammer. This is a trying operation to a new
beginner, but if he is not nervous, he will find it easily enough

performed, with the aid of a reliable hammer driver; if he

is nervous, and fails to hold the piece still, and the top end

directly over the bottom one in the centre of the pallet, then,

instead of the test piece taking the full force of the blow, it will

be driven from under the tup, and it is here where the danger

lies; but let the beginner bear the following instructions inm
Fig. 71. L

? lg. 72.

mind, when he is engaged on this class of work, and he will

take no hurt. Keep your fingers from between the reins of the

tongs or pliers, always grasp them with your hands right round

both of the reins, then if the tongs are twisted round by the

blow, they will slip or turn round in your hands, without

injuring you; never use tongs for this particular purpose, unless

you can hold them in the way just described.

Tempered Bend Tests.—Sometimes when steel is ordered

for special work, the specification requires that it shall stand

the preceding test, i.e. " the bend test," after it has been heated

and cooled in water, to show that there is nothing in the com-

position of the steel objectionable for the particular work it is

for, and to prove that it is perfectly mild and will not harden.

This is called the " tempered bend test."
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The Rivet Test.—This test is resorted to in order to

prove that certain steel will rivet easily and perfectly without

splitting. This test is performed by simply placing a trial piece

in a bore on a hard steel stop and hammering or riveting it

down while cold to the shape of a rivet ; the head is made to

overlap a lot more than is expected, or would be necessary, in

an ordinary rivet, for the reason that this is simply and purely

a testing operation.

Compression Test.—This is another test serving a similar

purpose to the previous one, and is made to show that the steel

is not seamy. It is done by simply crushing a piece of steel

down under the steam hammer to one-half its original length

while cold, see Fig. 73.

Testing Steel Angles and Tees.—There are several

ways of testing steel angles, etc., one of which is to crush the

D ^=€̂
Fig. 73. Fig. 74.

two flanges together at one end of the test bar and open them
out at the other end of the bar, see Fig. 74. Another way is

to flatten the flanges outwards as at A or close them both

together as at B, but flattened or closed, as the case may be,

for the whole length of the piece ; it is then doubled over as in

the bend test, see Figs. 75 and 76. Note.—This is all done

cold, and good steel angles will not break.

Tees are treated in exactly the same way.

Plate Bending Tests.—The Book Test. The plates

for the tests up to \ inch thick are usually supplied to the smith

in square pieces, and he is expected to fold them over one way,

and afterwards to fold the doubled portion over again in the

opposite direction, see Fig. 77, and by doing so, testing both

ways in the one piece. This is known as the book test.

In the case of thicker plates, it is usual to cut one test piece
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from the end, and one from the side of the same plate, and

subject them to the ordinary or tempered bend tests.

Sometimes rough edges on the test pieces will give a start

to a fracture before the testing is finished, and once a fracture

is started, in the case of steel, it is a difficult job to check it,

and for this reason some firms machine

the edges of their plate test pieces before

they are proved.

Drifting tests are applied to plates and

flat bars in the following way. Certain

holes are punched or drilled in the same, and then the holes are

increased by drifting, while cold, to twice and even three times

the size of the hole as at first punched or drilled.

This test is common in the case of boiler plates, to demon-

strate the tenacity of the steel, and prove that it is not likely

to give way in the seams when made into boilers and subjected

to heavy pressure.

Welding Tests.—This particular test is usually entrusted

to one of the most experienced and competent smiths in the

shop, for the reason that if the welding when tested should turn

out to be indifferent, the master can feel assured that the steel

will be of no use to him ; since, if the best smith in his shop

cannot weld it satisfactorily, none of the others can reasonably

expect to succeed ; whereas, if the test had been given to a

smith with less experience, and the result was not satisfactory,

he could not then naturally feel so sure that the indifferent

welding was through some fault in the steel.

Now, suppose we want to make an ordinary weld with two

pieces of say 2 inches by J inch. In the old way, in the case

of iron, we should upset the two pieces, scarf out the ends to a

thin wedge shape, then raise the ends to a welding heat, place

the scarfed portions one on the other as in Fig. 78, and ham-

mer the two together until they were thoroughly merged into

one and the same piece. In the case of iron this makes a

perfect weld, the best that can be made, and sometimes in the

case of steel ; it will also make a good weld, but the best and
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safest way to weld steel is to upset the ends just where the end

of the other piece will come, and, omitting the scarfing, raise

both ends to a welding heat as before, then place them one on

the other, as in Fig. 79, and hammer them well together, then

take another turn at the fire and raise to a welding heat a

second time, and finish by hammering smartly, until the two

pieces are thoroughly welded together.

By upsetting the ends and placing them one on the other as

shown in Fig. 79, the reader will [see that the smith has more

material to work on than he would have had if the two ends

had been scarfed as shown in Fig. 78, thus affording a better

chance of making a good weld ; and, besides, when put to-

gether in this way, they do not slip one off the other when the

first two or three blows are struck, as is so often the case with

^z; =3=

Fig. 77. Fig. 78. Fig. 79.

steel that has been scarfed ; when this sort of thing does happen

the result invariably is an imperfect weld.

It is the contention of most smiths that are experienced in

working steel, and who have been in the steel trade, that the

second heat on a steel shut does far more good than the

first, and in the opinion of the writer, who has had a large

experience in this particular line, all steel shuts should have a

second welding heat on them. There is very little time taken

up if the weld is returned to the fire quickly—in fact, it will

often prove a gain rather than otherwise, because the part

will in many instances be made to size and shape quicker and

easier with the extra heat.

When the weld has been made, the test piece is bent over

as in the bend tests already described, Fig. 71. In some cases

these test pieces are bent hot, and in others they are tried after

the piece has cooled down, and it is a curious fact that those
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that are bent when cold often give the best results. Welded

test bars are often bent when cold, without showing any sign of

fracture or fire cracks, and this should always be the case with the

best quality of welding steel when tested by a competent smith.

Link Test.—To make a link test, assuming that the steel

is supplied to the smith in a large bar, that is referring to the

thickness or diameter : Hammer or forge a piece of the bar

down to about i^ inch by j inch, by about 9 inches long, cut

off and bend the same, U-shape, heat the ends and scarf out

with a fuller and close the link together, see Fig. 80 ; " scarfing

in a case like this is recommended, because, when closed to-

gether for welding, it is much the same as two pieces rough

welded together, no dirt can get between the surfaces to be

welded, and the link is one of the easiest forms of weld to make
without overheating, seeing that the

part to be welded goes furthest into f/\ /
WeLD

the fire." Now reheat and weld on I II (c ~D)

the beak of the anvil, and when cool, \=^y
place it on end on the anvil, or under pIG g0# FlG gj

the steam hammer, and gently crush

the welded end down close to the other end, see Fig. 81, or,

if a more severe test is desired, cool in warm or chilled water

as soon as welded, and crush as before.

Tube Tests.—These tests are made from a plate, say

to inches square, with the thickness varying from \ inch to

I inch or J inch. In the case of |-inch and |-inch plates, it is

the best to scarf both ends ; but when using the stouter plates,

it will be best only to scarf the inside end, for this reason, the

thinner plates are more easily heated through to the inside

scarf, and being so light, must be welded as quickly as possible

before the welding heat has gone back ; whereas the thick ones

require to be longer on the fire before the inside scarf is hot

enough to weld, and by leaving the outside end unscarfed it

takes longer to heat, and tends to equalise the temperature, and

at the same time gives more material to work on, which is an

advantage when the heat can be kept up,
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Tube tests when made with both ends scarfed should be

welded with a swage on the outside on a suitable tool or block

;

but when welding the thicker plates, with only the inside end

scarfed, then the sledge hammer is used instead of the swage,

as it makes the best weld by thinning out the end and working

the scarf well in at the same time, the swaging being done

afterwards.

A tool for welding the tubes on is easily made by taking a

piece of iron or mild steel about 2^ inches diameter, and

flattening out the end in a 3-inch swage ; this is recommended.

Fig. 83. r~
_ ___

Fig. 82.

because it leaves plenty of room for the tongs at the under

side, see Fig. 82 ; then bend over as at A and make the bottom

to fit some suitable block, which may be used on the stand

;

but for this purpose it is better set on the floor, the length of

the tool stem B being made to suit.

The best way to obtain the welding heat is to lay the tube

on a clear fire, and place a piece of fire-brick inside the tube to

cover up the part to be welded, thus keeping away the cold air

and drawing the heat through
; put about a good shovelful of

coke up to the sides of the tube and apply the blast with a

medium pressure, and as the fire burns away feed it by raking
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or poking down some of the coke lying up the sides of the

tube ; do not let the fire burn hollow. The progress of the heat

can be easily ascertained by lifting up or pushing to one side

the fire-brick inside the tube, and as soon as it is turning from

a white heat to a greasy appearance, sprinkle a little clean sand

inside ; this forms a slag, which is fusible, and will assist the

welding ; experience only can satisfactorily instruct the reader

as to the proper moment to bring the heat off the fire ; but as

a rule the heat is ready directly after the sand runs freely.

The tube is generally heated and flanged at one end by
holding in a swage, and working out with a ball-faced hammer
or large fuller, see Fig. 83.

The tubes are sometimes crushed, instead of being flanged,

after the welding has been done ; and at others they are crushed

as well as flanged, to see if there are any fire cracks still un-

aa^ftj-^-j^
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Fig. 84. Fig. 85. Fig. 86.

detected. The tube should be crushed for testing with the

weld at one side, see Fig. 84.

Of course it does not follow in every instance that, because

fire cracks appear in steel that has . been welded, therefore

it is the fault of the steel ; it may be that the steel has been
too hot, or as the smith would term it, burnt, and until the

smith has had a fair experience with steel welding, it is just as

well for his principal not to be too hasty in condemning the

material.

The author, in the course of his experience, has known
steel to be returned to his employer as not good for welding

purposes ; and in the course of his duties, he has put the

materials thus returned to the most severe of all the tests just

referred to, and proved that the steel was as good as it was
possible to have it ; and this has happened not once, twice, or

thrice, but many times j and the only conclusion to be arrived
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at under the circumstances, is that the steel has been worked

either by careless or incompetent smiths.

A coating of clean sand thrown on to the steel, or taken up

by dipping or rolling the pieces in the sand, when it is turning

from a white to a welding heat is a great help to a smith ; the sand

forms a slag which is fusible, and prevents cinder and dirt from

adhering to the forging. The sand, when hot, is in a fluid state,

and when the two pieces to be welded are placed together and

struck with a hammer, the fluid sand is excluded immediately,

leaving the faces clean, and so giving the best possible chance

to make a good weld. Some smiths seem to hold the idea that

the sand should not be allowed on the part to be welded ; they

try to work the sand round the sides and the back of the weld,

as though they were using it solely to protect these parts from

the action of the fire. This is a great mistake; the weld is

assisted by being coated with sand, provided always that it is

clean before the sand is applied.

Some smiths use a mixture of sand and borax, others borax

and sal-ammoniac; there are also some patent compounds

for the same purpose, some of which certainly make the steel

weld better and easier ; but it is rather amusing to read in the

pamphlets issued by the proprietors of these patent compounds

how, after extolling very loudly the virtues of their compounds,

they wind up, after all, with some remark to the effect that much
depends on the ingenuity of the smith.

The fact is that if the steel is what it should be, and the

smith understands his task in all its bearings, he ought not to

need anything more than the sand to make a good weld.

There are many other ways of testing steel, but those we

have just described are most generally used, and are ample to

prove satisfactorily the quality of mild steel.

Testing Wrought Iron.-—This is another matter alto-

gether to testing steel, owing to the different formation and

composition of the material.

The common tests for iron are the bend and the fracture.

There is no necessity to test iron for welding, because all iron
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is perfect in that respect. The bend tests are made in the same

way as in the case of steel, except for the angles and plates.

Angle iron should not be expected to close in or open out to

the same extent as mild steel angles without splitting. It will

give way at the root, as shown in Figs. 85 and 86, unless it is of

very high quality indeed, and too high in price to be of any

practical use ; but the flanges, when separated, should double

into a bend similar to an ordinary flat bar.

Iron plate should bend over one way almost equal to mild

steel, but should not be expected to stand the same both ways,

because there is the grain one way or the other ; a piece off the

side of the plate with the grain running lengthwise will bend

over quite well, if the iron is good ; but a piece off the same

plate with the grain running across it will break sooner when

put to the test. Manufacturers have endeavoured to get over

this difficulty by having the plates crossed in the piling, or

doubling, and when treated in this way they certainly make a

good plate, but even then they will rarely stand the same test

as mild steel.

The rivet test is sometimes used on iron, but no iron is

expected to stand so much riveting as mild steel ; it will split

sooner.

The Fracture.—In testing iron the fracture test is mostly

relied on, and this is a test that requires some experience, not

so much to perform the breaking, as to judge the quality when

done.

To make a fracture in a round bar, nick with a cold sate

2\ inches or 3 inches from the end, say for about one quarter

of the circumference, and in the case of squares and flats, nick

one side, then hold over the beak of the anvil, and let the

striker give the end of the bar two or three light blows with his

sledge hammer, increasing the force of the blow as required.

If the iron is of a soft nature and low quality, it will break

irregularly with a dark bluish appearance, intermixed with crystal

particles, and but little fibre ; if the iron is hard as well as low

in quality, it will generally break of! with a fracture of chiefly

F
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coarse crystals. The medium qualities when broken, give a

fracture, fibrous or stringy, with a fine grey silky appearance,

and rarely break right off the bar. The highest qualities

generally break off short as mild steel, with a fracture very

similar, close grained if there is any to be seen at all, and small

fine crystals.

Fracturing iron can be made very misleading, because the

appearance of the fracture depends somewhat on how it has

been made. For instance, the fracture made by repeated and

increasing force, will show much more fibrous results than the

same bar fractured with a heavy and sudden concussion ; then

again, a bar that has not been well welded together in the

making, will tear and open at the seams and cause the untrained

operator to think that it is better than the same quality of iron

which had been well welded.

The reader should bear these points in mind, and weigh

them one against the other when testing iron.
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CHAPTER VI.

GENERAL FORGING AND SMITHING.

In
- most shops there will be a number of jobs to be done in

small lots that could be done to better advantage in other ways,

if larger quantities could be put in hand at one time, to cove"

the cost of special tool and preparation ; but as this cannot

always be done, firms, like individuals, have to make a virtue

of necessity, and do the best they can under the circumstances

with the facilities at hand. A smith that understands his trade

will often make use of his special tools for doing work, other

than that for which they were specially made, as there are many
forgings in which one part of the same may be identical with a

part of some other article that he has been making in large

quantities, and yet when each piece is viewed separately as a

whole, they are quite different in shape.

We will now consider the general smith's work, by selecting

certain articles, and describing some of the various ways by

which they may be most profitably made ; and we must each

and all determine for ourselves as we proceed, which method,

herein described, will be the best according to the tools we
have at hand, and the licence we have for making others, and

bearing in mind all the special circumstances with which we

find ourselves surrounded ; for, evidently, the process which

would be the best in one shop, will not always be the best in

another. The reader must use his own judgment in tins

matter, and he should easily be able to decide.

Bolts.—The reader will see that in the case of bolts, the

first article selected for consideration, that it would not pay to

set a smith to make ordinary bolts for stock. These articles

F z
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can be made so quickly in the bolt-making machines, in large

or small lots of stock sizes, that bolts in any quantity can be

purchased much cheaper than they can be made by the smith.

Yet it sometimes happens that a few are wanted in a hurry

;

the stock being run out, and the job being urgent, they cannot

wait for delivery, the bolts being wanted there and then, or

the sizes wanted are a special shape ; then the smith may be

asked to make them, and we shall assume that we are working

under these conditions ; and in order that a smith may make

them, he will require what is called a " bore " to hold the

shank of the bolt while he is working on the head, and the best

shaped tool of this description is what is called an " Oliver

Bore," fitted into a cast iron block, as shown in Fig. 87. The

arrangement is a very simple and very effective one.

Fig. 87.
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Fig.

The " bore " A is packed tightly into the block B, or fastened

with a strong set-screw as shown; a groove is cut into the

block, as shown at C, or it may be packed up at each side, as at

Fig. 88 ; a piece of iron or steel is laid underneath for the

distance piece E to rest on, and this piece of iron bent as shown

in sketch serves to drive out the bolt by striking the end D.

If the bolt being made is required shorter in the shank than the

bore, a steel peg F is dropped into the bore on to the lever D,

or the piece E.

If the block B is not to hand, two ordinary swage-blocks

can be made to answer the same purpose by placing one on

the top of the other with two hard wood strips between them, as

shown in Fig 88, and if the head is to be hexagonal, we shall

want a nut swage, Fig. 89, to forge the heads, and a snap,
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Fig. 90, to round or chamfer off the top edges or corners of

the head.

We will say the instructions are to make six bolts, as shown

n Fig. 91. The smith will most probably receive his instruc-

tions as follows : Make six bolts J inch by 4 inches, hexagonal

heads.

To begin with, take a bar of f-inch round iron, and cut

off a piece 5^ inches long, then cut a piece \ inch by f inch

off another bar of that section, long enough to bend and make
a collar on the piece previously cut off the f-inch round bar,

and place it 4^ inches from the end of the bolt; this will cause

the shank to thicken up under the head, while being worked in

the bore, but it will make the most perfect weld. If the collar

is put on at the exact distance from the end of the shank, it

will have no material in it to compensate for the loss caused

[HI «^ g-4 - -*;

Fig. 89. Fig. 90. Fig. 91. Fig. 92.

by scaling or oxidation set up by heating; the head must be

welded on, consequently there is bound to be some loss of

substance, which will vary according to the dexterity of the

workman, the quality of the coke and the material, and if the

collar is put on the shank in the way last described, then in

that case; the weld under the head, if examined closely, will in

all probability be found to be defective.

When the collar has been closed on the shank, it should

be raised to a welding heat, and then worked in a nut swage,

tapering the head, as shown in Fig. 92. Now put the shank in

the bore and work on the top, being careful to bring the hammer
straight down on to the head, or the portion of the shank

projecting above the head; this must be done very carefully

until the collar rests on the bore, or the head will be driven to

one Side, instead of being central with the shank as desired.
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The piece of the shank that was projecting through the collar

will now be spread over the top, making as it were a welded

rivet, and by using a snap to round off the edges, and working

the head in the nut swage and bore alternately, the bolt will

soon be finished, and will be the best sample of welded bolt

head that can be made by hand. Another way, and a very

good one too, of making this same bolt, is to forge out the

shank from a piece of i^-inch or if-inch round iron or steel,

and cut sufficient of the ij-inch or i-f-inch off the bar to form

and make the head ; this done reheat and work up in nut swage

and bore alternately as in the previous case. When the shank

of the bolt is forged and cut to length, the peg in the bore

may still be used, although it is not absolutely necessary, to

control the length of the bolt and keep it right, as well as

being a convenience for driving the bolt out of the bore each

time.

When steel is used for making the bolt, the latter method

of making it by hand is undoubtedly the best that can be given,

and in some shops, and by some smiths, even when using iron,

it would be preferred no doubt to the way described in the other

cases, and it is far the best for short bolts and set-screws.

Another way to proceed with the making of this bolt, when

only a hand bore is to be used, would be to cut a piece of iron

about 5j inches long off a f-inch bar, then make a collar out

of -f-inch by f-inch, or if that section is not to hand, take a piece

of -J-inch diameter and flatten same and make the collar, then

heat the end of the f-inch iron, and upset the same into the

collar, while cold. This will make the shank a little thicker just

under the head, then it will fit tightly into the bore, and minimise

the tendency to tear away again under the head while working

in the bore ; but if the shank is upset too much, and made too

thick, then it will fasten in the bore too soon, and will drag or

cut up a piece of the shank, as in Fig. 93, making an ugly look-

ing scarf edge under the head, besides making the head too

large, and perhaps the shank too short, so care should be taken

to obviate swelling the shank too much. Now reheat and weld
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the collar on to the shank as before, but without tapering the

head as in the first case.

Suppose now, that we have to make a few bolts £ inch dia-

meter by 9 inches long or anything over that length, the best

way to proceed is to weld a collar on the shank as in the case

of the £ inch by 4 inch bolt that we have just deali: with, but

this time without upsetting or swelling the shank, and instead

of using a bore for working up the head, use a forked tool, as in

Fig. 94, turning the bolt round in the fork of the tool while the

top of the head is being hammered. The forked tool should

be made so that the shank of the bolt will turn round in

the fork quite easily; and when this tool is being used,

it must be packed firmly and securely in the anvil or swage-

block, as it will make all the difference to the quality of the

workmanship put on the

1

bolt, if this tool is not nrn

firmly and rigidly fixed :r

while in use. We may

repeat that the shank need ^
not be upset previous to FlG jr IG< g

.

welding on the collar as in

the case of the bolt we considered previously, because, since

the head is being hammered on the top, whilst lying in the fork

tool, it is thickening up the shank under the head. We must

note here that a "light hammer is the best for working against

the top of the head, say one about 3J lb. weight. It is not

generally known what a good bolt this will make, arid there is

no doubt that it is the quickest, the easiest, and the best way

of making small lots of long bolts. It is much better than

making short bolts and shutting to length.

Fig. 95 represents a bolt £ inch by 4 inches, and. would be

described as having a square head and square neck. The

method for this sort of bolt depends on the tools at hand. If,

say, the smith has a bore that will take | inch diameter with

the top cut out for the square neck, then the best way will be

to forge out of a piece of ij inch or i\ inch square, or a piece
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of I inch square may be rounded down, and a collar welded on

to make the head ; if the bore is square right through, the best

way will be to weld the collar on first, and draw down the shank

afterwards.

Fig. 96 represents a bolt i inch by 6 inches with a square

neck and a snap or cup head. This bolt is made by upsetting

a piece of i-inch diameter iron, long enough for the purpose,

in a bore with a recess at the top (see bore in Fig. 88) ; the

recess being made large enough to hold sufficient iron to make

the square and the head, in which the bar is first upset. It is

then taken out, and placed in a finishing bore and snapped, the

square neck being formed as it is driven into the finishing bore.

Fig 95.
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Fig. 98. Fig. 99.

Fig. 97 represents a bolt J inch by 7 inches, with counter-

sunk head. The length in countersunk bolts is generally taken

from the top of the head. This particular bolt has a "nib " up

the side of the head to stop it from turning round while the nut

is being screwed up. It is made by hammering a piece of

^ inch diameter iron into a bore made to suit.

Fig. 98 illustrates a f inch by 6 inches T-headed bolt, and

is forged out of a bar about the right size for the head, worked

up in a square-necked bore.

Fig. 99 illustrates a small wing or thumb-screw. To make
these a pair of special dies or tools are required, to shape the

iron, as in Fig. 100, the ball part being afterwards flattened out.

When forging in the die a difficulty sometimes arises in this
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way : a bar the right size for the collar will hardly be large

enough for the ball part, and a piece right for the ball would

give too much for the collar. In this case an easy way out of

the difficulty would be to use the smaller bar and turn the end

of the bar up a little, as in Fig. ioo, and work the bent end into

the ball with a light welding heat.

Cotter holes in round bolts and bars, Fig. 101, should be

punched first from one side in an ordinary swage, then turned

over and punched in a swage or die with corresponding hole in

the bottom for the burr to fall through, Fig, 102. Then a piece

of steel the same size as the hole should be inserted and the

a
Fig. i 01. Fig. 102.

s7,

"11

Fig. ioo. Fig. 103.

bolt or bar swaged round; then drive out the piece of steel

with a drift, and let the drift be driven through to clear out the

hole,

Sometimes bolts or pins have to be made with long shanks

and small heads, the latter being scarcely large enough to

weld on in the form of a collar. The best way to make

these, when a quantity is required, is to raise the end to a

good heat, and swell the same by dropping it on the anvil or

hammering against the end ; then round up in a pair of tools

properly recessed to form the head, Fig. 103. The tools should

be fitted to some bolt machine or light hammer while in use.

Strap or Palm Bolts, illustrated in Fig. 104.—These
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bolts are nearly always made by welding the round part on to

the flat portion, in a tool shaped out for the purpose, see
Fig. 105. There are, however, two ways of doing this, viz. :

either to lay the flat portion in the above special tool, and while
there to punch the same with what is called a bob-punch, see
Fig. 3 6a, after which the end of the flat will be shaped as
shown in Fig. 106, and then weld the round part into the hollow

Fig. 104. Fig. 105.

thus formed; or the round part can be welded on to the flat

without any other preparation, except a little upsetting, which
should be done in any case to allow for wastage in working,
when a good finish is required.

For turning down the flat ends, the best and quickest way is

to cut the ends to length, and bend the flat one in a tool slotted

or milled to the right depth, as illustrated in Fig. 107, or the

bending can be done in a horizontal forked tool, see Fig. 108
;

Fig. 106. Fig. 107. Fig. 108. Fig. 109.

but if only small lots are required, bend over the edge of the
anvil or the plain end of the welding tool A in Fig. 105 the
upstanding sides of which will ensure the flat end of the bolt
being square when bent, and not askew, as in Fig. 109.

Fig. no represents a strap bolt without the knuckle, one
part being tapered into the other ; when the round part is only
required to be a moderate length, say 5 inches or 6 inches, it

is generally forged out of the flat, but if there is to be a longer
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length of round, then it should be done by shutting the round

and the flat together ; to do this, first taper and narrow the flat

part to about the size of the round, then scarf both pieces and

shut together ; make the bent ends as before.

Rag or Lewis Bolts, Fig. in.—These bolts are used

for setting in stone or concrete; they are forged out of a

3

Fig. iio.

piece large enough for the head, which is left as rough as pos-

sible, and ragged down the corners, as shown in the illustration

referred to, in order that the bolt may take a good hold of the

lead or other fastening material.

Another and cheaper form of rag bolt is shown in Fig. 112
;

it is used for the same purpose as the one just referred

Fig. in.

Fig. 112.

U
Fig. 113.

to ; it is made by slightly tapering the end, bending over, and

ragging as before.

Eye-Bolts.—Eye-bolts vary in shape considerably as will

be seen from the illustrations shown.

Fig. 1 1 3 is the simplest form of all ; it consists only of a

piece of round iron bent to shape, in fact, it looks so simple

as to be hardly worth noticing, but there it is, and while we
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would gladly pass on to more important and more interesting

matters, we must not forget that we are catering for the learner

as well as for others, and must, therefore, stoop to explain

these minor matters as well as the more important ones.

To make an eye-bolt, as illustrated in Fig. 113, take a piece

of ^-inch round iron or steel, and heat the same for about

4 inches up from one end, then place the piece of rod in a fork

tool with rounded ends, as illustrated in Fig. 114; the dotted

lines represent the first position of the bar
;
pull to the left with

the hand, then bend the other end round the peg with the hand

hammer or lever ; the small round projection at the top of the

°o°n
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Fig. 114. Fig. 115. Fig. 116.

pe«- marked A, is intended to serve as a pivot for the lever to

work on, when one is used. Fig. 114 shows the lever and

roller in plan and elevation ; it is, of course, not absolutely

necessary to recess the roller or pulley for the head of the pin

for this fork tool arrangement, but it would be the best to do

this then, when a block and pegs are used, as illustrated in

Fig. 115, instead of a forked tool, which block can be made to

bend any size by having a number of holes and changeable

pegs ; the same lever with holes to correspond for the pin and

roller may be used. If only a few of these articles, say half a

dozen or so, aie to be made at a time, then, of course, it would
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not pay to make these special tools, and the bending in that

case would have to be done on the beak of the anvil with the

hand hammer.

To make an eye-bolt same as that illustrated in Fig. 1 16, the

best way to begin would be to weld a collar on the stem, in

the form of a ball, see Fig. 117. The material to be used for

the collar, should be of a very good quality of convex beading,

Fig. 119, or a section, as in Fig. 118. Common iron, when used

for this purpose, will split during the punching and drifting, no

matter how expert, or how careful the smith may be ; and with

the best of iron the flattening and punching must be done at as

near a welding heat as possible to avoid splitting.

zMizm.

"^ .J r

Fig. 117. Fig. 120. Fig. 121.

To obtain the best results in punching tnese eye-bolts, and

similar articles, do not punch from one side with eye resting on

the anvil as shown in Fig. 120, simply turning over to complete

the punching ; the eye is almost sure to split if you do it in this

way. You must punch the piece straight out by using a die,

see Fig. 121, and a punch, with the end slightly tapered and a

shoulder on it as shown, as a guide to enable the smith to know

when the punch is almost through. When this is done, take

out of the die and knock out the punch. The best way to do

this is to hold the eye-bolt against the edge of the anvil, as shown

in Fig. 122, and strike a sharp blow on the shoulder of the

punch, which will soon release it. To hit the punch itself on

the end would tend to burr it up and make it hold faster each
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time it was used, so this must always be avoided. Then, if tht

eye-bolt is to be rounded off inside the hole, do this in the

punching die with a punch, as in Fig. 121, turning over to do

both sides alike. Another way to make the same eye-bolt, on

a larger scale, say out of a i-inch bar with a 3-inch eye, would be

to make a ring, and rough weld the ends together after scarfing

them, as illustrated in Figs. 123 and 124; the shank to be

Fig. 122. Fig. 123. Fig. 124.

scarfed and welded to the scarfed joint of the ring afterwards.

The ring may be easily bent without any special tools, but if

there are many of inese eye-bolts to be made, it would pay to

have some bending tools, such, for instance, as a pair of strong

tongs, with specially shaped bits, made to grip the iron across

the centre and hollowed out to receive the round bar, as shown

Fig. 125 Fig. 126.

in Fig. 125. When using these special tongs, the bars should

be heated the whole length, and gripped across the centre with

them. Then, by holding the tongs, as shown in Fig. 126, on

the anvil, the ends can be easily bent downwards with one or

two blows from the hammer, to the position indicated at A in

Fig. 127. At this point turn the tongs over and treat the othe^
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end of the bar in the same way ; then fuller out the ends for

the scarf, and complete the bending by holding the reins of the

tongs as much below the level of the anvil as they were held

above it in the first instance, see Fig. 128. Now strike the

ends of the bar down on to the groove of the tongs, and we
shall find that this is a quick and easy way of doing this sort of

work, and, at the same time, one that will give excellent results.

Now weld the ends together and scarf out at the same heat, as

illustrated in Fig. 124, with a round-ended punch, commonly
called a bob-punch, see Fig. 36a ; upset the bar and scarf the

same, then weld the bar and the eye together, and work up round

the weld with a large fuller, or a link swage, which is a much
better tool, all the edges of which should foe well rounded of!

and the light part made as shown, Fig. 36B. This tool

Fig. 127. Fig. 128.

can be used in many a position that would be inaccessible to

an ordinary swage.

Fig. 129 represents an eye-bolt that is bent and welded.

This is considered to be the strongest form of eye-bolt, because

the natural grain of the iron is undisturbed, and runs up the

shank, round the eye, and back again down the shank,

obviating the risk of splitting at the end of the eye.

To make an eye-bolt of this kind, first taper the end of the

bar, and bend the same slightly backwards ; now bend the bar
with a fork tool as explained in the case of the eye-bolt, Fig.

113, and weld round the root of the eye, and where the tapered

part butts on the shank with a pair of swages with the ends
nicely rounded off, round up the eye on a drift,
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The eye-bolt shown in Fig. 130 is similar in shape to the

one we have just been considering, except that the iron round

the eye is smaller in diameter than in the shank part. Some
engineers prefer eye-bolts made in this way.

To make this style of eyebolt and also the larger sizes of

Fig. 129, bend the eye with the two ends together, as shown in

Fig. 13 1 a, which may be done with the tongs already mentioned,

with a slight deviation in the manner of working, viz. do not

scarf the ends, but bring them close together at the root with a

pair of swages or fullers, and drive into the root by jumping

back the ends after bringing together; then weld the ends

Fig. 129. Fig. 130. Fig. 131. Fig. 131A.

together, and weld on the shank. These two welds may be

done at one and the same heat, if the ends of the eye are not

left too long. It will be found that this is the most straight-

forward way to proceed, and therefore, the best way for a

beginner to adopt, and no doubt it will make a very strong

eye-bolt also.

Another style of eye-bolt is shown in Fig. 131. In this case

the edges of the eye itself are square, and also the neck portion.

The shank is rounded off a little below the junction of the eye,

see illustration.

To make this particular sort of eye-bolt, begin by forging
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out the shank from a bar f inch by 1 J inches, after which cut

sufficient off the bar to form the eye ; then cut the corners off

with a hot sate ; now raise the eye portion to a welding heat,

and round the forging up with a pair of side swages, see Fig.

132, which process will also serve to close the grain, then punch

the eye over a die with a flat bottom, using the punch as in

Fig. 121.

Fig. 133 illustrates one of these bolts, such as is used on

cranes, etc. A smith is rarely expected to forge the hole in

one of these, unless it is for his own convenience. If there is

r
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Fig 132. Fig. 133. Fig. 134

sufficient power at hand, it is best to forge a piece large enough

for the eye ; and at this point we may say that there is only one

right way to forge in iron ; in the first place, the piece itself

should be large enough to allow a welding heat to be taken at

the start, when it should be hammered to the size of the largest

part ; as none but the very highest quality of iron is sufficiently

close-grained to stand much hammering without further welding,

and nothing looks worse than a forging showing the seams all

its length. To make the tie rod end without special tools,

after welding down the iron, set down the shoulders with pieces

of round bars, or the hammer fullers, as illustrated in Fig. 134.

Q
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The reader will notice that the shoulders are not in line with

one another, at all four sides of the forging, but the dotted

lines which represent the ultimate shape of the forging, will

make it clear why this is so, as by this means the iron is brought

the nearest shape to what it is intended and required to be.

Now cut partly through off the bar, then reheat the end and forge

out to the size and shape that the shank has to be ; and when

forging out anything of this kind, do not begin by laying the

whole piece on the hammer-block at once. This is a slow

process and a very unsatisfactory one, and will very probably

split the iron before it is drawn to size, as the tendency when

working in this way is to keep bulging the iron sideways, and

gaining very little indeed in length. Commence with the end

of the piece and cog it down, turning it and passing it forward

each blow, so that the stroke of the hammer falls on a fresh

piece of the forging each time it descends. After working so

from the end till the whole part to be drawn has been under

the hammer, draw back to the end and repeat the process till

the forging is near to the finished size, then let the whole face

of the hammer come in contact with the work to finish off.

This is much the quickest and decidedly the best way of doing

this sort of work, and has the advantage of doing the iron that

is being worked some good. When steel is being used it should

always be worked in this way, and much time and steam will

be saved in consequence. Now cut off the bar, and pare the

eye to the required shape with a hot sate, finishing off with side

swages, flattener and fullers.

To make the same rod end without power is a task requir-

ing more skill. First procure a mandrel, say if inches diameter,

and make a collar on the same (see collars, page 90) but only

rough weld the collar, then split it almost down to the mandrel

on the welded part ; now take a piece of 1 \ inches by 1\ inches

or its equivalent for the shank, upset the end in a V-swage,

enough to spread to about 2 inches wide, now try it in the slit just

made in the collar, if it does not go down to the bottom, reheat

the collar and open out the slit until the V-shaped end of the
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shank will go down to the bottom, or instead of this, thin down

the end of the bar so that there is no doubt about it reaching

the bottom of the slit in the collar.

It is very important that this matter should be attended to,

as if the slit in the collar is not wide enough to receive the V-

shaped end of the shank, then the sides of the V on the shank

will bind on the sides of the slit in the collar, and allow any dirt

that may have collected at the bottom of the slit to remain

there. Whereas if the V-point on the shank touches the bottom

of the slit in the collar properly, any dirt that may be lodging

there, will be driven out the moment the hammer is brought

down on to the shank, and the weld will be much more satis-

factory when this matter has been seen to. Raise the collar and

/A

Fig. 135. Fig. 13& Fig. 137.

the prepared end of the shank to a welding heat, place the

collar in a bottom swage, and drive in the shank portion; there

is no need to lose time by inserting the mandrel, as the hole

can be cut out or drifted to shape when the welding is completed.

Now place the flat sides on the anvil and work on them to

complete the weld. It should now be about the size and shape

required, but if it should be a little too large, close in the material

to outside dimensions, and leave the thickness of the eye to be

reduced when machining, it can easily be bored and faced, now
turn round and forge out the shank with swages, etc. Eye-bolts,

such as illustrated in Fig. 135, are now very rarely made on

the anvil, but the following is, briefly, a description of how they

maybe made. Take a piece of iron or mild steel, about \- inch

larger than the collar has to be when forged. Set down both
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sides of the collar with fullers, taking care not to make it too

long at the top side, forge out the shank and cut off the bar

;

then flatten the eye end and punch the hole, and afterwards

work up on the beak of the anvil. If the eye is to be a large

one, compared with the other part, it will be advisable to punch

a hole and split it, and after forging out the ends as at A
Fig. 136, bend them back again and reweld, or punch two holes

as at B B, Fig. 137, and split from one to the other, and after-

wards open out with a drift and forge the eye on the beak of

the anvil ; care should be taken when splitting such things that

no rough edges are left which would work into the forging and
cause lamination, thereby weakening the article being made

;

for this reason the portions marked C on Fig. 136, should

always be carefully pared off or cut away.

i
IlXqUJ^n.

Fig. 138.

Double Eye-Bolts, i.e. when one eye-bolt has the eye of

another bolt forged into it, or when a ring, a link, or anything

of the kind has to be forged into same, the eye of one bolt, such

as Fig. 129, should be opened before placing same into the fire

to receive the welding heat, so that when this is done the other

eye-bolt, or the ring, link, or whatever has to be welded in, may
be easily and quickly slipped in immediately the heated bolt is

brought out of the fire to be welded up. It will facilitate mat-

ters very much, when this sort of a job is in hand, besides

adding very considerably to the finish put on the job, if the

loose bolt is supported and held up in line, as illustrated in

Fig. 138. The arrangement for doing this is very simple ; u
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is merely a piece of flat iron, bent, and turned upwards, a slot

being made in the end to hold the shank of the loose eye-bolt,

and the other end is bolted or riveted to the side of the tool as

shown.

Split Cotters, see Fig. 139.—These are used in connec-

tion with one of the foregoing bolts, Fig. 101, hence the name
of the bolts. Split cotters are made in several ways, one of

which is to point and flatten a piece of steel or iron, and cut a

slit down the centre, as in Fig. 140 ; then double one side on to

the cither, as illustrated, and flatten the iron further back to

form the head; now draw out to size and cut to length. The
cotter must be hammered equally at each side, or one side will

be stronger than the other.

Another way of making a split cotter is to take a piece of

flat and bend a piece at the end over for the head of the cotter,

n-
xz>)>

Fig. 139. Fig. 140. Fig. 141.

Fig. 141 ; this will give three thicknesses for the head, which

must now be welded together, or, if a larger head still is re-

quired, the other end may be bent also and the two ends

brought together to form the head by a bend in the middle

;

forge the point and cut to length.

Large split cotters are forged solid, and then split at the end

as far as required with a hot sate ; when they have to be fitted

they are lightly welded together again at the point while the

fitting is done, and when this is finished and in position, a cold

sate is used to separate and open the ends.

Nuts.—Small-sized nuts are very rarely requisitioned from

the smith, but he is often asked to make some of the larger

ones.

Small nuts ranging up to £ inch are made by cutting a piece

off the bar, with thick cutters which partly form the hexagonal

shape, and punching the hole over a die, as illustrated in
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Fig. 121 ; they are then worked up on a mandrel in a nut

swage.

When large nuts are being made of iron, the best way to

proceed is to bend and weld round a mandrel, the size of which

can always be found by referring to table of bolts and nuts

;

then calculate from the size of tapping hole and width over flats

what thickness of iron will be required allowing sufficient thick-

ness to work up the corners ; the width should be slightly less

than the finished depth of the nut ; then cut off a suitable piece

and bend U-shape and lay in a nut tool, and close one side

well down on to a mandrel with a fuller or thick sate, as in

Fig. 142 ; then close the other end down on to it and hold in

the nut swage so that the weld will always come at a corner, as

shown in Fig. 143. If the weld is

brought round on to one of the flats

the tendency, while being worked,

will be to push the metal away from

the weld, and when this is the case

the nut will most likely be a waster,

whereas, when the weld is placed in

the right position, i.e. at a corner,

the natural flow of the metal will

be to work itself up towards the corner being welded, thereby

obtaining the most perfect result ; now heat the nut all over,

just short of a welding heat, then take hold of the back of

the nut with a pair of tongs and raise the joint to a welding

heat, place the nut on the mandrel, and weld in the nut swage

;

now lay the nut as it is on the mandrel, on the anvil, or hammer
block, and give two or three light blows, which will loosen the

nut on the mandrel quickly ; knock off the nut and work in the

edges of the weld smartly while hot ; now put on the mandrel

again and work up until the size is correct.

In most cases nuts are chamfered off by machine, but

when this is to be done in the smithy, a tool called a snap is

used on the top of the nut, as illustrated in Fig. 90, that is

when the nuts are being made at the anvil ; when they are made

Fig. 142. Fig. 143.
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at a power or steam hammer, they are snapped at the bottom,

as in Fig. 144.

In making nuts, it not unfrequently happens that a smith

finds his forging has, unknowingly, got askew, as in Fig. 145,

and to many smiths it is a puzzle to work

it up square again, but it is really a very

simple matter ; take hold of the nut firmly

with the tongs, with one of the long corners

to the front, hold the nut on the anvil or

hammer block and start by working the

long side down, as in Fig. 145, keeping

the back part of the nut well down, and

work forward at every blow till half way

across, then turn the forging over, and

round and work this half of the nut as

before. Steel nuts should always be made

out of
t

a solid piece, having the hole

punched, and the nut worked up otherwise in the same way

and with the same tools as before.

Now say we require a nut a certain size, and unfortunately we
have not got a nut swage the right size to make it with, but we
have a tool by us intended for making nuts a size small rr than

the one we want, and we also have a tool for making nut \ size

id
Fig. 144.
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Fig. 145. Fig. 146. Fig. 147.

larger than is wanted : well, happily, either the one or the other

of these tools can be made to answer our requirements ; for

instance, say we select the smaller tool, then in that case we
should require to fit a plate in the bottom of the tool, as in-

dicated in Fig. 146, with the ends of the plate bent, as shown,

down each side of the tool to hold it in position.
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Now suppose we had selected the other tool, the larger one

—then in that case it would be necessaiy to fit a plate down one

side, as in Fig. 147.

Of course, we do not mean to say that this is as good as a

tool the right size would be, but it is worth putting into practice

for odd sizes.

Where weldless nuts are made with proper plant, the

punching is usually performed by hydraulic power. The piece

of steel to be punched is placed in a bolster, and the punch is

then pressed right through the same. A smith has rarely the

means to do this, so he has to depend on the punch to make
the hole in the steel nuts he is forging. The punch should be

well tapered, and the head should be made smaller than the

body part, so that when the nut has been punched from one

side and then turned over and punched from the other, the

punch may be driven this time, right through the forging, which,

by the by, must be placed on a bolster for this purpose, so

that the punch may have clearance below and be able to fall,

when it is through and free to do so ; when this has been done,

a drift or series of drifts up to the same size as the mandrel

should be inserted, and the nut after this worked up exactly as

in the case of a welded iron nut.

Some smiths prefer to use a punch and die under the

hammer, and force a piece right out of the blank to make the

hole in a nut; but this cannot be satisfactorily performed if

the power is not very good and the hammer in thorough good

working order, and some expensive tools are needed when

this method of making the hole is adopted ; for instance,

besides the punch itself he would require a guide for same and

also a steel bolster or die. The piece of steel used to make a

nut forging is generally cut off a round bar and levelled on the

ends before proceeding with the punching.

For the benefit of those who wish to punch the holes in the

nuts they are making from one side only, the following short

description of the tools necessary for the purpose may be

useful.
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The first item required is the die or bolster, which can he

made in several ways ; for instance, it can be made out of a

solid piece of hard steel, recessed for the nut to lie in the same

quite flat, and be level with the top of the tool, see Fig. 148,

showing a section of a die made in this way, or it could be

made of iron with a stout steel washer in the bottom to form

the cutting edge also illustrated in Fig. 1 48 ; or another way

of making this same tool, would be to make a die the same

diameter as the collar or nut, and shrink a wrought iron band

deep enough to take the nut on to the die ; this would form

the recess for the nut to lie in. Sometimes a handle is also

forged to the wrought iron band to facilitate lifting up and

G|pLZ3Sp

Fig. 14S. Fig. 149.

holding under the hammer; see Fig. 149, for an illustration of

this tool.

The latter would undoubtedly be the best tool in one re-

spect, since by heating the band it could be taken off the die, so

that the latter could be sharpened up when required much more

easily than if the die and bolster were made in one piece ; in

the same way the loose steel washer could be readily taken out

for repairing. A guide plate to hold the punch will be required

in addition to the above tools; this guide will serve to direct

the punch at the start. These guides are usually made as illus-

trated in Fig. 148, which shows a sectional view of the tool.

The guide plate is flanged over to lay on the bolster, and hold

the punch in the centre while the hammer is driving the same
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through the forging. If the nut to be punched is less in depth

than the recess of the bolster, then the guide would be better if

it was cut to fit in the recess also, on the top of the nut, see

Fig. 149.

The punch for this work should be made larger at the bottom

than at the top, so that when the hole is punched the tool itself

will fall through, and the length of the punch should be so ar-

ranged that when through and standing on the burr, the top is

above the die and guide, see Fig. 149 ; this will save the die

from a lot of bruising it would otherwise receive if the punch

was short.

Collars.—Small collars varying in size from \ inch to

1\ inches can be made in small quantities cheaper in an up-to-
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Fig. 151. Fig. 152.

date machine shop, with the aid of turret lathes, hack saws,

high-speed drills, etc., than they can be produced by a smith.

It is only when large quantities are required, and special tools

are used, that the smith can hold his own against the machinist

with this class of forging.

Suppose we are to make some, as in Fig. 150. To begin

with the smith would require a smooth, well-finished mandrel,

made exactly the right size for the hole in the collar, so that the

collar will slip off easily when required. The mandrel should

be made of a piece of good cast steel, sate temper preferred,

though drill temper would do ; an objection, however, to drill

temper is the tendency of the steel to break when slaked time

after time, as the mandrel has to be. He will also require a

pair of swages recessed to take the collar when on the mandrel,
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sec Fig. 151, and to obtain the best results, these tools should

be used at some small power or steam hammer, that is if the

smith must compete with the machine shop process, and then

one pair of hands can be working at the hammer, while the

assistant is supplying the smith with heats from the fire.

To make these collars heat a bar f inch by § inch and cut

the same partly through by laying it on a hardy with a gauge

fixed to same as shown in Fig. 152 \ strike on the top of the bar

with a hammer as shown and bend the end of the bar round

the beak of the anvil, bend away from the cut as in Fig. 153,

cut the bar the same way each time, this will give sufficient

scarf; now turn the piece that is being worked, and that has

not yet been severed from the bar, upwards, as shown in

Fig. 153, and close the same, so that the mandrel will just lie

£=§
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Fig. 153. Fig. 154,

in it ; then disconnect it from the bar and place in the swage,

close one end right down on to the mandrel, and bring the

other end down on to the top of that, take off the mandrel and

flatten the collar edgeways, so that it will turn easily in the

recess in the swages. If the collar should stick on the mandrel,

a few light blows with a hand hammer round the collar as it

lies on the anvil will loosen it, by making the hole slightly

larger, or it may be released by resting the end of the mandrel

on the anvil, and working on the collar, as shown in Fig. 154;
this is also a quick and ready way for drawing a thick side, or

for opening a hole in a collar. Another way of getting a col-

lar off the mandrel quickly, is to drive the mandrel through the

collar over a bolster or old bore ; when this is going to be the

method of releasing the collar, the handle end of the mandrel
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should be slightly less than the working part, so that it will

clear a way for itself.

We should note that the swages, referred to above as being

fixed to a small power or steam hammer, can be made, if

desired, to use at the anvil in the same way as an ordinary pair

of swages, and even an ordinary top swage can be used if

desired. When collars are made with the ordinary top swage,

the weld should be worked at the underside of the mandrel in

the recessed bottom swage, as, if the weld was turned to the top

and met the open top swage, the welding portion would spread

too much, and become too wide to turn round in the recess of

the bottom tool, as it would have to do in the course of

working ; but this latter method would necessitate a striker to

assist with the work at the anvil, and therein lies the drawback

Fig. 155. Fig. 156.

to this way of working. The presence of a striker means an

increase in the cost.

We have also referred to what is called a " hardy " or

" handy cutter," and we would emphasise how appropriately

the latter name suits the tool, for it is really indispensable when
a smith is working alone, that is, without a striker, and it is

often very useful at other times.

For large collars the process of manufacture is the same as

for large nuts except that the nut swage will be replaced by a

V-block, or swages, for use under the steam hammer, see

Fig. j 5 5, which illustrates the V-block in question with a

handle on it for holding it up. When making this tool, let the

bottom of the V be left round as shown, and not cut square at

the bottom, as in Fig. 156, in which case it would be very weak
and dangerous to use.

Fig. 157 represents the same tool made so that it will slide
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on the bottom pallet and rest there without being held. It can

be quickly and easily pushed off when it is necessary to work

the collar on the bottom flat pallet. The welding will be best

done in one of these tools, with the plain top pallet working

directly on to the collar, which must be turned about as required.

A single top swage, made as illustrated in Fig. 157, is very

useful to work along with these tools when finishing, or the

collars may be finished in swages,

when there are swages of that type

large enough, as in Fig. 13. Large

steel collars should be made in the

same way as steel nuts so far as

the punching and drifting are con- F
jerned, and then swaged as above.

There is still a difficulty to be overcome that every smith

will meet with at one time or another. We have used the

word "difficulty" advisedly, because we know that such is the

case with many if not with most smiths, but in reality there is

little or none at all attending the matter if the smith has the

merest knowledge of the rudiments of arithmetic. Say he has

a collar to make 7J inches outside diameter, 4 inches hole and

3 inches deep. If he happens to have a 7 J inches diameter

bar in the rack, of course, he would cut 3 inches off the same,

and make the collar without much ado, but he is as likely as

not to be short of the exact size of bar he requires, and he may
have perhaps 5-inch, 6-inch and 8J-inch bars in stock, and he

will have to use one or the other; the point is to ascertain

what length he will need to cut off the bar he selects.

Let him first ascertain the cubical contents of the collar, to

be made as follows. From the tables at the end of this work

he will find that the
Sq. inches.

Area of outside diameter 7I inches . . , 44* 18

,, diameter of hole 4 inches . > . 12*56

Deduct the one from the other, and we get . . 31 '62

This multiplied by 3 inches, the depth of collar, "I
.^

gives , J
94 °
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Assuming that he selects the 5-inch bar to work from, by

the tables at the end he will see that the area of 5 inches

diameter = 19*63 square inches, therefore all he needs to do is

to divide 19*63 into 94*86 and the quotient 4*83 will be the

length in inches that he will require to cut off the bar to

make this particular collar ; and by the time he has hammered
the 4*83 down to 3 inches, punched and drifted the hole, he

will find that he has the 7 J inches diameter required.

When the collar has to be left solid, the process of reckoning

is still more simple, say he had the same sized collar as before

to make, only without the hole. In this case he will see, by

referring to the tables, that the area of 7\ inches = 44*18,

then multiply 44*18 by 3 inches which is the depth, and he

will have 132 • 54, the cubical contents of the collar to be made.

Say he selects the 6J-inch bar to make it from, and in the

tables he will find that the area for 6\ inches diameter is 33 * 18 •

all he needs to do is to divide 33*18 into 132*54, the cubic

contents of the collar in inches, and he will have 3*99 inches,

practically 4 inches, the length in inches to be cut off the

6 \-inch bar.

If the 8\ inches diameter was selected to make the above

solid collar, then there would be three ways open for the smith

to proceed ; the fact of the bar being so large in diameter

requires somewhat different treatment to the smaller ones ; for

instance, suppose that after ascertaining the length to be cut off

the bar in the usual way, already explained in the foregoing

instances, which in this case would be 2*33 inches or say 2§

inches, he could cut this length off the bar and proceed to work it

down under the hammer, but in working it down he will need

to be careful ; it is no easy matter to do this right, especially if

the power is insufficient, as in that case the effect of each blow

will then probably only operate so far into the bar and not

affect the centre portion thereof to the same extent, with the

result that the piece when worked under these conditions will

appear as in Fig. 158, the centre part at both sides will be cup-

shaped. Of course, this will not matter much if the hole to be
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bored into the collar is large enough to clear away the whole of

the cup-shaped portion.

Again, the smith could forge the end of the bar from 8J
inches to 7J inches diameter, and cut off the length he required

for the collar.

The area of a section of any size bar in square inches

divided into the cubical contents in inches of the collar required

to be made, will always give the length required in inches to

be cut off that particular bar to make the collar.

Washers are used alike by builders, carpenters and

engineers, and vary in size and thickness very much. We
only need to devote ourselves to the manufacture of the larger

sizes, such as are used by engineers, and the ordinary square

washer used by builders and carpenters.

Say we require to make one of the above articles for use on

some machine, and that the same has to be f inch thick, 8 inches

diameter outside, with a 5 inches diameter hole.

Before deciding what size iron we shall use for the above

purpose, it will be well to look ahead a little and determine

how we are going to finish off the washer. If we have either a

steam or power hammer at hand, by which we can flatten the

forging when made, it will be best to use iron -| inch thicker

than the washer has to be when finished ; but in that case the

iron will not need to be so wide, and will consequently be

easier to bend and weld. But on the other hand, if we are

going to make and finish the washer by manual labour only,

the best thing we can do is to select some iron as near ay

possible to the thickness that the washer has to finish to, being

careful not to waste any more of the iron than we can possibly

help.

It is found in practice that when a bar of uniform strength

is bent in the form of a washer, the material at the inner

side thickens up very considerably, while the outer rim

:>f same is reduced in thickness very much, and the centre

3ortion of the bar remains much the same thickness and length

is before it was bent. It will therefore be seen that we must
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take the centre portion of the bar as our standard when calcu-

lating the length of iron or steel for making washers, collars,

hoops, etc.

Now we shall proceed to make the above washer, assuming

in the first place that we have either a steam or power hammer

at hand ; in which case we should use if-inch by f-inch flat

bar. To ascertain the length of the same, refer to table of

diameter and circumference at the end of the book and proceed

thus : Add first of all diameter of hole and width of bar to-

gether, thus, 5 inches hole 4- if inches width ofbar = 6f inches,

which gives the distance from the centre of one side to the

centre of the other side, the circumference for which, as will be

seen from the table, is 20 inches. We shall, however, require

rather more than this to allow for cutting the ends at an angle.

^ O

Fig. 158. Fig. 159. Fig. 160.

to enable the same to be brought together and laid neatly the

one on the other, as illustrated by dotted lines in Fig. 159, to

allow for welding j and a fairly safe way of doing this in prac-

tice is to add the width of the bar. We should then have

20 inches -j- if inches = 2 if inches, which is the length of

bar necessary to make the washer.

The writer, when making washers, used to jump back the

inner corners in a V-tool rather more than the outer ones,

thus partially scarfing the ends and forming a little of the bend,

as shown in Fig. 160, and in this way do without cutting the

corners as previously mentioned.

To bend the washer, hold the ends firmly over the beak of

the anvil and bend them to something like the radius for, say

about 3 inches from each end, then give the middle part a start

by holding a large fuller or set hammer inside
l
while the bar i§
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across two bearings, set a fair distance from each other. This

can readily be done by putting a large fuller in the anvil and

resting one end of the bar on the fuller and the other end on

the anvil. Now turn up on end under the hammer, if the stroke

of the hammer is large enough to allow of it, and complete the

bending by lightly hammering on the ends. A little practice at

this will soon enable any smith to bend a good washer.

If the ends have been partially scarfed as just described,

now fuller them out, one each way and close together, until

there is enough for welding ; and this need not be much if the

job is in the hands of a person experienced in welding, as the

washer is so stiff that the material is not easily forged away.

Now raise the forging to a welding heat and weld in the

usual way, working first on the flat of the anvil, or under

the hammer, then on the edge of the washer, with the

<\U

Fig. 161.

hole on the beak of the anvil. Now heat the whole of the

washer, and clean off the scale and dirt, flatten to size under

the hammer, at the same time throwing or splashing on some

water to remove any remaining dirt ; clean up on the edge

with a swage or flattener, and drift the hole to the proper size.

A good method for reducing a broad side on a large washer,

or for drawing a hole into the centre, and when making solid

steel washers with holes too large to drift out, is illustrated in

Fig. 161.

The tool marked A in Fig. 161 consists simply of a stiff

piece of flat bar bent into the form of a staple. To use

the tool under the hammer it would have to stand with the

H
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edges upwards, so that a mandrel or piece of plain round iron

could rest across it, with the washer hanging thereon between

the two sides of the bent tool just referred to. The hammer

can then be brought to play on the washer, the top part of which

only is affected by the blow, and all that the smith has to do is to

keep turning the washer round on the mandrel with a pair of

tongs so that each blow from the hammer will operate on a

different part of the washer.

Now, assuming that we have to make this same washer by

hand, there being no steam or power hammer in the shop. In

this case the best size of bar to use would be if inch by f inch

;

this will thicken up on the inside, and draw on the outside

edge in the same manner as did the other ; but it will be nearer

the size required ; calculate the length or the amount to be cut

off the bar as before, viz. 5 inches + if inches = 6f inches, the

distance from the centre of one side to the centre of the other

;

by referring to the tables, it will be found that the circumference

for 6f inches diameter of circle is 1 foot 8{| inches, to which

add if inches for lap = 1 foot io/^- inches, and proceed in the

same way as before until welded, except that the bending will

have to be done with the sledge hammers ; but in this instance,

instead of the washer requiring to be flattened all over, it will

be found that it is too thin on the outer edge and too thick at

the inside edge ; the outer edge must therefore be thickened

up, and the best way to do this is to place the washer on the

beak of the anvil and work round the same with a swage ; but

if the hole should be larger than necessary, the washer should

be held in a V-swage, as illustrated in Fig. 157, and while there

be worked round the outside with a swage ; this process will

tend to reduce the diameter of the hole, whilst working on the

beak of the anvil will tend to open or increase the size of the

same.

Of course, in some shops there would be appliances for

making these washers out of plate, by roughly shearing them to

the outside diameter, in which case the hole could be punched

with tools similar to tnostt for punching nuts and collars ; the
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washers will be finished off with the aid of the mandrel, drift,

swage, etc.

For punching small washers and square ones, such as

builders and carpenters use for tie rods, a simple way is to take

an old joint, or fork end, say of a connecting rod, and close

the same so that the washer will easily go between the fork,

then the bottom hole will serve as a die and the top one as a

guide for the punch; when these tools are meant to be used at

the steam hammer, the punch will be best if made to drive

straight through, see Fig. 162 ; but when for use at the anvil,

Fig. 162. Fig. 164.

the punch will answer best if made, as illustrated in Fig. 163,

with a slight taper on the end, as it will have to be drawn back

the same way as it goes in. The punch can be easily with-

drawn by striking the fork against the front of the anvil, as

shown in Fig. 164. These tools are intended for punching

hot, and the square washer should be chamfered round at the

same heat, if the chamfering is required to be done.

Ferrules for Boiler Tubes.—Ferrules for locomotive

and other boiler tubes are usually made from a good quality of

steel that is easily welded, and at the same time is fairly stiff.

To begin with, the material is cut to length, then both ends

are scarfed and the ferrule is bent ; npw take hold of same

with the tongs, at the opposite side to the joint, and after raising

carefully to a suitable heat, proceed to weld the ferrule on a

H 2
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special tool, see Fig. 165, which should be wedged tightly in

the anvil ; then, edging one side on the anvil and the other

against the front of the anvil, as shown in Figs. 165 and 166,

the ferrule is rounded by swaging on a mandrel, and laid

down until the whole lot are welded ; and now we come to the

most important part of the work, i.e. " blocking," or the process

of making them the proper size.

In the case of collars and ordinary ferrules, the hole is

generally the most important feature of the article, and if it

should be rather large or too small it can easily be adjusted

with the aid of the drift or the mandrel and swages ; but in the

case of ferrules for boiler tubes, the outside of the ferrule is

the working part, and must be made exactly to size and a true
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Fig. 166.

circle. To finish these on a mandrel would not be satisfactory,

especially if the bars varied in thickness, so the finishing is

performed in a block made of cast steel, as illustrated in Fig.

167, bored the right size and taper. The ferrules are re-heated,

slightly snapped on the smallest side to give a lead both into

the block and also into the tube when driving into position.

They are driven into the block with a flattener on the top

or with a combined drift and flattener, as in Fig. 167 ; but this

latter tool is very rarely used, it being considered best to make
the ferrules full size and use an ordinary flattener. By this

means the ferrules are made at once perfectly round, correct

taper, and exactly to size.

In some works, the above ferrules are made by special
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machinery from a round disc of sheet steel or plate, which is

dished like a cup, and the hole punched in the centre ; it is

then pressed into a die similar in shape to the one illustrated

in Fig. 167, used for hand blocking.

Weldless ferrules are also made from weldless tubes, cut to

length with saws and other machines, and blocked in a die or

by swaging under a light power hammer, with swages recessed

similar to Fig. 151, and hardened to ensure them keeping the

correct size.

Door Bands or hinges for smoke-box doors, fire doors,

gates, etc., are very simple forgings.

^V-^

Fig. 167. Fig. 168.

The best way to make them when there is power at hand is

to use a block for forming the large end, as illustrated in Fig.

168. The block can be made in a very few minutes as a

makeshift tool to lay on the bottom pallet of the hammer, and

although it is termed a makeshift tool, it will be found to

answer its purpose quite as effectively as any that can be

designed.

Take a piece of square or rectangular material, according

to the thickness and the width of the boss, heat the same and

work it in the above special tool, leaving sufficient material

beyond the tool to draw out later on and form the flat, then

work the plain parts on the ordinary hammer pallet; now
forge out the flat and work the large end again in the special

tool. Work the edges alternately on the plain pallet until
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forged to size ; it will then only need to be cut off the bar, and

the small portion remaining from the bar can be cut off the

knuckle with the hot sate, and trimmed up with the side

swages.

If the above forgings had to be made in a smithy that was

not provided with power or other hammers, then the best

thing the smith could do would be to thin down the end of a

bar, and bend as in Fig. 169. Insert a piece of round iron to

fill up the eye, weld the eye together with the side swages, and

forge the other portion on the anvil. It is advisable to have

the piece of round iron slightly longer than the width of the

eye so that it will fill up well at each side.

When the hole has to be forged in the eye, the end of the

bar should be thinned down and bent over as in the previous

case, using a drift to form the hole. Weld the end to the bar,

« Jfr^
Fig. 169. Fig. 170. Fig. 171.

and finish off with side swages and drift. Another way of

making these same forgings is by bending the end of a bar as

in Fig. 170 and filling up the space with a piece of round iron

at a welding heat.

Annther form of door-band or hinge is illustrated in Fig.

171, and at first sight it may perhaps seem rather a difficult task

for an apprentice or learner, but it can easily be made in two

halves with the special tool shown in Fig. 168.

Take a bar large enough for the boss and bend the end

over short as in Fig. 172, then set down in the tool as shown

in the same figure, flattening the shank down to the thickness

required, then set out and cut to shape, and shut the two

together.

Note.-—The two ends must be forged right and left hand in

the first instance, or they will not come together as they should

do, and one half will have to be made over again.
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Hooks for Door-Bands, see Fig. 173.—These are in-

variably made by welding the round peg into the flat portion.

They can, of course, be made out of the solid, but no
practical smith would think of making them in this way nowa-

days, when competition is so keen and prices are so low, simply

because the time it would take to forge them out of the solid

l U i§i
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Fig. 172. Fig. 173 Fig. 173A.

would be so expensive compared with the welding process

that nobody would buy the article when made, and we need

not be surprised at this, since the welded hook will be equally

satisfactory in every way and cheaper.

To make these hooks, take a piece of flat iron near the size

of the body, and punch a hollow place in the same where the

peg is intended to go ; do this with a bob-punch, or else with

Fig. 174.

3
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Fig. 175. Fig. 176.

a large centre punch. Then take a piece of round bar, the

right diameter for the peg, and raise one end thereof to a

welding heat, jump the same sharply on the anvil, and the end

of the bar will spread as shown in Fig. 174; then work the

edge of the portion that has spread back with the hand hammer

over the end of a swage, as shown in Fig. 175, and also swage
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immediately behind the scarf to make sure that the peg will go

in the bore when required. Cut off the bar leaving it about

\ inch longer than the length it has to be when finished. Now
raise both pieces to a good welding heat, and place the scarfed

end of the peg into the hole in the flat piece, let the striker

give a couple, or at the most three, sharp blows on the peg to

drive it well in at the root, then turn over and place the peg

JT^~3=;

Fig. 177.

into a bore, and complete the welding by working on the

large piece ; and afterwards shoulder down and forge out the

end for holding the hook in position. Fig. 173A is another

pattern made by bending a piece of square and inserting a peg

as shown, then welding the whole at one heat.

Crossbars, for manhole-lids or cleaning-hole doors in

boilers, etc., see Fig. 176.

To make these crossbars, forge the bosses in a pair of

pring swages under the steam hammer, see Fig. 177, working

D

Fig. 178. Fig. 179.

the fl «
; arts with the flat pallets ; then flatten out the ends,

allowing them to spread out wide enough to form the feet, by

setting or working the same over to one side of the forging, to

that side where the legs have to be, with the aid of a flat tool

with the corners rounded off, see Fig. 178 ; or lay the forging

over the bottom hammer-block, and lower the hammer on to

the top of the forging to hold it, let the striker knock the end
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down with his sledge hammer, as shown in Fig. 179, after which

trim off the ends to shape with the sate and flattener.

These bridges or crossbars are also made with a number

of bosses on them, but they are all forged in the same way

as described above, the only difficulty being to get them the

proper length between the bosses, which are sometimes so close

together that the application of the swages makes them too far
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Fig. 180.

apart. When this is so, fuller out roughly, to get rid of some
of the superfluous metal, as in Fig. 180, before using the

swages.

To make the above crossbars without swages, use fullers

to set down at each side and work the bosses round with the

narrow set hammer and fullers as in Fig. 181.

Another shape of crossbar is shown in Fig. 182. Forge

this out as already explained in the previous instances and draw
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Fig. 182. Fig. 183.

the ends straight, after which bend them to the shape over a

block or the beak of the anvil.

Spanners.—Of late years, bolts and nuts have been made
more to standard dimensions than used to be the case ; conse-

quently, spanners have become more uniform in size ; and this

has given enterprising firms the opportunity to make spanners

with special tools, in large quantities for sale to their less
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go-ahead neighbours, who, however, sometimes have to call

upon the smith for a special size or shape of spanner. We
intend to deal now with the latter case.

Spanners as per illustration, Fig. 183. To make the above

take a piece of flat mild steel, and shoulder down where marked

A A in illustration, at opposite sides of the bar, with a large

fuller, then forge out the middle portion over a flat tool under

the hammer, as at Fig. 184, by working the forging with one

jaw downwards, and afterwards turning over and working

with the other one in a similar position ; the spanner forging

can then be kept in proper shape and drawn to size and length.

Now cut the ends round and punch the hole, work up to a

CTT±I

Fig. 184J Fig. 185.

fairly good finish with the side swages and flattener, with

a drift in the hole slightly shorter than the jaw, as shown by the

dotted lines in Fig. 183. This will facilitate matters very much
and save a lot of time that is usually spent in keeping the

ordinary glut in the fork while swaging round the end. Now
cut out the bit of steel left with a good hot sate ; then fit to the

proper glut, which should be done in a very few minutes if the

instructions given above have been properly carried out.

This same spanner can also be made as follows : Forge out

the centre portion as before, round the ends up to size an

shape, then punch out the jaw with tools similar to those

illustrated in Fig. 185. The bottom die is simply a piece of
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cast steel with a slot in one side, with two suitable guide plates

riveted to the top to hold the spanner in position while it is

punched. It will be seen from illustration Fig. 185, that the

punch in question has a lip forged on one side as a guide for

the length of the jaw.

Fig. 186. Fig. 18

Large spanners, as illustrated in Fig. 186, and over that size

for heavy work are usually single ended, and are made in two

ways, the first of which depends on whether the shop is pro-

vided with ample steam power, and the other is a provision in

case the reader finds himself located in a shop where there is

Fig. 187.

no power at all, in which case the whole of the work would

have to be done by hand.

In the first instance, that is assuming that there is a hammer

large enough to deal with this size of spanner, he would pro-

ceed to forge out the shank, and punch and cut out the jaw,

exactly as in the case of the smaller spanners, except that the
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shank in this instance would be central ; but when there is not

sufficient power, or none at all, he will have to proceed on

different lines altogether; the spanner will then have to be

made in pieces and built up as follows : Take a piece of iron,

large enough to make the jaw, and see that it is sufficiently

large to begin with ; remember the material can always be more

easily reduced than increased; say we use a piece of iron

3 inches by ij inches in the rough, bend this to shape as in

Fig. 187, then split the crown lengthways down the centre, and

open the same well out as shown. Now take a piece of

2^ inches by f inch and upset the same in a V-tool, do the up-

setting well, err on the large side rather than otherwise, let it

be well spread out at each side so that there will be ample

material when welding together for a fuller to work on A A, in

Fig 187, and make sure that there is a good joint at this place;

see that the shank portion goes well into the split in the crown

of jaw, raise both to a welding heat, place the bent or jaw por-

tion on the beak of the anvil and drive the shank well home

into the split just referred to, fuller on each side at A A, and

weld on the flat with the sledge hammers, or with the steam

hammer if you have one ; see that the jaw is about the right

size where it has to span the nut, and then finish off the same

by paring with the hot sate, and cleaning up with the fullers,

side swages and flattener ; and in passing we may note that the

pallets in the steam hammer when in fair condition, make the

very best flatteners known, and can be used for this purpose

with great effect, and that too, very much oftener than is usually

the case.

It is advisable to have a drift with a shank to it, in the form

of a large anvil fuller for the above work, to use while finishing

round the back at A A.

Now taper off the shank and shut a piece of 2 inches by f inch

on to the same, to make up to length, and forge to proper size

and taper, swaging the edges with a pair of |~mch or i~inch

swages, which, in the case of the solid spanner, as well as the

above, could be done under the steam hammer with the ordinary
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spring swages by holding a piece of thin flat bar on the end

of the top half of the swages nearest to the small end of the

spanner handle, see Fig. 188.

Some smiths would, no doubt, like to do without the shut in

the handle part, and, while it is quite possible to obviate the

shut, it is far the best when making the head to only have a

short piece to deal with. If the shank is to be made in one

piece, the crown must be placed on something lower down

than the beak of the anvil, or else the striker must have a

platform to stand on so that he can reach to drive the shank

home.

A lap joint may be used instead of the split joint referred to

above, but the former does not make nearly so good a job as

does the split joint, because the tendency, when working in the
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Fig. 189.

case of the lap joint, is all the time to be reducing the material,

whereas in the case of the spliced joint, the forging is gathering

material while being driven in and thus affording a better chance

of the weld being really good and sound.

Box or Socket Spanners, see Fig. 189.—To make the

above spanner commence by forging out the shank from a

piece of round mild steel -J inch larger in diameter than the

box part has to be when finished; have the box part bored in

the machine shop to the right depth and diameter ; the latter

should be barely large enough to take the drift across the

corners. When this has been done, the smith only needs to

heat the box end part and insert the drift, after which he must

swage round the outside until fitted to the drift, and it is with

this object in view that we suggested at the start that the box

part should be forged J inch larger in diameter than the same
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has to be when finished, otherwise there would not have been

sufficient material to allow for the swaging.

Another way to make this same spanner is to make a collar

with the hole large enough to take the drift, then jump the end

of a f-inch diameter bar and forge the same to |- inch square,

or use f-inch square bar and round the shank part down after-

wards ; raise both the end of the shank part and the collar to a

welding heat, place the collar on a peg which should be made

U
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Fig. 190. Fig. 191.

so that it will stand on the anvil, see Fig. 190, drive the shank

part into the collar, jumping it on the peg, then weld round in

the swages.

Box Spanner for Hexagonal Nut, see Fig. 191.—This

spanner is made in exactly the same way as the one we have

just been considering, only instead of trying to jump the i-inch

bar large enough to fill the ij-inch hole, use a 1J-inch round

bar and shoulder the same down to 1 inch diameter after the
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Fig. 192.

two are rough welded together ; this makes a neater job, and

gives a better fillet, providing proper fullers and round-edged

set hammers are used.

Box Spanner for a 2-inch Nut.—To make a box

spanner for a large-sized nut, say one suitable for a 2-inch bolt,

as illustrated in Fig. 192. It should be noticed before starting

that the box part is necessarily much larger than the shank has

any need to be, therefore, it will be best to make a collar

suitable for the box part and let it be J inch deeper than the
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hole has to be when finished, when the collar is made according

to instructions given elsewhere, and fitted to hexagonal mandrel,

proceed to spread or scarf the edges of same at one side, as in

Fig. 193, to give a good face for welding on to, and also to

allow for waste while doing so. To make the shank part, take

a piece of round iron, say 4 inches diameter, shoulder the same

down and forge out the shank to say 8 inches or 9 inches long

by if inches diameter, not ij inches as shown in sketch, Fig.

192 ; the shank must be left large enough ; it will waste a little

during the following process. Now cut off the bar and work

up the head in a bolster until the diameter equals the largest

part of the scarf on the collar ; the bolster should have a good

fillet round the hole, or if the smith has no bolster, he can work

round the back of the shank with a large fuller as in Fig. 194,

Fig. 193.

a
Fig. 194. Fig. 195.

or he can work the same on the edge of the anvil, as in Fig.

195, or on the beak of the anvil in a similar way. Now we
have both pieces ready for welding together

;
place them in the

fire. We are going to assume that one smith has charge of

the heating of both pieces, although it is customary in cases of

this kind for the smith at the next fire or one close by to assist

by heating one of the pieces ; however, when the collar is a

good white heat all over, take hold with a pair of tongs,

illustrated in Fig. 51, and heat the scarfed side; when both are

at a good welding heat, bring out the collar, and let the striker

take hold of same with a pair of bow tongs or pliers and place

the same on the anvil, hot side at the top ; no peg is required

here as in the other instance ; bring out the shank and place

on the top of the collar, press them together with your own
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weight on the tongs to fasten them, lift up and jump the two

together on the anvil, and work round with the set hammer or

fuller in the same position as Fig. 194, or the shank may he

placed on the collar and the set hammer used at once ; turn

down into the bottom swage and work at the forging with the

hand hammer and a light striking hammer where the two scarfs

have met. It will most likely be necessary at this point to

have another light welding heat to make the weld complete ; if

it does, take it at once ; it is a waste of time to go on working

a forging up when you are doubtful about the welding being

good enough ; if there is any doubt, remove the same at once

by reheating, then you will get on much better, much quicker,

and so save time and worry over the job ; finish off with the

drift and swages as before, and swage the shank part to size,

i.e. 1J inches diameter.

O
Fig. 196. Fig. 197.

Note.—The drifts used in making the foregoing spanners

should be about twice the depth of the hole in length, with

very little taper on them ; in fact, to make a really good-fitting

spanner, they should be parallel. As for extracting the drift

when finished with, nothing is easier if they are made the right

shape, as in Fig. 196, and worked in the right way; to with-

draw them, let that part of the drift that stands outside the

spanner lie on the anvil with the end of the spanner against

the edge of the anvil, hold a small fuller in the groove round

the drift, with the head of fuller leaning towards the spanner,

see Fig. 196; by working round the drift in this way it will

soon be released ; striking the drift on the side will also loosen

it, but this will increase the size of the hole slightly.

In the case ofbox spanners, there must always be an arrange-

ment at the opposite end of the shank for turning the spanner,
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We will take what is called the T-handle first, see Fig. 189,

to make which, take a piece of f-inch diameter bar, about

10^ inches long for the crosspiece, and another piece for the

shank, the length of wThich is governed by the length of the

spanner. Upset the crosspiece well in the centre, and bob

punch the same out to one side, then upset and scarf the end o\

the other piece and weld on to the place prepared in the cross-

piece, working round the same with a suitable fuller, and on

the beak of the anvil. Another way to make a T-handle is to

jump the crosspiece, and thin out the centre wedge-shaped

;

then jump and split the shank with a small fuller, open out the

ends so that they will go over the wedge scarf on the cross-

piece > weld together and work up with fuller and swages as

before.

eta

Fig. 198. Fig. 199.

This handle can also be forged from the solid as follows :

Take a piece of, say -§ inch by 1J inches bar, and forge out a

sufficient length of same to make the shank ; then cut off the

bar and punch a hole in the flat part, not too near where the

shank starts from, and spilt the flat portion from the hole to

the end with a hot sate, see Fig. 197 ; now open out the ends

and bend them back to form the T, and work up with fullers

and swages as before.

A very useful tool, and one that would be handy when
making the above handles, is illustrated in Fig. 198 ; it is

simply a bottom swage without a shank, having a hole punched

or drilled in the centre as shown. It is intended to be used

over the hole in the anvil, or on the swage block, and it will

not need a very experienced eye to see that when the centre

shank of a T-handle is placed in a special tool of this kind, and

1
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a swage brought to bear on the top of same, it will not take

long to finish it off.

There are also loose handles made to serve the same pur-

pose, see Fig. 199. The end of the shank of the spanner in

this case is made square to fit the handle, which is also used as

a tap wrench. This form of handle makes a very simple forg-

ing, and we think it is hardly necessary to enter into detail

respecting the making of same. We will, therefore, only add

that when odd handles of this kind are required, it is best to

forge out of a flat bar and punch the hole, but if a large number

are required, it is advisable to form a ball with special tools, as

illustrated, in making the centre part of hand-hammers and

forging out the ends to size, then flattening the ball and punch-

ing the hole.

Fig. 200. Fig. 201.

Fig. 200 illustrates a single handle which is used for the

same purpose, as well as for water, gas, and steam cocks. It is

made in the same way that eye-bolts are manufactured, see

Fig. 131 ; the hole is then punched with a square punch.

Figs. 191 and 192 show the shank ends made large enough

to admit of two holes being drilled in same, one under the

other, and one at right angles to the other, so that a loose bar

or lever may be slipped through to turn the spanner. The
shank end referred to is made by welding a collar round the

shank when the job is done by hand ; but when the smith has

the use of a steam or other hammer, it is best to work it down
out of the solid.

Fig. 201 illustrates a spanner with solid eye. This should

be forged out of a bar 2 inches square, and if iron is the
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material used to make the same, see that the grain runs in the

right direction, that is to say sideways, and along the edge of

the handle part, or the spanner end will split open when punch-

ing and drifting ; after forging out the shank, cut off the bar,

raise the forging to a welding heat, and round up the boss to

close the grain as much as possible, flattening the boss to

1 1 inches thick, punch and drift, and by the time the drifting is

done it will not be much too thick.

Clutch Spanner.—This type of spanner is illustrated in

Fig. 202. To make the same, take a piece of material, right

diameter for handle, and commence by bending down the end

f\
Fig. 202. Fig. 203.

of the bar and working it to fit the grooves in the nut, flatten

the part that goes round the nut in a bottom swage and bend to

fit the nut.

Links for Valve Motion, etc., as illustrated in Fig.

203.—Formerly these forgings were made in two pieces, and

were machined separately, after which they were returned to

the smithy and shut together ; but since mild steel was intro-

duced to the trade, it has become the practice to make them

in one piece, mainly to avoid the shut, but also to save expense

of same.

To make these links, take a piece of mild steel about

2 inches by 2§ inches and stamp out the boss at each end of

the piece with a pair of rings, as illustrated in Fig. 204, which

showT
s the position of the bar when ready for stamping; see

that the rings are set exactly one above the other and watch

carefully as the stamping proceeds to see that they do not drift

apart ; if they do get out of position, it is best to stop stamping

at once, and work the boss back into the correct position even

I 2
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if has to be done by hand, for if the bosses once get out of line

with each other, the more you persist with the stamping, the

more will they go out of position ; forge out the centre portion

with the flat pallets
; pare or cut away the spare bits left

between the rings round about the end of the forging and

swage up same with side swages. Note, stamping in this way

will pull down the steel from 2 inches in depth to about

if inches, spreading in proportion, thus giving 3 inches by

rf inches boss.

The quantity of material necessary to make the above link

may be calculated approximately with the aid of the tables at

the end of the book, and thereby save a lot of trouble in getting

the centres of the forging the right length, and with the correct

amount of material in same.

Take the bosses first

—

Area of 3 inches diameter .

Thickness of boss if inches x 2.

= 7 ' 06 square inches

= 3*5 inches

3530
2118

Cubic inches in 2 bosses . » 24*710

[lien for flat portion-

Area of 2\ inches x f inch

Length of same, say

= 1*87 square inches

21 inches

187

374

Cubic inches in flat .

Add cubic inches in bosses

39-27

24-71

Cubic inches in forging . . =63*98

Assuming the piece of bar selected to make the forging

from has to be 3 inches square, in which case the area of the

section is 9 square inches ; divide this into the cubical contents

of the forging, 9 -7- 64 = 7^ inches, say 7j inches, which is the

length of 3-inch square bar required to work with.

To make the same links, without the rings for stamping the
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bosses, begin by settling down the steel 3 inches from each end,

then forge out the centre portion, and work up the bosses with

the set hammer or fuller, as illustrated in Fig. 205, then cut

off the outside corners and swage the same.

It is hardly probable that the above links will have to be

made without the aid of a steam or power hammer, but, if such

Fig. 204. Fig. 205.

should be the case, and in anticipation of similar forgings with

deep bosses when the following method of working would be
the best, and that too, even with the assistance of a steam

hammer, we will consider the making of these links by hand.

The most satisfactory way to begin is, to take a piece of

bar, and upset the same about 3 J-
inches from the end, then

Fig. 206.

a

Fig. 207.

punch a hole in same where the centre of the boss is to be, let

the hole be well under the finished size—say it has to bore out

to 1 \ inches, then make it ij inches diameter. Now make four

collars with the same size of hole, two for each end, out of

1 inch x \ inch bar bent edgeways; when the collars are made,
weld a piece of light bar iron to each of them, as shown in
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Fig. 206, so that they can be thoroughly heated, which could

not be done while holding with the tongs. Now fit a short peg,

ij inches diameter, and not more than if inches long, into

the swage block or the anvil, to serve as a guide, when welding

the collars on to the bar, as in Fig. 207 ; now place one of the

collars on the peg to pack up the bar while the first collar is

welded on, so as to bring the work slightly above the top of

the peg ; raise one side of the bar and one of the collars to a

good welding heat, and place together as shown in Fig. 207,

and weld with the flattener on the top, work round the side

of the collar nearest to the centre of the forging with a

swage and see that only light blows are struck while doing the

latter ; cut off the light bar and repeat the above process with

the other collar on the opposite side ; this done, take a light

welding heat round the end of the forging, and work up with

the light hammers, followed by the side swages.

The bosses at the end of the above links can also be made
in the following way if desired; in the first place, punch the

bar, then make the collars and rivet them in position to the bat,

after which heat the whole thoroughly and weld all together at

one heat. This method of working will answer very well, while

the depth of the boss is comparatively shallow ; when the bosses

increase in depth and become what may be called deep ones,

the same process can be followed, but it must be remembered

that in this case the task is not anybody's and everybody's

job ; it is one thing to heat the shallow bosses thoroughly, and

quite another matter to do so with the deep ones, without

wasting the material on the outside of the bosses The knack

of heating a large body thoroughly, without wasting the

material on the outside, can only be gained by practice and

experience.

Figs. 208 and 209 illustrate two very excellent tools for

working up round the bosses, whether the same have been

welded together or forged out of the solid. Fig. 208 is simply

a side swage with a slot cut through it to take the flat portion

of the link while the smith is working round the boss.
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Fig. 209 represents a forked tool with a bolt in same, for

adjusting the tool to the thickness of the flat bar; this tool is

used mostly for bosses formed away from the end of the bar,

or at the corner of a crank lever ; when it is in use, it is fixed

in the swage block or anvil.

Another good tool is the set hammer, rounded out at the

run
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Fig. 208. Fig. 209.

sides, as shown in Fig. 210, to fit close up to the boss, and it

will be found a great help, if there is a block at hand with a

hole in same large enough to lay the boss in, while working on

the flat portion round about the boss.

Fig. 211 shows a lever with a large boss on one side of

the shank, and a small one at the other end. Commence

IL
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Fig. 210. Fig. 211.

with a piece of material large enough to make the big boss,

and set the same down at the point marked A in Fig. 212,

and forge out the piece at the end to the size of the small

boss, see dotted lines in same figure ; set down at B sufficient to
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make the centre portion and forge out the same, then round

up the bosses, as in Fig. 205. Or, instead of setting down as

at first, the large boss might be stamped with a tool, as illustrated

in Fig. 213, which may be made with or without the handle.

We should bear in mind when using one ring only, as in

this case for stamping purposes, that the best way to do so is

to start by placing the ring on the bottom pallet, and place the

work on the top of the ring, and then the operator can see if

his job is set fairly over the top of the ring, and he can then

turn his work over if required and place the ring on the top

when the iron has been marked.

To make this lever by hand, weld the large boss on to a

piece of material that is itself large enough to make the small

boss, as in the previous instances, and forge the small boss out

A.
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Fig. 212. Fig. 213.

of the bar, or weld all three bosses on. Some firms, who use

levers similar to the above, but who do not require them in

numbers large enough to compensate themselves for the expense

attending the process of changing pallets or stamp blocks, will

have a number of cast iron blocks made, Fig. 217, one for each

size of lever, and these blocks or dies are placed on the bottom

pallet of the hammer ; the levers are forged so much more in

depth and less in breadth or diameter than they are finally

intended to be, and cut off the bar, after which they are re-

heated and the boss is driven into the block awaiting it under

the steam hammer, and in this way a lot of handwork is saved.

Fig. 214 represents the lever before being stamped, and Fig.

215 the same lever after the stamping process has been per-

formed, and in many cases the lever is made by cutting half-

way through a bar that is large enough to make the shank,
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then bending over the end of the bar one or two thicknesses

as required by the size of the boss, and with a welding heat

stamping or working by hand in the block, see Fig. 216.

They will also have spring tools made or provided for forming

ID
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Fig. 214. Fig. 215. Fig. 216.

the small bosses, as in Fig. 218, and regarding these tools we

should note that they must have a good lead on them, as at A,

Fig. 218, or the forging will fasten itself in the tools.

The end of the lever is usually roughly cut round before

stamping in the spring tools, and after the latter process is

&
Fig. 217. Fig. 218.

done, the centre part is either forged out or cut away, according

to the quantity of material required to make the length needed.

Fig. 219 is another pattern of lever. It is made in much

the same way as the others, stamping or setting down the

centre boss first, and forging out the ends to the size of the

& =3
Fig. 219. Fig. 220.

small bosses, then forging between the bosses, and finishing off

as before.

And we should note that for forging down between two
points at short distances like these levers, when the hammer
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pallets are too broad to work between the bosses, that the best

substitute for the hammer pallets is a pair of spring tools, with

flat pallets, of which there should be at least two pairs in the

shop, say 2-inch and 4-inch. The 4-inch will answer for work-
ing up to any length by moving the forging to and fro.

Fig. 220 is another shape of lever, but it is forged in much
the same way as the others, only in this instance there is a

long slot hole forged in the flat portion. To make the slot,

punch a hole one at each extremity of the place where it has

to be, but about J inch short of the full length, and one in the

middle (the small circles in the slot in Fig. 220 denote where

Fig. 221. Fig. 222.

the holes should be punched); then cut out the pieces between
the holes with a hot sate, and work up on a drift made right

for the job. The drift should be as shown in Fig. 221, and
the bolster to use in conjunction with this drift should be a

piece of flat iron, bent as in Fig. 161.

If the slot hole is required to be square ended, then use a
square punch in place of the round one, but do not have the

corners of the punch and drift sharp, or they will cut into the

material and start a fracture, and s© make a bad forging. We
have already called attention to this matter elsewhere, but as it

is so very important, it cannot be too strongly emphasised.

Fig. 222 illustrates a lever with a forked end, and while we
are considering the subject of levers, we may as well turn our

attention to the above forging, though it is a much more difficult

task than anything we have dealt with yet, and will require

considerable skill and experience to perforin the same.
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Mild steel is the best material that can be used in making

a forging of this description ; it is easily worked, and the forg-

ing has a good appearance when finished, owing to the homo-
geneous and seamless nature of the material.

Iron can be used for such forgings, but it should be of a

very good quality, and close grained, and even then the forging

may exhibit the seams before it is finished.

Begin by selecting the piece of mild steel ; let it be large

enough to make the biggest boss comfortably, then taper the

material towards the other end, which should be left large

enough to make the two small bosses when split down the

centre as shown in Fig. 223. Now shoulder down the forging

Fig. 223. Fig. 224.

as at x in Fig. 223, and cut off the bar, round up and finish

off the large boss. Now we come to the fork end. Begin by
punching a round hole as shown in Fig. 223, and split the

forging from the end up to the hole just made, pare off any

jagged bits that may present themselves, open back the ends,

taking care they do not crease at B in Fig. 224 during this

process. The best way to open them out is to start by driving

in a fuller from the end, and as soon as they are wide enough

apart to span the beak of the anvil, place them on the same,

and open by working a fair size fuller, say 1 inch, on the

shoulders, avoiding the risk of creasing at that particular place,

see Fig. 224. If it should happen that there is no full-sized

sketch of the fork at hand, and there is no chance of getting
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one supplied, then the best thing to do is to make one, and

measure what each end has to be from the centre of the fork

;

it can easily be done by laying a piece of twine round the centre

of the part to be measured, then forge out the ends to the

length while they are straight ; and form the bosses one at

each end of the fork, as shown in Fig. 225. Now close the

legs of the fork inwards, and set on a suitable drift, a piece of

round bar, or on the beak of the anvil.

Note.—This lever may be required with the small bosses

placed on the inside of each arm of the fork ; when such is

Fig. 225. Fig. 226.

the case it is only necessary to reverse the process of forging

the ends, as shown by dotted lines in Fig. 225.

Fig. 226 represents a bell-crank lever with a forked end,

the fork having one arm larger than the other. Possibly a

learner, or for that matter an improver, or even a smith, when

eyeing the sketch over, may feel somewhat staggered at the

complex nature of the article, especially if they do not happen

to have seen anything of the kind made ; but after all, the

forging is not so awe-inspiring as all that, and while it is such

jobs as these, that find out those smiths that are wanting in
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resource, and that have less tact, less ingenuity, and that are

less thoughtful than others, it is at the same time just such jobs

that often serve to put a man on his merits, and prove his

worth or otherwise as an all-round man. The very awkward-

ness of the task is the virtue of the job, and the man can see

that when he has finished the forging his efforts will not

only tell in his immediate interests, but they will single him

out as one having ability and judgment, as well as decision.

This all goes to show how necessary it is that a smith should

see to all his interests, and exercise himself in all matters that

tend to train, to educate, and to organise his faculties, and

prepare himself for unexpected eventualities.

We will now consider how to make the bell crank in ques-

tion, with the aid of ordinary smiths' tools and appliances.

Take a piece of steel and forge the same, as shown in Fig. 227,

Fig. 227.

then bend by placing the forging thus made across a large

swage or V-block under the hammer, as shown in Fig. 228,

with a knobbler on the top as indicated at x in the illustration

just referred to, and work up as shown in Fig. 229; at this

point we should note that it is a matter of great importance in

making this lever, that the bending just done should be so

performed that the subsequent working of same will be favour-

able; that is, we should look ahead, and bear in mind that

when we begin to stamp the boss at the corner we shall have

to forge the web, as shown on the inside at A, Fig. 226, and

this will open out the lever considerably, so our best plan is to

bend the forging well in now, say to 8o° instead of 90 , and at

the same time taking care that the parts marked B B in Fig. 229

are in line with centre and ends ; work them down with a set
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hammer, as shown in the illustration just referred to, better too

much than not enough. Now stamp the corner or centre boss

with rings, as illustrated in Fig. 204, and as explained when
considering the making of previous forgings ; or, as an alterna-

tive shoulder down with fullers, as shown by dotted lines in

Fig. 229; but by far the best and most satisfactory way would

be to use the rings, and if there are none to hand, make a

couple; the difference in the time taken to make the boss with

the fullers and with the rings, will certainly more than repay

for the cost of the rings. Now forge out the long end, and the

small portion between the boss and the fork ; the latter will

have to be done with fullers and narrow set hammers. Now

Fig. 228. Fig. 229.

the fork ; make this part of the forging in a similar way to the

lever illustrated in Fig. 222, except when splitting from the hole

to the end ; in the lever referred to it will be seen that the split

was made evenly or midway between the two arms, but in this

case the split should be made unevenly, that is, it should be

directed nearer to that side of the fork where the small arm has

to be, so that the larger one can be got by flattening out the

extra material left at that side by taking the split nearer to the

small arm.

Fig. 230 illustrates a three-ended crank, and the most satis-

factory way of making this forging is to weld the centre arm
into the other one, weld on the bosses, and then forge out the
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ends of the crank, cut off the end with a sate curved to about

the right radius. The best and simplest way to weld on the

centre arm, is to follow out the instructions already submitted

on page 108 when considering the making of spanners, i.e.

where the question of welding the shank to the jaw of a sparine

•
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Fig. 230. Fig. 231.

is considered, except that in this case the bar will be straight, and

will be worked on the flat instead of on the beak of the anvil.

Fig. 231 illustrates a lever which is often used in connection

with brakes. To make the lever, take a piece of square material

the right size for the boss, and containing sufficient weight to

xx\
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Fig. 232. Fig. 233.

make the arms, heat the same and shoulder down with a piece

of round iron under the steam hammer, as in Fig. 232 ; or, if

there is no hammer at hand, do the same with fullers at the

anvil, then turn the forging half over and shoulder it down that

way up, as illustrated in Fig. 232, with the piece of round, and

follow it with the si^e fuller.
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Now forge out the ends and round up the boss with fullers

and set hammers, as in Fig. 181, and with swages on the parts

where they can be employed.

Small Lathe Carriers, see Fig. 233.—When making the

above it is advisable to slightly flatten a piece of round mild

steel, large enough and heavy enough to make the forging;

then heat and punch a slot, or two round holes in the flattened

part, cutting out the material between the two round holes;

open the forging out by inserting drifts, and work to shape on

same and on the beak of the anvil ; forge out the tail for driving

with.

Very large lathe carriers and similar forgings should be made

the same way as are the brake levers, see Fig. 231, except that

the shanks in the case of large lathe carriers are of different
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Fig. 234. Fig. 235, Fig. 236.

section, and should be left thicker at the ends, where they are

to be wTelded together, see illustration Fig. 234, which shows

the forging ready for bending; Fig. 235 illustrates the same

forging bent ready for welding. It is most essential in this

sort of tool, that the weld should be a thoroughly good one, or

otherwise it will open in time, through the heavy work it has

to do. It is advisable, therefore, not to weld the two flat faces

at the end of the arms together, but to have them scarfed to

fit one inside the other, as at A and B ; the forging will then

be very much stronger at the weld than it would have been if

the two flat faces had been welded together.

Swivels for Chains, Hooks, etc., see Fig. 236.—These
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forgings can be made in the same way as lathe carriers ; the

only difference between the two forgings, is, that in the case of

the lathe carriers, the sides are somewhat rectangular or square,

while the sides of the above swivels are ro nd in section, and

worked into the shape of a link at the end away from the boss,

whereas in the lathe carrier there is a sort of tail formed for

driving with. We should, however, note with regard to these

forgings, especially when the swivels are made by the method

suggested in the case of large carriers, that it will be advisable

to leave both sides of the arms square at the root, adjoining

the boss, say for ij inches or so therefrom, until they have

been bent, as then the process of bending will not crease the

arms at this part so quickly, as would be the case if they were

forged round in section before the bending was done ; a glance

at the illustration A and B, in Fig. 237, will make this clear
j
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Fig. 237. Fig. 238.

for instance, take the case of the round shank, as in section A

:

if this is bent it begins to crease at once, where marked <r, and

later on, if the bending were continued, would develop into a

fracture ; but experience proves that with a square rooted

shank or arm, the bending process can be effected with less

risk, and the sides can easily be worked round with a fuller

afterwards. Weld the ends of the arms together as in the case

of the eye-bolt, see Fig. 135.

Coupling or Buckle for Tightening Screws, Fig.

238.—These articles vary so much in length and general dimen-

sions that we cannot undertake to say that any one of the

following processes could be best used in making them. We
shall, therefore, try to so illustrate these couplings, that when

a drawing or sketch is submitted for, say, the reader to make
one from, he may be able to select for himself the best way to

adopt, and have no difficulty m making same. The usual way

K
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to begin is to take a piece of material equal in section to a little

more than one half of the ends. Say the ends are to be 2 inches

diameter ; in that case select a piece of material 2 inches by

ij inches, and forge out the two sides, as shown in Fig. 239

;

then shut the two together at one end, rounding them up

at the same time, work up the weld between the two sides

with a foot fuller, as illustrated in Fig. 240. This foot fuller

is best fitted with an iron rod firmly riveted in ; wood shafts

are not strong enough to stand the vibration caused by the

head of the tool not standing directly over the working part.

Treat the other end of the coupling forging in the same way.

Another way to forge is to take two pieces of material the

right size for the sides, and after jumping up the ends, weld a

piece in between to form the round ends, as shown in Fig. 241.

£>
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Fig. 239. Fig. 240. Fig. 241.

The centre-piece should be large enough to make the gap the

right width and the end right diameter.

Another way of proceeding is to make two ends, as in the

case of the lathe carrier, before being welded up, see Fig. 242 ;

scarf each end of the arms and bend one end outwards as

shown, so that it will be out of the way when welding the other,

and not cause trouble by fouling with it and thus preventing the

first shut from coming together properly ; make the weld

marked A, in Fig. 242, on the thin end of the anvil, if they are

wide enough to go on same ; if not, use a cranked tool, as

illustrated in Fig. 243, to weld them together. Some smiths

would use a saddle tool, as shown in Fig. 244, for this purpose,

but the cranked tool is far the best for shutting purposes, as it

permits rapid manipulation of the forging from the flat side to

the edge, and thus allows all parts of the weld to be hammered
quickly while the heat is still good. Now close down the other

side and weld it on the same tool,
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Another method suitable for making a small coupling is to

forge the centre portion out of a piece of round right size for

the ends, as in Fig. 245, punch holes as shown and cut from

one to the other, then drift out the forging to the width the gap

has to be, and forge on tool 243 or 244, or on drift and bolster

as in Fig. 221.

a

Fig. 242. Fig. 243. Fig. 244.

Fork Ends, see illustration, Fig. 246.—This particular

shape of fork end is more generally used than the others.

When one or two forgings are required similar to Fig. 246,

it will be advisable to forge out of the solid. If there is a

steam hammer at hand, and a pair of tools as illustrated in

Fig. 177, proceed to forge the boss in them, leaving sufficient

material projecting from the swages to make the portion
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Fig. 245. Fig. 24b.

marked A B in Fig. 247. Forge out the end, rectangular,

2 inches by ij inches, and shoulder the same down at C,

\ inch shorter than the jaw is to finish to, and then forge out

the round end. Now punch a hole as shown at D, with either

an oval or a small round punch, and cut off the bar ; now

cut out the material between the end of the forging and the

hole, as indicated by dotted lines in Fig. 247 ; then insert

K 2
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a drift or glut, and proceed to work on the shoulders in

order to lend a good finish to the forging at these parts, or

place the fork in a tool as shown in Fig. 248, and strike on

the end of the drift; then close the sides of the forging on to

the drift ; do this on the flat of the anvil with a flattener on

the top, swage round the bosses to obtain a good finish ; see

that the sides are both one length, and quite square one

with the other. To make the same forging without power
is altogether another matter; in that case we shall have to

be more careful as to the size of the material, and not waste

our strength by taking a larger piece of iron or steel to work
at than is absolutely necessary. The bosses are the largest

part of the forging, and there are two of them to be made

Fig. 247.
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Fig. 248. Fig. 2,

out of the original bar, so i\ inches X f inch x 2 = 3-12
square inches, area of section through the two bosses,
and if inches square 3-51 or if inches =3*06, so if
inches will be the most suitable size for our purpose.

Begin with a good welding heat about 6 inches up the bar,
then flatten same to about i£ inches thick, with the grain along
the narrow portion, shoulder down at C, Fig. 247, 1 inch
shorter than the fork has to be when finished, forge out the
shank part i£ inches diameter, cut sufficient off the bar to
make the bosses, take a light heat on same and roughly swage
round the end ; punch the hole as before, and this time split

the forging down the centre from the end to the hole, instead
of cutting the material out as we suggested when making
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the forging with power, because in this case we are working

with less material and will require all we have in the bosses

and sides (read paragraph on page 122 dealing with levers with

fork ends). The bottom of the fork may be shaped in a tool

as illustrated in Fig. 248, or with a fuller on the inside while

open as in Fig. 249 ; close the sides on to the drift as before.

This same fork end is sometimes required with raised bosses

as shown in Fig. 250, and when that is so, a piece of larger

sized material must be selected to work on. Proceed as before

so far as the roughing and opening out the sides of the jaw are

concerned, taking care to get the right quantity of material

between the root of the jaw and the bosses ; then forge the

lA i=i )
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Fig. 250. Fig. 251,
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Fig, 252.

raised bosses in the same way as the fork end in lever shown

in Fig. 222.

The above forgings are sometimes made by welding the

shank on to the jaw, but this method of working does not

meet with our approval, and although we are going to explain

how the same is done, we do not recommend it. Take a piece

of i^-inch round iron about 9 inches or 10 inches long, upset

the same at one end, and split with a small fuller, see Fig. 251

;

the ends are then opened out and a piece of flat iron is bent

U-shaped to form the jaw, the same being narrowed in at the

small part of the jaw ; this makes it slightly thicker and better

to weld on to. The two pieces are now raised to a welding

heat and hammered together on a tool in the anvil, see Fig.

25 r, and finished off as before.

Another pattern of fork end, illustrated in Fig. 252, has
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a square root to the shank, the bottom of which, between the

round and the square, is made octagonal, and the shoulders

marked A are more pronounced. The best way to make this

forging is out of the solid.

This particular pattern of fork end is the best shape to adopt

when the forging has to be made in two halves, with a round

bottom to the fork. The two sides should be forged out of

if inches square, as shown in Fig. 253, leaving them a little

thicker and wider at the part marked A in Fig. 253, to allow

for waste during the welding together, which may be done by

heating separately and placing together on the anvil side by

side, one of which is resting against a swage or other tool

placed in the anvil ; the striker should then give a blow to

fasten them together, and the forging can then be turned and

worked in the usual way ; by adopting this plan of putting to-

Fig. 253. Fig. 254.

gether, the smith can see that the pieces are going together in

correct relation the one to the other ; or, as an alternative, the

two sides may be placed together while cold with a piece of

packing between the bosses, and held with a pair of tongs

while being heated and welded together. The previous method
suggested for welding together will give the best results, because

in that case, the parts that are to meet, and that are to be
merged into one can be heated more thoroughly when taken

separately. A foot fuller is a useful tool for the bottom of the

fork, and should be used for same. When the two sides have
been welded together, fuller down at the shoulders where

marked A in Fig. 252, and forge out first to the square then

the octagon, and afterwards swage the round end and set the

fork on the drift ; see that the sides are equal in length, and the

fonrinsr is finished.
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Fig. 254 illustrates another form of fork end, which is

usually used in connection with bridge and structural ironwork.

It is, we may say, always made by forging two sides and then

welding them together, but we should think that the cost of

making these forgings conld be reduced considerably, if a hot

sawT was placed in the smithy, as then they could be made much
more expeditiously ; for instance, if made out of the solid, and

split up the centre with the saw, they would be made in two

heats at the most, and perhaps in one, as after sawing they

could be opened back ready for the drift, and punched under

the hammer or press, and set on the drift. But very few smiths'

shops are provided with a hot saw, so we will devote ourselves

now to the old method of making these articles, as that is the

method which is most likely to be useful to our readers.

Begin by taking a piece of iron equivalent in breadth and

depth to one of the bosses, preferably a little narrower and

thicker, as the finish of the forging will be improved if a little

flattening is done during the making. Have a pair of pallets in

the hammer, one half of which will shape the boss and a por-

tion of the shank, as shown in Fig. 255 ; the other half of the

pallets to be flat for working on the flat portions of the forging,

and working the end marked A to size required; first shape

the boss by holding the bar edgewise in the hollowed portions

of the hammer pallets, then flatten same and forge out the end

on the flat faces of the hammer tools, leaving the ends large

enough to allow for welding together
; punch the hole over a

die, similar to that illustrated for collars, etc., and cut off the

bar. When welding the sides together, it is usual to use a pair

of special tongs for holding same while heating and forging out

the shank ; they are very similar to the ordinary flat bits, only

that one of the bits has a round stud forged on to it, see Fig. 56
A ; the stud referred to fits into the holes in the sides of the

jaw, and keeps them even in length ; it is a common practice

to put a washer between the bosses, but in this case not so

thick as in the other instances, because the bottom of tfje fork

being pointed instead of round needs no working up with the
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foot fuller when welding ; weld the two sides together, forge

out the shank, and with the same heat open out the arms and

set or finish on the drift or glut.

Fig. 256 represents still another form of fork end, to make
which, in small sizes it will be best to punch a square bar with

a slot punch and forge to size on a cotter drift ; set down at A,

Fig. 255. Fig. 256.

Fig. 257, and forge out the end, then cut off the bar and pare

the ends of the fork round.

When large fork ends, shaped as in Fig. 256, are in request

we should say set down first at A and forge out the shank, then

cut off the bar, punch a round hole and cut out as shown in

dotted lines, Fig. 258, or split down the centre and open back

the arms of the fork, convenient for forging. Before leaving

Fig. 257. Fig. 258.

this subject we should note that when there is much forging to

be done at the sides, it is best to open out to right angles, see

Fig. 225, so that the part to be worked can be readily got at

with the necessary tools, or forged out under the hammer. It

is a mistake to try to do a lot of forging on a saddle tool, as

some smiths will persist in doing, instead of adopting the above

course, and any smith that has tried both ways will readily

admit that this is the case.
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Fig. 259 represents a connecting rod with a long fork and

a strap, used very much for mining machinery. To make the

above, begin by taking a piece of material (mild steel preferred)

sufficient to make a part of the forging, say from D to B, and

before we proceed with the explanation, we would say, that

we do not recommend making this rod with short ends at A
for shutting, as shown in foregoing instances, because by that

method, there would in this instance, be no saving in time or

labour, and the distance between the shoulders of the fork is

not long enough to make a good reliable shut. We therefore

would suggest that the material referred to, should be forged

to a suitable size for the strap end D, say 2 inches thick by

2\ inches wide, the round portion between the fork and the

strap should then be shouldered down, and the remaining
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piece at the end, that is to form the bottom of the fork C to

about B, should be forged out until it is about i-§ inches thick

by 2 inches wide, see Fig. 260. Now punch a hole D in

Fig. 260 through the 2\ inch end, and split up the centre, or

cut out a piece as shown by dotted lines, and finish off the

strap end first; while these ends are being forged, it will be

best to open out the arms until they are almost straight, to get

the large it Jius required in the bottom of the fork, see Fig. 224

;

this should be done on the beak of the anvil. Now " set," as

in shop phraseology the process would be expressed, or, in

other words^ close back the arms on to a drift or on to a piece

of round, and cut to length on a saddle tool, or the thin flat

end of the. anvil, then turn round and punch a hole, C in Fig.

260, through the if inch end, split up the centre, and work
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out the fork B in a similar manner to D, leaving the ends thick

enough for shutting, forge out separately the two sides E, E,

and finish off same, except the end to be shut on to B, which

should now be the next job while the arms of the forging are

bent back, or the arms of the forging may be bent into their

proper and final shape, and the shut made after this has been

done. It is quite an open question, whether it is best to make
the shut while the arms are open or when they are bent to

shape : quite as good a shut can be made in the one case as

in the other.

If the above forging is to be made in wrought-iron, it will

be best to punch the holes at C and D one way, that is in the

same direction, and twist the forging at A afterwards, on

account of the grain in the iron.
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Fig. 2bo. Fig. 261.

In Fig. 261 we have illustrated what is called a strap end.

It is similar to the above with one exception, viz. ; the bottom

of the jaw at E in the illustration is made square instead of

round. These are usually forged solid and cut out by

machinery, but in the event of any reader having occasion to

forge one out, it would be best for him to forge solid, punch

two round holes, one at each corner as shown in Fig. 261, and

cut from end to holes and from one hole to the other.

When these forgings are made with one fork only, the

other end being a plain round, square, or rectangular shank,

it allows other methods of working to be brought into play

;

for instance, the shank can be forged out, and the same placed

in a bolster under the steam hammer while the ends are worked

out in the form of a T when the ends of the flat part thus

produced can be bent to form the jaw.

The T is sometimes made by welding the shank to a piece
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of flat bar, which method will sometimes end in the presence

of a bad looking tear at the edge of the scarf when the bending

is done, and for this reason we do not recommend it for any

high-class work. In some forgings, however, such as handrail

pillars or stanchions that have a flat foot at the bottom for

bolting or riveting to a platform or some similar structure, the

welding has to be done as stated above. But at the same

time, there is more than one way of doing it, and the circum-

stances of the case only can decide which of those ways is

the best to adopt. For instance, say we require to weld a

foot to a long shank or stem, it perhaps would not be con-

venient, perhaps not possible, to place the stem downwards

in a bore or bolster, to enable us to work on the back of

the flat, while if the shank was only about 12 inches or

14 inches long the latter would be easy enough, and in this

case, providing the mouth of the bore was cut away to form

the radius required at the root of the stem, it would be the

best way to adopt. Again, it might happen that the section of

the shank was such that no bore in the shop would suit it, and

in that case, it would be decidedly to a smith's advantage to

be competent to proceed without same, so with that object in

view, we will try to illustrate some of the different ways of

dealing with this kind of forging.

To begin with, and as an example, say we wish to weld a

shank i£ inches diameter by 12 inches long to a piece of flat

bar 2h inches by 1 inch, as shown in Fig. 262. Start with the

piece of i;} inches round
;

prepare the end for welding by

raising quickly to a welding heat, upset the end as in Fig. 263.

(Note.—Heating the piece quickly will give the shortest possi-

ble heat, and therefore make the most suitable end.) Now lay

in a swage with the shoulder against the edge, as shown in

Fig. 264, and work back the scarf with hammers to the shape

shown in Fig. 265. Now take the piece of flat bar 2
J- inches

by t inch and bob-punch a hole in the centre of same, as

described in making bottom swages by hand ; raise both to a

welding heat, lay the flat piece on the anvil and place the pre-
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pared end of the round shank in the hollow formed by the bob
punch ; let the striker give three or four blows to drive it well

home, then turn over and put the shank in a bore if there is

one the right size, and work on the plain side of the flat. The
sides of the flat piece will now be bulged out, and may be cut

off or worked into the flat foot by working on the edges ; and
when important work is in hand, this latter practice is generally

Fig. 262. Fig. 263. Fig. 264.

adopted, by taking another welding heat on the whole, and

working to size and shape.

Now suppose the shank was a long one, say a hand-rail,

pillar, or stanchion, scarf the end of the round as before, and

bob-punch the flat piece as in the last case, and when welding

the two together, lay the flat on the anvil with the hole upwards,

place the prepared end of the round in the hole in the flat

*

Fig. 265. Fig. 266. Fig. 267.

part made by the bob-punch, and press home the round;

then lift up the lot, i.e. the round and the flat together,

and drop on the anvil two or three times. Complete the weld

by working on the scarf with a fuller or round-edged set

hammer,

Suppose we required to make a forging" as shown in Fig.

266, and that it had to be done by welding, instead of forging
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out of the solid ; we could proceed as before, except that the

stem being as wide as the foot, will not need an overlapping

scarf at two of the sides ; nevertheless, it will be well to have a

little material at these two places to work on. Another way to

make the forging would be to scarf the end with a small fuller

as shown in Fig. 267, and fuller out a groove across the foot to

receive the same as shown, see Fig. 268; and we might re-

quire to weld a flat stem to a flat foot, similar to the butt

end of an eccentric rod, as in Fig. 269 ; in this case, an oblong

hole should be punched in the foot and the flat stem scarfed

to suit. When welding these together, make sure of welding

the ends A A at the first heat, it will then be an easy matter

to reheat along the sides B B and weld them one at a time.

Z3

Z^E
Fig, 268. Fig. 269.

All these methods give better results than the welding of

two plain faces together; because it is, in a sense, splicing

one into the other, and the hollows or grooves insure their

being welded together in the right place.

Handrail stanchions, or pillars, we have already illustrated

and explained the making of the foot for same, so to com-

plete the forging it is only necessary for us to say that the balls

are usually made by bending collars, made out of half round

beading iron and welding the same on to the shank in special

tools ; one pair of which is recessed with a ball in the

centre, while the other pair is made with one end blank.

Sometimes the balls are required to be flattened to a given

thickness, and in other cases they are simply drilled to take

the rail without any flattening at all.
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Another style of hand-rail pillar, or stanchion, is illustrated

in Fig. 270, the only difference being that instead of a flat foot

it has a collar forged on, with a continuation piece below the

same, screwed to receive a nut. It is used in connection with

iron and steel platforms, where the end can be put into a hole
;

the nut is screwed on underneath to tighten against the collar.

It is usually done by welding a collar made out of square iron,

of a small section, on to the round bar, with tools similar in

design to those for welding loose collars on a mandrel, see

@

i

Fig. 270.

Fig. 151. It is usual when bending the collars to leave them

slightly open so that they may be readily slipped on to the

round iron ; heat the round bar where the collar has to be

placed, upset the same a little, slip on the collar and close

down the same, raise both to a proper heat, and weld in the

tools mentioned above. These tools should be well greased

when put away, so that the working parts will not deteriorate

by corrosion.

The above stanchion can also be made out of the solid with

tools similar to the above, except that they are fitted to the

hammer or made in the form of spring swages to use at the

steam or power hammer.

Hooks.—Fig. 271 represents a hook as used for a 7 -ton

crane, but before we proceed to consider the manufacture of
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these hooks, we must call attention to the necessity for exercis-

ing the greatest care and judgment in the manipulation of the

forging. We need, perhaps, hardly remind our readers that

the lives of many fellow workmen may depend on the quality

of the hook. The material used in the manufacture of same

will, in all probability, be specified by the engineer who has

ordered the hook, and in that case, so far as choice of material

is concerned, the smith's responsibility ceases when he has

made the hook as specified.

If, however, the smith finds that he has no specification to

fall back upon, and that he not only has to do the work, but

that he has to choose the material also, then, perhaps, the

following remarks will be useful under the circumstances ; we
have known hooks made of iron and mild steel, and we have

never known a mild steel hook to break, but for all that, we do

not feel ourselves at liberty to strongly recommend mild steel for

this purpose in preference to good iron ; because experience,

according to reports that reach us, shows that mild steel frac-

tures do occur, and that none of our scientific or practical men,

who have examined them and made the most searching tests

and analyses, can understand or account for same; if mild

steel is used, be sure that it is mild and of good quality.

However, whether the hook is made in iron or mild steel,

some part of the work will be the same in each case, so we can

proceed ; take a piece of material large enough for the collar,

shoulder down at both sides with a piece of round iron undei

the hammer, see Figs. 33 and 34, and forge out the short end

:o about 2§ inches diameter ; that will allow J inch for turning

;

:ut off the bar and forge out the other end. We must note

hat the largest part of the hook has to be 3J inches diameter,

tnd the length of same when ready for bending should be

53J inches, that is from the top side of the collar to the end,

vhich length is found by laying a piece of string round the

:entre of a full-sized sketch. The hook should not be forged a

traight taper from A to D and again from D to C, Fig. 272,

ut should be what would more appropriately be called a fish-
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back taper ; the easiest way to forge such a taper, if there are

no special swages, is to use a loose swage or V-block on the

bottom pallet of the hammer, with ends turned down to steady

it and to hold it in its place, and pack up one end of the tool

with a piece of flat bar to obtain the taper ; the thickness of the

packing may be varied according to the amount of taper

required, and it can be used at either side of tool, see Fig. 273.

The hook is now ready for bending : and it is here where most

of the mistakes are made ; for instance, cutting or nicking the

material with a sharp-edged tool, bending too much in one

Fig. 274.

place, bending at too low a heat, etc., and all these points

should be guarded against. First take a short heat at A and

place the end B in a block or in some other position where it

can be held securely, and bend as near as possible to shape

with a large pipe or lever slipped over the end C, or by striking

with the sledge hammer at C, and now, if there is a proper

bending block and tools similar to those illustrated in Fig. 274^
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the body of the hook may be bent thereon by arranging a

suitable collar and pegs to hold the hook, with the lever and

grooved roller. Fig. 274 shows the arrangement with the hook

in position ready for bending.

But suppose we have to bend the hook without the aid of

the bending arrangement referred to, we should begin by first

bending at A as we did in the previous instance, then bend the

body of the hook over a large swage block with a large hook

swage, see Fig. 275, taking care that the bend is uniform by

moving the hook and the swage to and fro, and seeing that

the swages do not cut or crease the hook in any way ; when
the bending has been done as far as advisable in this way,

Fig. 275. Fig. 276.

the forging may be turned up on end for further bending

under the hammer, providing the stroke of the hammer is long

enough to allow of this being done ; if not, it must be done

with the sledge-hammers. The section through the bottom of

the hook in this case is a plain flat, which can now be forged

under the hammer ; some hooks are forged taper towards the

outside edge, see Fig. 276, and where this is not done in special

stamping blocks, it is best to flatten on a taper tool under the

hammer.

Small hooks are made in exactly the same way, except that

the bending may be done over the beak of the anvil, rather

than spend time fitting up tools, especially when small quanti-

ties only are required.
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Another form of hook is illustrated in Fig. 276 ; this shape

of hook is used chiefly for chains. Begin by first making the

eye ; take a piece of round mild steel large enough for the body

of the hook and upset the end of same until it is large enough

to make the eye, by punching with a small punch and afterwards

drifting the hole out to the size required ; work up on the beak

of the anvil and with the bob-punches and link-swages.

The same process may be followed if the hook is being

made of iron instead of steel, besides the other alternative

methods suggested in the manufacture of eye-bolts, see p. 75.

The tools described for making the sides of fork ends, see

Fig. 255, may also be used for forging these hooks and eye-

bolts when the dimensions agree in each case. Begin by

using a flat bar about the width and thickness required, stamp

the eye, round up the body of the hook with the flat part of

the pallets, flatten the eye by passing through on to the back

part of the pallets, punch the hole, cut off the bar, and work

up the eye with tools, as in the case of eye-bolts ; bend the

eye back over the beak of the anvil, or in a swage with

corners rounded off, and bend the body of the hook in the

way already explained. For further hook bending see the

summary under Bending.

Hoops.— A. blacksmith may safely assume that he is likely

to be called upon at any time to make a supply of these all-

important articles, since they are so common in the engineering

and other trades. Hoops do not appear to be very important

forgings, but unless a smith is very careful in reckoning out

the length of his material, or if he does not understand the

proper way to ascertain that length, he will cause himself a

lot of unnecessary work and waste a deal of time over them

;

and, with a view to simplifying matters and helping him in this

respect, so far as the necessary calculations are concerned, wre

have appended hereto a tabulated statement of diameters and

circumferences which will assist him very considerably if used

in conjunction Avith the following rules ; but before we proceed

to these rules, we should note that in measuring diameters
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of hoops with a view to ascertaining the length of material

necessary to make the same, we should bear in mind that

experience proves that if the length is based on the inside

diameter, the bar when cut and bent will be too short to

make the hoop in question, and on the other hand, the same

source of information teaches that if the outside overall dia-

meter be taken as a basis for calculating the length, the bar

when cut and bent will be too long to make a hoop of the

specified size. The rule must be, therefore, to measure the

diameter for this purpose from a point midway between the

inside and the outside diameters of the hoop, or, which

amounts to the same thing, take the inside diameter of the

hoop and add thereto the thickness of the bar ; for instance,

say we require to make a hoop 14 inches inside diameter out

of 1 inch square bar; in that case, take 14 inches, the inside

diameter, and add 1 inch to same, which is the thickness the

hoop will be when made out of 1 inch square bar, and we have

15 inches as the mean diameter of the hoop ; refer to the table

of diameters and circumferences, and opposite the diameter

15 inches will be found 3 feet it^ inches circumference, and

if this length of iron was bent into a hoop, so that the ends

would meet, the inside diameter, if measured, would be found

to be 14 inches, as required ; but the weld is not made, and in

order to do this without diminishing the diameter of the hoop,

we must add to the length of the bar in each case a sufficient

allowance for this purpose ; the amount usually added in a case

like this is the thickness of the bar, which would bring the

length up to 4 feet oj inch. Some smiths, of course, require

more material for this purpose than others, but the general

allowance for upsetting and welding in such a case is the

amount we have mentioned, that is for bars up to 1 inch thick

;

but this allowance does not necessarily increase in the same

ratio as the size of the bar being used ; for instance, if a 2-inch

bar instead of a i-inch had been selected, an allowance of

i\ inches for upsetting and welding would be ample for most

smiths ; and we may note in passing that this rule will apply to

h %
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any width of iron or steel, so long as it is bent on the flat and

not edgewise.

Now cut the length 4 feet oj- inch off the bar, upset about

2 inches from each end, and scarf ready for welding the ends

together. In the case of the i-inch square bar, the simplest

way to do the scarring, and also the most satisfactory way, is to

proceed as if we were going to shut two plain pieces together,

then bend the ends that have been scarfed to the curve of the

Fig. 277.

hoop as far as the heat will allow ; do this with the scarf on

edge, as shown in Fig. 277, so that, when bent round, the ends

N*dll come together, as shown.

This hoop may be bent cold, if a fairly strong set of rolls

are at hand, but it would be better to heat for rolling,

especially bearing in mind that the hoop we are making is

rather small in diameter.

4f TJS7

Fig. 278.

If we have no rolls for bending purposes at hand, we may,

perhaps, have a block or ring, that we can use instead, that is

something like the size of the hoop we are working on ; in

which case fasten the same to the bending table and arrange

a stop of some kind to hold one end of the hoop ; and after

heating the bars fasten one end and pull the other round to the

block with the tongs, or with a lever specially made for the

purpose ; a very usef.il and suitable one for such a job as this

is illustrated in Fig. 278. Fig. 279 illustrates how the lever if
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worked ; for instance, it is hooked at A inside the foundation

ring, and the projecting stud B presses against the side of tl e

bar to be bent. Follow round as shown, taking a fresh

piece of the bar being bent each time, and it will soon all be

brought up to the block. A in the illustration shows the

first position of the lever, D and C represent the bar being

bent, B shows the second position of the lever, and so it goes

on until the hoop is bent as required.

Fig. 279.

But if there happens to be no block as well as no bending

rolls, then the hoop must be bent in another way; heat as

much of the bar as you can, if possible the whole of it, then

take hold with a pair of hoop tongs, and hold with one end

resting against the anvil, or on a block, and work inside with a

large fuller or round edged set hammer, until the back is bent

all the way along it, see Fig. 280, when it may be placed on

end, and hammered to complete the bending. Heat the scarfs

and close neatly together ; raise to a suitable welding heat, and
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weld first on the flat of the anvil, then on the beak of the

anvil, or on a special tool placed in the hole at the square end
of the anvil, as illustrated in Fig. 281.

The hoop now requires rounding and levelling, and one

method of doing this is to heat the hoop all over, and then

drive it on to a cast-iron cone, as illustrated in Fig. 282, after

which it is levelled on the levelling block or table. Another

Fig. 280.

method of rounding hoops is by means of a cast-iron circular

block made in segments, usually six in number. The segments

can all be made from one pattern, the centre part of each

segment being cut out to make room for a drift, see Fig. 283.

The hoop is laid round the segments, in the centre of which a

drift is used to force the segments outwards, to round up the

hoop. If the segments happen to be too small for any parti-

cular hoop, the difficulty can be overcome by
r

ffl/??X
1) ending pieces of wrought-iron to fit round each

segment, and so increase the size of same as re-

quired.

We will now assume that we are to make a hoop

Fig. 2S1. 14 inches inside diameter with 2 inch square iron.

The first thing we want to know is what length

of 2 inch square iron shall we need to make the hoop. As

we explained before, take the inside diameter of the hoop,

which in this case is 14 inches, add to it the thickness of the

bar. which is now 2 inches, and when the two are added
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together we have 16 inches as the mean diameter of the hoop,

and on referring to the table of diameters and circumferences,

we find that for a circle 1 6 inches diameter, the circumference

is 4 feet 2J inches, add to this say i\ inch for upsetting, and

we have 4 feet sh inches as the length of bar necessary to

make this hoop.

With the object of showing another method of scarfing,

Fig. 284, we shall go through with this forging. First take a heat

on the end marked A in Fig. 285, upset as before, taper the

Fig. 283.

CT XT
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Fig. 282. Fig, 284.

end wedge-shaped, and pare a little of the thin end thereof, so

that the inner side of the scarf will be shorter than the outer

side ; bend the end to something like the radius of the hoop

over the beak of the anvil. It is better to do this bit of

bending now, than leave it to be done on the block, with

the other bending, and we shall find that a bent end is better

to wedge against a round block. Now upset the other end

of the forging and taper as before, but this time split the end

with a hot sate, and open out to the full width, so that it can
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receive the other wedge-shaped end when bent. The pro-

cess of bending will be the same as in the last hoop; but

suppose when the hoop is bent and ready for welding, it should

require tightening up to bring the ends closer together, in that

case give a blow with a heavy sledge hammer on the inside of

Fig. 2S5.

the hoop over suitable bearings, when the hoop is large enough

to permit, see Fig. 286, or it may be done by bending in the

heated ends from AA until they meet, see Fig. 287 ; of course

this will slightly alter the shape of the hoop, but that is a

matter of no consequence, seeing that the hoop will have to be

blocked later on ; it is, however, of the greatest importance that

Fig. 286.

there should be sufficient material for welding ; it will require

a little practice to get these scarfs to come close up inside and

outside alike, but if there is a rmall hole or space not filled up

with the tapered end fill it up with a small wedge or piece of

iron when closing up for welding. The blocking process will

be the same as in the last hoop. Now take another example :
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say we require to make a hoop 3 feet diameter inside, out of

3 inches by 2 inches bar bent with the flat, so that the hoop

will be 3 inches deep, see Fig. 288. The hoop in this case,

may be made in precisely the same way as the one we have just

been considering ; it is not necessary, therefore, to repeat all

the details here. The length of material also can be ascertained

as before. But as another method of scarfing suggests itself,

we submit an illustration, and if our readers will refer to Fig.

288 we think they will grasp the idea at once.

It may occasionally happen, in the experience of a smith,

that he has a rather stiff hoop to weld, and his fire not being

equal to the occasion, he is unable to get a proper welding

Fig. 289.

^
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Fig. 288. Fig. 290.

heat right through the section of the hoop ; in that case his

best plan will be to bend the hoop, after sufficiently upsetting

the ends, and bring them well together, then cut a piece off

each end, forming a V extending nearly half-way through the

forging or thereabouts, as illustrated in Fig. 289, then take a

welding heat on same, and against the time the heat is ready,

have another piece of material, large enough to fill the V,

heated and weld into the same, then turn the forging over and

treat the other side in the same way
;
pare or cut away the

overhanging pieces after the welding is completed and finish off

with the flattener. Instead of cutting out the V as shown,

some smiths will take a welding heat on the butted joint, and

form the V by driving a fuller fir^t in one side then in the
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other, as indicated in Fig. 290, with the idea of welding the

middle lip this way ; they then fill up with a piece of other

material as before, but this seems a waste of time and labour,

because if two good gluts are properly welded into the V's, one

at each side of the hoop, the forging will be quite as good as

it can be. Some little work with the flattener will be necessary

on the outside, to bring the same to a good finish, after cutting

away the spare material. The diameter of the hole in this case

is too large to hang on the beak of the anvil in the ordinary

way. Some smiths will have a hole dug in the floor under the

beak to drop the hoop into, others again will do the same work

by having a tool in the anvil, and working sidewise at the

forging, and others will do it by working chiefly on the inside.

Suppose we had to make a hoop the same diameter as in

Fig. 288, and with the same size of bar, but this time with the

bar bent edgewise. We should require to calculate the length

of material in the same wray as before, viz. 3 feet + 3 instead

of 2 inches, because, in this case the bar is to bent edgewise

;

this gives a mean diameter of 3 feet 3 inches, opposite which,

in the table referred to before is 10 feet 2J inches circumference,

to which add an allowance for upsetting. We do not recom-

mend to scarf this hoop by pointing and splitting, but would

recommend either to V up the weld, or scarf same as in

Fig. 277.

To make a hoop, say 3 feet 4 inches inside diameter of

7 inches by 1 inch material, or any similar section. First as-

certain the length of material that will be required, by the

method already explained, have the same cut off the bar ; have

one end scarfed plain by cutting a corner off the same, or by

fullering it out, as shown in Fig. 291; then split the same up

the centre just a little beyond the scarf, and raise one half of

the scarfed portion upwards, and turn the other half in the op-

posite direction, as illustrated in Fig. 292, and treat the other

end in exactly the same way ; but note, do not split too far

beyond the limit of the scarf, or more work will be occasioned

than is necessary, through the extra material requiring to be
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worked down. It may happen that the bending machine is not

strong enough to bend these hoops cold, in which case it will

be necessary to heat them for rolling.

When the hoops are bent, and the scarfs brought closely

together, lay them on one side until nearly cold ; then with a

rail bender or jim crow7
, on the part furthest from the weld, with

the screw inside the hoop, screw up until the ends of the hoop

are sprung tightly together. The reader would notice when we

started to speak of these particular hoops, that we made no men-

tion of upsetting during the scarring process, for the simple

reason that if the above springing in is properly carried out no

upsetting before scarfing is necessary; the secret of success in this

case is the springing in previous to heating the hoop for welding.

Fig. 291. Fig. 292.

The spring put into the hoop with the rail bender forces the

ends together, and causes the forging to do the jumping or up-

setting, and assists the welding itself too as the work proceeds.

It will be found that this method will insure the best possible

weld, as all the forces brought into play are tending to assist

with the weld.

There are several ways of handling large hoops while weld-

ing same, and in our opinion the best way of doing so is that

which we illustrate in Fig. 293, assuming that there is a light

jib crane in the smithy that will reach over one of the fires

large enough to do the work. The tuyere in the fire selected

should be at least 2 inches bore for this work. It will be seen

from Fig. 293 that the idea is to work on the balance system,

dispensing with the winch of the crane altogether, and by doing
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this we save the wages of one man, and the hands that are en-

gaged on the job have direct and complete control over same

;

the balance weight or weights should be a little less than one

half the weight of the hoop, handles, etc. taken together, when
working a single chain against a double one, as shown, so that

Fig. 293.

the work will stay on the blocks when it is wanted there, with-

out holding and without being released from the chain ; the

two men who bring the work from the fire will then be at liberty

to woik on the job and assist with the welding if required.

The hoops in question, although made of mild steel, require

to be thoroughly welded, and to have a good finish put ^n
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them, and the whole of the work should be done in three weld-

ing heats at the most with ordinary sledge hammers and

flattener. First take a good heat on the centre portion, and

have three or four sledge hammers at work on same, then take

a heat on one side and have the sledge hammers at work there,

then turn up quickly on edge, on the flat continuation of the

radial block, and hammer it there ; the other side should then

be treated in the same way, and the weld finished off at this

heat j the hoop will then be practically finished.

When tyres are shrunk on in the old-fashioned way they are

heated all over and then forced on the wheel while hot. When
they are intended to be fitted in this way, the same heat that

does for shrinking will also do for blocking or truing up the

circle ; but when the tyres are to be fixed on the wheels by the

latest process, viz. by compressing the same while cold on to

the wheels, the compressor, in this case, will also at the same

time round up the tyre.

The scarf we have just referred to, see Fig. 292, is un-

doubtedly the best known way of scarfing hoops for cart or

van tyres, and all light hoops with any spring in them, because,

when once sprung the one into the other, there is no further

trouble to keep them in position, nor is there any fear of their

coming apart at a critical moment during the welding.

The best way to weld small tyres, say up to 3 inches by

| inch, is to work them sidewise against a special block, see

Fig. 294. They should be completed in two heats by two men
accustomed to the work.

A, in Fig. 294, is a special block ; B a stand for same ; C the

ears or bearers which carry the hoop while being welded at

the front of the block ; D a pair of legs made of about 1 inch

square bar fitted into the block at one end, to come level with

the block ; the other is bent down to the floor level, and these

are arranged to come one at each side of the fire. E represents

a peg in one of the ears C to keep the hoop up to the block

while working at the front ; F is the tyre.

Take a heat with the hoop reared up in the fire at such an
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angle as will cause one half of the hoop to be ready first ; if

possible, weld a little more than one half of the hoop at the

first heat at the front of the block, as shown in Fig. 294; then

lift up over the high part of the block and slide back on to the

Fig. 294.

flat part of the block and work on the edge, and also inside if

necessary • then turn the hoop over and repeat the process on

the other side, and finish off with a flattener. The smith, while

on this job, will use his ordinary hand-hammer, and the striker
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a sledge-hammer weighing about 8 lb. or less, according to

the work, with a short shaft to same. He will get his blows in

quicker and better with a short shaft when striking sidewise.

A smith may be called upon to make a hoop with a flat bar

bent edgewise ; the process of reckoning the length of materia]

Fig. 295.

is just the same as before, i.e. take the inside diameter and add

the width of the bar ; say the diameter is 2 feet 4 inches and

the bar 2 inches X i inch ; 2 feet 4 inches + 2 inches = 2 feet

6 inches, the circumference for which is 7 feet 10J inches; add

to this a little allowance for upsetting and welding the same.

The small sizes, say up to 3 inches by 1 inch, are scarfed
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and bent together as in Fig. 277 ; the larger-sized hoops of

this kind are best Vd or glutted, as in Fig. 289, for welding

together. The bending is usually done on a flat table with a

foundation ring bolted thereon, to which the hoop is bent ; for

illustration see Fig. 295.

A is the centre-pin, B the lever hooked at the end to enable

it to work easily on the small part of the pivot A (the hook

makes it very easily removable) ; C is a stop to wedge against

to hold the bar ; D is the wedge ; E are small plates riveted

loosely to the foundation ring ; they are intended to swing

round over the hoop as it is bent and prevent it from riding

over the foundation block ; F is the foundation ring for bending

the hoop against.

Oval Hoops.—In the case of oval hoops, the length of

material is calculated as follows : add the major and the minor

\i ~]Z K—^.*i-e.-..^.-J/

Fig. 296. Fig. 297.

diameters together, that is the largest diameter and the shortest,

or the length and breadth, and divide by 2, and proceed with the

quotient as before. Say we have a hoop to make 12 inches by

9 inches inside diameter, add 12 inches and 9 inches together

= 21 inches, divide by 2= 10^ inches, which is the mean

diameter of the hoop, and is used to find the circumference as

before.

Angle Iron or Steel Hoops.—This is a matter that is

really outside the province of a general smith, and belongs to

another branch of the trade, but it so often happens that the

ordinary smith has to lend himself to the task, that it is as well

he should know something about angle work.

1. To ascertain the length of material.

(a) When the flange is on the outside of the ring or hoop,

as in Fig. 296, take the inside diameter and add twice the
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thickness of the root of the 'angle, as shown on line AB in

Fig. 296.

(b) When the flange of the angle bar is bent on the inside

of the ring or hoop, as in Fig. 297, the hoop is usually mea-

sured across the outside, and in this case the thickness of the

material at the root of the angle, as at A B, Fig. 297, is

multiplied by 2, and then deducted from the overall dimen-

The result in each of the above instances is the mean

diameter; with this information ascertained, proceed as before,

i.e. refer to table for the circumference.

A Warning.—We wish to impress on our readers that in

practice it is not safe to rely too implicitly on any rule for

calculating the length of material required to make angle

Fig. 2 Fig. 299.

hoops. We therefore, recommend them in practice to cut their

bars a little longer than calculated ; then if they err, it will be

on the right side, and they can cut away what they have to

spare when the hoop is bent.

When welding small angle hoops, scarf one end to a thin

edge and lap the other end over it, and after adjusting the hoop

to the correct size, cut off the spare material.

Large angle hoops are better Vd or glut-welded, and when

making a large angle ring, cut a bar long enough to have a few

inches to spare, then bend to size, and, if available, measure the

place where it has to fit with a circular 2-foot rule, see Fig. 298.

Then apply this same rule to the hoop in hand and carefully

mark off the length just ascertained on to the hoop itself ; it

•vould be an easy matter now to cut off the spare material, but
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we have to make some provision at the ends for welding,

this cannot be done with the ends close together, so heat the

back of the hoop and put a twist in same, by, as it were, pulling

one end upwards and pushing the other end downwards, as

illustrated in Fig. 299; prop up the high end while it cools;

each end can be heated separately, cut, upset and fullered back.

The fullering and upsetting are usually done on the corner of a

block, either horizontally or against one of the perpendicular

corners of same, as shown in Fig. 300. The hoop is then

reheated at the back where it was twisted, and brought back to

its former position, and the ends set close together ready for

welding. The scarfs of the hoop should now appear as in Fig.

301, the inside view of the upright flange being the same.

Fig. 300. Fig. 301.

Take a welding heat on the inside flange ; this is the most

difficult part of the job. It is usually done by laying the hoop

on the fire, and piling large coke up the inside to make a good

fire and obtain the necessary heat ; nearly every smith will lay

a fire brick on the back of the scarf, and experience proves

that it is a good idea. While taking this heat, have an

assistant at another fire heating a piece of good iron, large

enough to fill the V, allowing for a good hammering, and when

both are ready, bring out the ring, place it against the top

corner of the block, and lay the piece of iron in the upright

scarf first, see Fig. 302, work or weld the same with ball-ended

hammers : then pull the bar down to the position indicated at

B in Fig. 302 and weld up the corner and the scarf A ; cut off

close to corner in scarf B so as to leave the open scarf along
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the horizontal flange. Repeat the above process in the case of

scarf B; now take reheats as required until all are soundly

welded, then trim off with sate, hammers, and flattener.

An angle ring bent with the flange inside, as in Fig. 297, is

much easier to weld, because the thin edges of the flanges are

not so much exposed to the fire and liable to burn and waste,

as when they come on the outside of the ring. The corner

should be welded first.

Fig« 3°3 represents a coned hoop, made of flat bar 3 inches

by f inch. To make this hoop, first ascertain the length of

material as follows : take the inside largest and smallest

diameters, add them together and divide by 2. Example.—
15 inches + 15^ inches = 30^ inches, and this figure divided

by 2 = 15\ inches, which is the mean inside diameter, and with

f inch added for the thickness of the material = 15-J inches,

L

Fig. 302. Fig. 303.

the circumference for which, according to the tables at the end

of the book, is 4 feet i TV inches, or in other words, the length

of bar to make a hoop 15\ inches inside diameter with bai

f inch thick, and an allowance for upsetting and welding, say

f inch, is 4 feet i\\ inches.

Scarf the ends as in Fig. 288 or 292 ; then the bar must be

cambered or bent on edge to make one edge longer than the

other. A full-size sketch should be made for this purpose, see

Fig. 304. Draw lines A B and C D the same width as the bar

and parallel one with the other, mark off the centre line G H
from which on line A B mark E 7\ inches to the left and E

7J inches to the right; on CD mark F 7! inches to the left

and F 7| inches to the right of the centre line. These points

E E and F F are equivalent to the diameter of the hoop at

each side. Now strike lines through E F at each side up to

M 2
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centre line, set a pair of trammels to points E G, strike this

radius through points E E about another 1 6 inches at each side,

and the same with points F G ; bend the bar edgewise to lie

on this ; it will then be cambered right for making the hoop

taper or cone-shaped as shown, without any further extension

on the large edge.

Another way of doing the same thing is to make the hoop

in the ordinary way to the smallest diameter, and stretch out

the large side when blocking.

Tyres for cone-shaped or dodged wheels are often made

like an ordinary hoop and then drawn on one edge by hammer-

Fig. 30 j.

ing inside with the thin end of a sledge-hammer, fullering it out

with the same.

In other cases where a patent tyre-setter is used to bring

he tyres in to the rim of the wheel, the hoop is made large

enough to drop over the wheel, and the taper dies of the press

force the same up to the wheel, crushing in the small side.

Circular 2-foot Rule, see Fig. 298.—A circular 2-foot

rule should form a part of the equipment of every smith's shop.

The same should be divided into £-inch, J-inch, or i-inch

spaces, whichever may be thought most suitable, for measuring

hoops and the places where they have to fit. It is, of course,
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not absolutely necessary that the disc of the rule should be

equal to 2 feet and set out in inches ; any size will answer by

marking a starting point on the disc and another on the article

to be measured ; then run the circular rule round, count the

number of revolutions, and mark the exact point on to the rule

where it comes to the starting point again ; the size of hoop

required is the result, except that it must be made so much less

for contraction. The circular rule referred to is mostly used

when hooping cart or carriage wheels. First the wheel is

measured, then the hoop or tyre is made so much less in

circumference. The tyre is then expanded by heating same all

over, put on the wheel and slaked, and as it cools it shrinks to

its former size, tightening up the woodwork and fastening

itself on.

The amount of shrinkage allowed should be in proportion

to the size of the wheel and the amount of pulling up which

the woodwork requires. Say we have a 4 feet 6 inch wheel

with joints and spokes ratherloose; in this case the tyre should

be about ij inches less in circumference than the perimeter

of the wheel. For a wheel 2 feet 6 inches diameter, with fairly

close joints, about h inch is considered ample allowance for

shrinkage.

When shrinking a hoop on to iron, the difference between

the two diameters need not be so much, because iron does not

give like wood, and too much allowance for shrinkage would

put an undue amount of strain on the hoop ; if the latter is

made \ inch less in circumference when hooping on to iron,

it will be quite enough shrinkage to allow.

Fig. 305 represents a piece of angle-bar bent to form a

bracket, or knee. To make a forging of this kind it will be

necessary to have a block to work on, with some arrange-

ment for holding the angle-bar up to the block.

Fig. 306 illustrates a block, together with a strap arrange-

ment for holding the angle to the block by means of cotters,

marked D, which are driven through the holes in the end of

the straps ; see letter E which shows the cotter in plan. B is
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a raised portion of the block, which is about -|- inch higher than

the thickness of angle bar, to clear the same. Heat the angle at

the part required to be bent, then fasten it to the block with

the cotter, and pull the other end of the angle-bar to the

block at C. The top flange will buckle at the corner, while

this bending is going on, but it must be kept straight or flat

by hammering with sledge hammers. When the bar is brought

up to the block at C fasten with the other cotter D, and

then work it up to a good finish round the corner with the

flattener.

^PTBSS^-

Fig. 305.
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Fig. 307. Fig. 306.

Note.—A plain block with a corner the right radius would

do the above work providing the angle-bar could be securely

fastened to it. The straps, in this case, could be arranged

and made so that by bending them as illustrated in Fig. 307
they would clear the angle-bar.

If only a plain short end is required on the forging, a strap

may be made as in Fig. 308 to hold the first end, but for

miscellaneous work open straps are the best—they hold quite

as well, and the forging is easily taken out.
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Fig. 309 illustrates another good strap for the same pin-

pose.

Fig. 310 illustrates a bracket similar to the previous one,

except that the corner is square instead of round. We may
point out that the only practical way to get this corner up
square is to cut the bar and then bend and weld the same
up again as per the following instructions. The only special

tool required is a plain square block to weld the corner on
and work up the vertical flange. It will be best to fit wrought

iron brackets and suitable packing pieces to the block referred

to, for holding the angle in position while it is being welded

and worked.

Fig. 311 will explain the above arrangement. A is the

angle bracket, B the block, C the wrought iron brackets, D the

n

Ti'r r— P .

H
Fig. 308. Fig. 309. Fig. 310.

packing pieces, of which there should be several thicknesses

at hand, according to the angles to be worked. They should

be cut out or bent, as shown in the side sketch, so that by

loosening the screws, one may be lifted out and another put

in without taking the screw right out. The brackets should be

fixed at a sufficient distance from the corner to allow that part

of the forging to be properly worked up with the flattener, etc.

To make the bracket as illustrated in Fig. 310, begin by
marking the bar with a centre-punch where the corner is to

come, and mark with a cold sate from that point to the inside at

an angle of about 45 , see Fig. 312. Now heat and cut with a

hot sate
N

inclined as shown, so that the flange when cut through

will be ready scarfed. Do not cut right across the flange, but

only into the root of the angle, see Fig. 313. Taking a casual
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glance at Figs. 313 and 314 a reader might perhaps conclude

that the angle, as illustrated, was ready for bending ; but that

is not the case, as if the angle was bent at this stage, we should

have a job to make the corner work up square on the vertical

is:
Fig. 312.

Fig. 311. Fig. 313.

flange, where it would be short of substance ; and to avoid this

and to gain a little material, take a large link, or a piece of

round iron bent like a staple, lay the same on the anvil, and
lay the vertical flange of the angle-bar on the link, or staple, so

Fig. 314. Fig. 315.

that the point where the corner is to be will come over the

centre of the link or staple ; now set down the flange of the

angle-bar into the link, or staple, with a fuller, as shown, see

Fig. 315 ; now open the cut in the- bar, as shown in Fig. 316,

so that the other flange will pass underneath. Place one end of
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the angle-bar in the wrought iron bracket at one side of the block,

and pull the other end round to one of the sides where there is

no bracket fixed ; the angle will now appear as represented in

Fig. 317. Straighten out the creases or bends, A A, made
with the link ; now lay in the block with the vertical flanges in

the brackets, close down the top flange, and cut away as much

Fig. 316. Fig. 317.

of same as is not required for welding, see Fig. 318. No>v

place the part to be welded on the fire with a piece of fire

brick in the corner, enough to cover the whole of the weld,

heap up sufficient coke round the forging to go through with

the heat; commence with a medium blast, and as the fire

J V

Fig. 31 Fig. 319.

burns away, feed it by poking coke from the sides, down and

underneath same, with a small rod ; be careful not to let the

fire burn hollow between the tuyere and the work in hand.

When the proper heat has been obtained; bring out the forging

and weld on the block. When a bold radius is required on the

inside flange, some smiths will heat a .piece of round iron in
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another fire, and weld the end on to the inside corner of the

angle along with the other weld j others will rough weld, and

while hot, will drive a large burr or a piece punched from a

thick bar of iron into the corner, and then reheat and finish off

as before.

Again, some smiths when making this corner in angle bar,

will cut a piece out of the flange, as in Fig. 319, then scarf both

ends and bend, but this is neither so quick nor so good a

method as the one we give above, and there is also the risk of

cutting too much out, which cannot very well happen in the

J
(r

Fig. 320. FrG. 321.

other case, where the spare material is not cut away until the

corner is bent to the correct shape. Fig. 320 represents a

piece of angle bar, bent, with the flange outside, and like the

corner we have just been considering, will require a special

block to bend or make it on ; and even if there are only a few

of these corners to be made it will pay to have a block cast for

the purpose. Fig. 321 illustrates a design of block that will be

found to be very useful and very suitable. Fasten the angle

along one side by wedging with a drift against the stop marked
A in illustration, or fit a stout screw through same, pull the
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other end of the angle round to the block at B, and fasten with

a clamp or dog, as shown at C ; then work the corner up to

the block with a flattener.

Fig. 322 represents a similar corner as the last, also made

of angle bar, but in this case the corner is sharper than in the

last, and made up square on the outside flange. An intelligent

reader will see for himself that when this bar is bent round the

block it will pull the outer corner thin and narrow, and he will

also see that if the corner is to finish up square, it means that

some welding has to be done to extend the rounded corner out

to the square ; the best way to obtain this corner is to cut

across one flange, bend, and then weld.

The block illustrated in Fig. 32* is designed to meet the

requirements of this forging as well as the previous one. We

Fig 322. Fig. 323. Fig. 324.

may point out that wrought iron brackets, similar to those

used in Fig. 311, are a great help when fitted on the inside

of the block as shown.

Take a heat on the angle bar, cut straight across one flange

from the root to the outside edge, bend the other flange round

the block, turn over, and lay the forging in the brackets with the

cut flange resting on the top of the block ; scarf both ends with

a fuller, then take a piece of flat bar, wide enough to fill up

from one scarf to the outside edge, and cut a piece off the same

sufficient to form a square ; weld a piece of light bar to one

corner, as shown in Fig. 323, or only partially cut off the bar

and bend as in Fig. 324. This piece of iron should be -| inch

or \ inch thicker than the angle so that it will bear a good heat

and the necessary hammering without becoming too thin.
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Now heat the angle at one fire and the square piece (or in

workshop parlance the " dab " ) at another, and weld both to-

gether on the block. Be careful not to work on one side of

the dab too much before the other side is vanited, or it will

draw away, and necessitate filling up with another piece of

material. When the welding is done pare off the spare material.

Fig. 325.

When corners, like those illustrated in Fig. 310 and 322,

have long ends to them, as shown in Fig. 325, it is advisable to

strap them to their correct positions before welding, with a

diagonal stay and two hook bolts, as shown at A, or with two

5DQ S
Fig. 326.

If
Fig. 326A.

H?

Fig. 327.

clips as also shown at B ; if desired, or deemed necessary, both

may be used.

Figs. 278, 326, 326a, and 327 illustrate three handy bars or

levers for use on angle iron work, i\e« for twisting, bending,

and lifting.

Fig. 328 is another lever also used for bending; it is in-
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tended for putting on the end of an angle bar, for pulling round

when more leverage is required. It is made by taking a piece

of strong angle bar, and welding a piece of round into same,

then shutting on to a bar of suitable length.

Fig. 329 is meant to illustrate a lever for a similar purpose;

it is held on to the work by driving a drift into the jaw of same

as indicated at A.

Wrought Iron Tuyeres.—This is a subject that we said

in an earlier chapter we would refer to again, and in doing so

we will first note the principal points to be aimed at in using

tuyeres, so that we may quite understand them, and the purpose

they have to serve, before we commence explaining how they are

made, then we shall better understand what we are about, what

c========r—

*

^
Fig. 328.

Fig. 329.

we are aiming at, and the importance of each step in the manu-

facture.

The purpose of a tuyere is to conduct the blast to the fire
;

this could be done without much ado by means of an ordinary

tube, were it not for the fact that the tube would get hot and

burn away or choke itself up. It is then such difficulties as

these that make the ordinary simple methods of conducting

blast through a tube impracticable in case where a fire is con-

cerned, hence it is that some design is essential that will prevent

the continual and too rapid waste that takes place in ordinary

methods where the tube is in contact with the fire, in order to

obviate, or rather to minimise, the expense and loss of time in-

curred by stoppage and repairs.

To protect the mouth of the tube, therefore, where it enters
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the fire, a sort of water-jacket is arranged, as illustrated in

Fig. 330, and connected with a water-tank, either directly or

by means of pipes, so that a constant circulation of water may
flow round the nose of the tuyere to prevent the same getting

too hot. The construction of the tuyere will, therefore, be ac-

cording to the method of circulation adopted ; in either case

the water space at the nose of the tuyere should be about the

same; take a ij- inch tuyere as an example, the nose of which

should measure on the outside from 3^ inches to 4 inches

diameter, and it is advisable not to exceed these measurements

which are proved by experience and practice to be quite suf-

ficient ; experience shows that there is nothing to be gained by

exceeding these dimensions, and only waste can follow an

increase in the heating surface, as in that case the water is con-

verted into steam and evaporated sooner than it otherwise

Fig. 330.

would be, and that is not the object ; all we seek to do is to

keep the tuyere from burning aw?y with as little evaporation as

possible. These tuyeres may be anything in length from

12 inches to 24 inches.

There are two kinds of wrought iron tuyere in general use,

and perhaps the most common one of all is that illustrated in

Fig. 330. It will be seen from the illustration that the inner

and the outer tubes are brought close together at the large end of

the tuyere ; this is done to give space for fixing the supply and

return water-pipes, so that it will not be necessary to make the

outer shell of the tuyere unduly large.

It is the same in the case of tuyeres as with other forgings

;

the question arises, how can we best do the work, and what

quantity of material will be required. To make the outer

shell, we shall require a piece of plate £ inch or T
6
^ inch thick,
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and to ascertain the size take the diameter of the ends and

proceed as in the case of hoops. Of course, to get at the shape

exactly the plate would have to be set out in just the same way

as we explained in the case of coned hoops, Fig. 304, but the

setting out is not really necessary, and it will prove an advan-

tage to the operator to leave the ends square, and pare away

the overhanging plate as he proceeds with the work, as we shall

show later on. Scarf one side of the plate ; the other will be

best left as it is ; now bend to shape over a large swage or

other block, and weld the tube up the joint as illustrated in

Fig. 82. Repeat the above process in the case of the inner

tube, and weld on a similar but smaller tool ; slightly close in

the ends of the inner tube, and open the ends of the outer one,

as illustrated in Fig. 331. This is done in anticipation of the

Fig. 331. Fig. 332.

work which has yet to be done before the tuyere is completed,

which will increase the size of the inner shell, and reduce the

outer one at the ends when welding them up. Make the

washer for the small end -f inch thick, with a hole in same

large enough to drive on the inner tube while hot ; then burr

the end of the tube over to prevent the washer coming off; the

outside diameter should be made right size for fitting to the

outer tube ; heat the nose of the outer tube and fit the inner

one with the washer on into the same, and fasten them at the

point marked A in Fig. 330, either with a cramp and drift or

by lightly welding together to avoid any slipping while taking a

heat on the nose ; now take hold with a pair of tongs, or use a

light portabar as in Fig. 384, heat the nose, and close up any
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open places ; return the tuyere to the fire and take a welding

heat at the small end, holding the back end well up, and

turning the tuyere round while in the fire ; then weld on the

beak of the anvil as illustrated in Fig. 332, pare away the over-

hanging plate, cutting same in such a manner as to close the

joints together, not to tear them apart ; take another light

welding heat, and weld round the nose again, swage lound the

outside, and clean up the face with light hammer alternately

until a fairly smooth end has been obtained. Do not try to

work up with heavy blows or the work may be strained and

perhaps torn apart, necessitating the whole of the welding pro-

cess being repeated, which will not be so good a job when done a

second time, on account of the additional waste. Now fill up

the large end, between the inner and outer shells, with a part

of a washer roughly shaped to suit, drive the same in hot, and

turn bits of the overhanging plate over the same to hold it and

weld up. This welding will take several heats; try about

4 inches at a time, elevating the nose end of the tuyere while in

the fire, so that the inner as well as the outer shell will be

welded at the same time
;
pare off the spare plate and swage

up as was done in the case of the nose end. The tuyere then

only requires drilling and tapping to make it ready for use.

Another style of tuyere is illustrated in Fig. ^33- It is so

designed that the outer shell can be bolted to the tank side,

while the inner shell passes through the tank, and is connected

at the opposite side thereof with two nuts, one inside and one

outside of the tank as shown, or with one on the outside only.

The hole in the tank side, where the outer shell of the

tuyere is bolted up to, is made the same size as the inside

diameter of the outer shell, so that, practically speaking, the

water space in the tuyere is a part of the tank.

To make a tuyere on the above principle, take a piece ofgood

wrought iron or mild steel tube, say J inch larger in the bore than

the nose has to be inside when finished, and carefully close in

the end with swages, and weld or contract a washer on the

same ; make the outer shell as in the case of the previous
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tuyere, but in this case it will be best to shear the large end to

shape before bending ; then, after the bending has been done

and the seam welded up, it should be flanged in the same way

that tubes are flanged for testing purposes, which method is

explained in connection with Fig. 83. Now slightly open the

small end as before, mark off and drill the bolt holes in the

flange, because we shall want them in the next process. Now
fit the two parts together, and take a piece of plate as large as

the flange and make a hole in the centre large enough to take

the inner tube, cut three notches or keyways in the same, as

illustrated in Fig. 334, and drill the bolt holes same as in

the flange of the tuyere ; bolt the plate and the flange of the

tuyere together, and fasten the inner tube with keys or wedges;

Yig. 334.

Fig. 333.

the whole is now firmly held together. The projecting piece of

the inner tube can now be firmly gripped with a pair of tongs,

and the tuyere handled as required for welding up the nose,

which process will be exactly the same as in the last case.

The majority of wrought iron tuyeres in use to-day are made
according to one or other of the above designs. There are,

however, other arrangements of tuyeres, such as the instance

where the inner pipe is turned down to pass through the

bottom of the tank, and again where it is turned to come out

through the end ; and where a short end is arranged to slide

into the tank, in which case a through pipe is cast in same, and

holes are made round about the outside of same through the

side of tank to feed the tuyere with water; but none of these

N
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designs differ very materially so far as the making of them is

concerned, so we will proceed to consider the question of

repair.

If the nose of a wrought iron tuyere has been burnt through

a lack of sufficient water, as already explained elsewhere, it will

need repairing, if still long enough to serve again. First take

out the tuyere, and if it is much damaged, cut off the portion

that is burnt, as illustrated in Fig. 335, viz. with the tuyere on

the beak of the anvil, and the sate cutting down the side, so as

not to close in the shell any more than we can help ; after

cutting the outer shell through, the washer had better be torn

off the inner tube if it will come off fairly easy, then close in

the end of same, and open out the outside tube, see Fig. 336

;

Fig. 335. Fig. 336.

make a new washer to suit, drive it in hot, and weld up as

before explained. Sometimes the tuyere is only slightly

damaged and can be repaired by heating another piece of iron,

and welding a bit to the tuyere where defective.

Annealing.—By annealing is meant the act of softening,

and is resorted to in order either to accelerate cold working, or

to increase the elasticity of the material, and make it less

liable to break or fracture. It is performed by heating the

material and cooling the same afterwards as slowly as possible.

To do this successfully all cold air must be excluded from

the material while cooling. The usual and the simplest way of

annealing iron and steel is to cover up the heated forging in

dry slaked lime or coke siftings ; but special articles, such as

fiiesj gun-barrels, taps, etc., are usually packed in special
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furnaces, arranged so that when the whole of the articles have

been raised to the right heat, the air or draught can be

absolutely shut out, and the whole left to cool down very

slowly, occupying sometimes as much as from 40 to 60 hours

in doing so.

Many firms make a practice of having all their lifting-chains

annealed periodically, at regular intervals, to release any

internal strains in the material set up by lifting.

Blocking, as the word implies, is the act of fitting a forging

to a block, see Hoops, p. 151.

Bending.—This is a trade term that hardly needs ex-

plaining. It implies the act of making a piece of material

assume a required curve or turn, or a succession of curves in

some form or other, as for instance a hoop, hook, scroll,

corner, or angle.

The process of bending is performed in various ways

according to circumstances ; for instance, light hoops, such as

joach and wagon tyres, are usually bent by rolling in a bending

machine, which, by the way, consists of three rollers, arranged

so that the one in the centre will press downwards on to the

bar that is being bent and that lies between it and the two

bottom rollers ; or one of the bottom rollers is arranged to act

as does the top in the above instance, only that in this case it

presses upwards against the bar which is placed between it and

the top roller.

But many jobbing smiths do not possess a bending machine,

and, consequently, have to find other means of doing this part

of their work ; and the result is that some really simple, but at

the same time ingenious, contrivances find the light of day,

proving once again that " necessity " is indeed the mother of

invention. In some small blacksmiths' shops the difficulty is

overcome by bending two or three pieces of strong angle-bar to

different radii, say 12 inches, 18 inches, and 24 inches, which

are either riveted or bolted to a plate, which is afterwards

fastened on to the outside of the shop wall in a position that is

easily accessible.
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To use this appliance, take the bar that is to be bent and

place the same between the stop and the curved angle-bar on

the plate, select that angle-bar for the purpose that happens to

be nearest to the radius of the curve required for the bar to be

bent, then press the opposite end downwards ; this done, push

the bar a little further in, and press the bar downwards again

;

repeat this process again and again, until the end that has as

often been pressed down, is now too short, and, consequently,

too stiff to be treated in that way again ; then take the opposite

end, i.e. tl e one that has hitherto been pressed downwards and

Fig. 337.

insert that end between the selected angle on the plate and its

accompanying stop, and this time push the curved end down-

wards as usual ; and repeat the process, pushing forwards and

pressing downwards as before, and very soon the hoop will be

bent to shape as required.

This bending apparatus is amply illustrated in Fig. 337,

where the three bars are shown in position ready for bending

;

the bottom bar has been previously bent in the apparatus, and

the other end is shown in position ready for bending that part

of the bar until it meets the portion already bent. It is only

necessary to say that the short pieces of angle with the flange
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downwards, placed above the curved pieces of angle-bar, are

intended to serve as a stop when bending.

In some instances the bent angle bars are extended at one

side beyond the limit of the plate, as illustrated in Fig. 338,

and a bracket is fastened at the end, as shown, and arranged to

hang over the ledge or flange of the angle bar to form a stop to

bend against.

In the case of all light hoops, such as those used for barrow

wheels and other similar purposes, the most suitable tool to use

is a piece of flat bar bent to a suitable radius, with a shank to

r-£3L

Fig. 338. Fig. 339.

same, made to fit the anvil or swage block, or to hold in the

vice. A clip should be forged or riveted to the flat rim to

hold the hoop, see Fig. 339 ; which illustration also shows the

method of bending with this special tool.

For bending other hoops, see p. 148.

For bending crane hooks, see p. 144.

When a large number of crane hooks of any one kind have

to be bent, it will certainly always pay to make a special tool for

the purpose. Take, as an instance, the crane hook in Fig.

271 ; if there were a lot of these to make, a special tool, made
as illustrated in Fig. 340, would enable a lot of the bending to

be done under the steam hammer, if not all of it. After setting

the hook down as shown in the tool, it may then be turned

on end under the hammer and bent to shape by judicious

handling,
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Chain hooks may be bent in a similar tool, see Fig. 341.

In this case the ears or lugs of the brackets should be arranged

so that they will just admit the eye of the hook between them ;

Fig. 340.

the hook can be secured and held in position by passing a key

or drift through the eye as shown.

Scroll bending is a very important branch of the trade,

especially where ornamental work is the staple industry. This

sort of bending is done in several ways, the best of which for

wide flat bars is illustrated in Fig. 342. In this illustration, A
represents a block on which is cast a raised portion marked B

;

Fig. 341,

the height of B is governed by the width of the bar ; say the

widest bar to be bent is 2J inches, then the raised portion

should be full i\ inches high. The bar is first tapered and

bent over the beak of the anvil as shown in the first position

;

it is then heated for a good length from the tapered end and

fastened tightly into the centre of the block with a drift marked

C in the illustration. The bar is then bent to the block, using

a lever as shown at D, if required, to bring up any parts that

are not already closed right up to the block. If scrolls are

required with more turns than the one illustrated, they are

easily done by having loose pieces, as for instance, F in the
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illustration before us, which can be fitted with dowels to drop

into the holes marked G. Scrolls with any number of turns can

l^
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Fig. 342.

be bent in this way, and the operator can rely on them all

coming out alike.

When a scroll is required only now and again, it is usually

made by bending a wrought iron bar on which to bend the

Fig. 343. Fig. 344.

same ; the end of the bar is tapered and bent over the anvil as

before, and then put into the bending bar and pulled round in

the direction indicated by the arrow in Fig. 343.
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Scrolls made of small rectangular, square or round bars,

with a number of coils, are usually bent on a spiral block, as

shown in Fig. 344, and then pressed or hammered down fiat

;

the advantage of a block like this is that any number of turns

may be made without any other parts ; where a scroll has been

bent without special tools, the fork tool, Fig. 114, along with

the lever, Fig. 326 A, will be found very useful for setting the

same.

Fig. 345. Fig. 346.

Square Corners.— Fig. 345 illustrates a pair of tools

adapted to bending or forming square corners on flat bars.

They are simply a pair of forked tools, cut or chamfered at

one side of each as shown to an angle of 45 . One tool is

made to fit in the hole in the anvil, the other one should have a

handle forged on, either at the bottom, top, or at one side, as

illustrated in Figs. 345 and 346.

The forks should be a sliding fit on the bar, and when a bat

is going to be bent it should be marked with a centre punch at

the exact place, before heating ; the centre dot will then be a

guide when bending. If there happens to be a fair number of

bars to be bent in this way, and they are required to be all of a

length, then a gauge can be fixed to the side of the tool to
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measure from. A bent corner is illustrated while lying in the

tools in Fig. 346.

The tool that fits in the hole in the anvil, besides answering

for this purpose, will also do for twisting purposes when re-

quired.

A tool for bending a rough square corner is illustrated in

Fig. 347 ; it is a piece of stout bar, bent over square, and

shouldered down to fit the hole in the anvil with a cotter hole

vhrough the shank to fasten the tool as shown ; the bar is then

placed underneath and the end hammered down over the corner

of the anvil if it is not too sharp for the purpose. Some smiths

have this tool to stand a good height, as in Fig. 348, and bend

Fig. 347. Fig. 348.

pieces of flat bar over the anvil with different radii corners, then

by using the tool with the radius required, and the above tool

to hold the work, any kind of corner may be bent and finished

on the same ; if the tool is too high to hold the work, the space

between may be made up with a wedge, see A Fig. 348, which

holds the work more securely.

Some smiths use a vice for bending such corners, but this is

a bad practice for the following reasons : the edges of the vice

are too sharp and often cut the material at the inside corner,

and, apart from this, the jaws of the vice are not deep enough

to bend a flat bar with the end more than 5 inches or 6 inches

long, except by bending at the side of the vice, and when hot

material is used it softens the teeth of the jaws, and in conse-

quence they soon become blunt and unfit for their work.
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Should a corner be required, that is sharper at the outside

than any of those we have been considering, it will be best to

bend an easy corner without any creases and then work alter-

nately on the outside of same with light hammers, as shown in

Fig- 349-

The best way to make a corner, round inside and square

outside, with ordinary bar iron, is to cut across the bar with a

hot sate, about halfway through, then bend, as in Fig. 350, and
weld a piece of round bar into the space formed by cutting

and bending ; this welding is best done with light hammers as

indicated in Fig. 349.

-Q

Fig. 349. Fig. 350.

These corners may be made by forging a swell on a piece of

material where the bend is to be, and then bending same at

that place with the swell on the outside to form the corner,

as when making bell crank levers (Figs. 227, 228 and 229);
this done, work the material forming the swell until the corner

is square as required.

Fig. 351 represents an arrangement for bending corners in

round, square or flat bars ; in repetition work, and where dupli-

cates are essential, this tool is invaluable, and with it the

corner can be bent so that it is almost square on the outside.

A. represents the bar with the corner as it would be bent in this

tool ; B is the block or body of the tool, and can be made
either in wrought iron, mild steel, or cast iron ; if made of cast

iron, it should have a wrought iron shank cast in, and the part
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marked X is made to receive the loose blocks C and D ; there

may, of course, be various sections as well as different sizes, to

be bent with this tool, therefore each different size or section

will require suitable blocks inserted instead of C and D, as

shown in the illustration ; E is a loose piece between the two

blocks, and shows how the length of the bar may be controlled
;

F is a key for tightening up the block D against the bar ; it is

best made of a piece of stiff steel tapered with a flat side to

press against the block ; G represents a pair of straps fastened
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Fig. 351,

to the side of the tool B, with rivets or bolts and nuts ; these

bars should extend back far enough to take the longest bar

required to be bent; the space between them should be about

1 inch to allow the stop H to be fixed at any distance from the

tool between the bars. I is another stop, which, besides serving

as a distance piece between the bars marked G, also serves as

a ]eg to support the same; K is a piece of round iron, one end
of which is let into the stop H, and the other end into that

marked I, and serves as an additional support to H; the length
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of K will be governed by the position of H; LL are set

screws to hold the bars G near to the holes for the key, where

bolts cannot be put right through, as will be seen on referring

to same ; M are the rivets or bolts for holding the bars marked

G to the body of the tool, and pass right through the same.

Now say we have a lot of flat bars to bend, 2 inches by

f inch, with one end 3J inches long, and the other 2 feet

4 inches. First select the necessary suitable block C for this

section ; in this case D will be a plain block, and the stop E
must be placed in position to ensure the length of material

being correct in each case; set the stop H at the right length

for the 2 feet 4 inches end of the bar, cut a bar the estimated

length, say 2 feet 8J inches, and try it before cutting the lot

;

heat the same at the proper part and fasten in the tool, pull the

long end down to the stop H ; it will then be as shown at N.

At first sight the bar in the illustration would seem to be cut

too long, but such is not the case; and this is the point to

notice, after the end of the bar has been brought down against

H, no amount of hammering can make it longer, and as the

portion marked N is flattened or swaged down, the excess

of material must go into the corner and make it come up

better than otherwise it would do if the end had been loose,

instead of lodging against the stop H. The reader will see

that the bending can be done very expeditiously in this way,

and the ends of the bars when bent will all come out to one

length. Square bars can be bent in the same way with this

arrangement.

For bending round bars
9
the blocks C and D will be made

so that they will grip the bar evenly between them. They

should be forged separately to outside dimensions, and then

strapped securely together with a piece of thin sheet iron or tin

between them, and the hole bored the same size as the bar

intended to be bent. One half of tloe hole should be in one

block and one half in the other; a similar groove should be

cut in the top of the block marked C, and when bending round

bars* use a top swage in place of the flattener at N.
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Fig. 352 shows a very similar tool fitted up to make a bend

with two long ends ; in the first place, see that the shank that

fits in the anvil is situated far enough back to allow a good
portion of the tool to hang over the anvil ; a pair of straps,

^
Fig. 352.

similar to those marked G in Fig. 351, should be fitted to hang

down in front of the anvil. Stop marked H in Fig. 351 will

also be required, so that the end of the bar can rest thereon

;

the tool B should be cut away for the bar to pass through,

Fig. 353.

leaving as much as possible under the block C to support the

same. D is held up by small ledges at each side as at O O, or

it may be forger to hang on the top of the tool as at P P,
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If a tool is required to work one size of bar only, it would

be best made as in Fig. 353, either of wrought iron or mild

steel. A is the forging in hand, B the tool made like an ordinary

bottom swage forged and bent over the front of the anvil, with

a piece forged out or shut on as a stop for the end to rest

against ; C is the loose block, D represents two straps riveted

or welded to the tool B, E is the key, F the stop and distance

piece between the bars or straps marked D.

There are other arrangements of this same tool, one of

which is illustrated in Fig. 354, where, instead of carrying the

£ =JJ Q-

Fig. 354.

Fig. 355. Fig. 356.

two straps back, a piece is shut on to the tool, and the end of

same bent up for the stop.

Suppose a number of bars, flat, round, or square, have to be

bent to an angle of say 30 , 3 inches from the end; a tool,

made as shown in Fig. 355, will answer all requirements, and so

far as making the bends is concerned, it will be found that

this tool will so facilitate matters that they can be manufactured

far quicker and better than by bending them on the anvil, and

setting them to a template. The tool, in fact, in addition

to its other duties, answers the purpose. of a template at the
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same time. Fig. 355 illustrates the tool bent for this particular

angle, but it can quite as easily be adapted to any other angle

that is required. It consists simply of a piece of flat bar, with

one end turned over to fit the work in hand, while the other

end is bent down square and wedged into the hole in the anvil

;

the bar is shown in position ready for bending by simply pulling

the bar down on to the horizontal portion of the tool.

If the forging is required to have a hole in same near the

end, and it happens that the distance from the hole to the bend

is of the first importance, a hole may be drilled through the

tool, and a pin or drift placed in same while bending, as

denoted by the arrow in the illustration before us, which passes

through the tool and the bar.

y^
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Fig. 357. Fig. 358.

Again, we not unfrequently meet with forgings where two

pieces have been shut on to a wider piece, or a bar has been

split down the centre, and the wings or sides thus formed

require to be opened out as in Fig. 356; the solid portion

should then be held securely in a block, and there are many

ways of doing this which cannot be described without knowing

the shape of the forging as a whole. One example is illustrated

in Fig. 356, which shows one way of holding a forging similar

to a door band while opening out the arms or wings ; after

inserting the pin in the forging and through the holes in the

block, the ends are opened out and curved to shape with lever

as shown, marked B in illustration.

Fig. 357 represents what is called a double bend; we have

already illustrated and explained special tools for bending a

single corner, and the same tackle can be utilised to make
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double corners by introducing a suitable block for same, see

dotted lines in Fig. 351 showing Fig. 357 also.

Another method of making a tool to do this sort of work is

shown in Fig. 358. The bar out of which the double corner is

to be bent is placed in the slot as shown, and one end is bent

one way and the other end in the opposite direction, or this

particular sort of bend may be made in another very simple

way as illustrated in Fig. 359. A represents the bar out of

which the double bend is to be made ; it is fastened on to the

block F by a cotter marked C passing through the ears, lugs or

straps marked B, as shown in the illustration before us; an

ordinary round key may be used if the straps are made rather

longer, and a flat piece of iron is used between it and the bar

6>. o
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Fig. 359. Fig. 360.

to be bent. The first comer is bent, then the bar is released,

turned over and placed in position as shown, when the other

corner may be bent as indicated. If the bend is small and easy,

the best and quickest way to make it is with the aid of tools, as

illustrated in Fig. 360; they should be used under the steam
hammer or a press.

Link Bending.— For ordinary short links, there is no
better way of bending them than with the tongs, as illustrated

in Fig. 125, but for bending large heavy links, the above
method would be too clumsy and too tiring to the workman.
There are, however, several methods of bending large links

expeditiously, and we will now proceed to illustrate and explain

the same, together with the apr/iances most suitable for the

purpose,
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First—When the links are to be welded at the end, see

Fig. 361. In this illustration we show an appliance mat is

simplicity itself, for the purpose. A is a raised portion of the

block, cast exactly to the shape and size that the link has to be

when bent. B is a screw working through a raised portion,

cast on the side of the block. C is a loose block to be placed

between the point of the screw marked B and the bar to be

bent. The side of the block C that is in contact with the bar,

should be made slightly concave to obtain a good grip on the

bar, and by way of illustrating another method of fastening the

link in the tool before it is bent, we show another raised portion
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Fig. 361.

on the block marked E. D is a wedge inserted between the

bar and the lug marked E, with the thin end of same pointing

towards that side where the work is being done, so that the

tendency will be to tighten, rather than otherwise, the grip on

the bar.

We would point out that it is not intended that there should

be two lugs on the main casting, one for the screw and one for

the wedge ; if the screw is adopted, of course the wedge is

unnecessary, and vice versa. Referring again to Fig. 361, F is

the bending lever, and is fitted with a suitable roller, set at a

proper distance from the bar.

Note,—If rollers are set too close to the work thev will
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not bend the same correctly, and will probably pull the bar in

two pieces. G is the centre pin on which the lever works ; H
is the cotter through the centre pin, to hold the lever marked
F on the pin. The bar can be placed in position on the block,

then bent, and withdrawn without taking off the lever, so in

these circumstances it is best to have the lever made secure so

that it will not fall off. Fig. 362 illustrates another way of

bending these same links. A is a loose grooved pulley slipped

on to a peg, which is fitted into a swage block ; B is the lever

and the block combined, the sides of which are made concave,

and the end round as shown ; C is a strap bolted or riveted to

£ ; D is a screw fitted in same to hold the bar secure while

Fig. 362. Fig. 363.

bending; E is another peg, like A, fitted into the swage block,

on which the lever B is pulled round, as denoted by the arrow,

to bend the link against the grooved pulley A.

It is very often specified 'that links are to be welded at one

side instead of at one end ; when this is so, two bends will be
required, and in Fig. 363 we illustrate an excellent tool for the

purpose. It consists of a cast-iron block with a raised portion

made the same size that the link has to be when made. A A
indicate the positions for the two pegs for the levers to work
on \ the bar is secured to the block, as shown, with a screw as

already explained. Two levers manipulated at one and the

same time will be the best and quickest way of proceeding, but

one lever will do the work by operating first at one end of the
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block and afterwards at the other, and in either case the levers

will have to be lifted off the pins to take the bent link off

the block, so we recommend the design illustrated by B in

Fig. 295, for the lever ends with pins to suit the same. The

screw in this particular case will be the best way of securing

the bar to the block.

Fig. 364 illustrates a very useful tool for bending all such

corners as that marked F in Fig. 364. A is a piece of flat bar

forged to form a handle at Alt the length of which will be

governed by the weight of the work to be dealt with. B shows

two straps for holding the work and the key. C is a loose

piece between the work and the key, it should be grooved as
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Fig. 364.

shown, to obviate bruising the bar, and also to make sure that

it will obtain the best possible grip. D is a key driven through

the two straps to hold the bar. E are countersunk rivets that

hold the straps B B to the tool. F is a bar showing how it

will appear when bent on the tool. G G are holes through

the tool, which may be used for swinging purposes, as in the

case of the tool in Fig. 362, which is intended principally for

link bending ; suitable pegs, arid a roller or pulley would be

necessary to enable the tool to be used in this way. If the

swinging arrangement is not adopted, and if the bar has to be

bent this would have to be done with the hammer.

The reader should note that the shoulders or stops marked

X are illustrated only to show how to force the material back

o 2
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into the corner when closing down if a special sharp corner is

required. It should also be noticed that when shoulders are

forged on this tool as at X, it cannot be used for making bends

with longer ends than those for which the tool was specially

designed, whereas, without the shoulders, the tool can be used

to make this shape of bend with the ends any length that may
be required ; the tool A would require to be hollowed out al

the end, and at the sides, for bending rounds, and a top swage

should be used round the outside of the bar as shown, when
closing down. Squares and flats can be bent with a similar tool,

the only difference being that it would have a square end and

sides.

Figs. 365 and 366 show another tool for doing similar work ;

it is rather different in design, but the following explanation will
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Fig. 366. Fig. 367.

no doubt enable the reader to understand what is meant. A is

the body of the tool; B a plate made suitable for the job in

hand, and fitted up to the shoulder Z, it should be firmly bolted

to A ; C is a loose packing piece ; D the hole for the key,

which is best made square, but should have round corners.

Staples and similar articles having four easy corners, as

illustrated in Fig. 367, are often bent at one process with tools,

as illustrated in Fig. 368, of which we give the following ex-

planation : A is a forged tool ; B a shank forged on the same
to enable the tool to be used at the anvil ; when this tool is

intended for use at the steam hammer, the shank referred to is

not required, but a handle, as shown at C, will prove very

useful for lifting the tool up and holding it under the hammer ;
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D is the top tool over which a flattener is shown, illustrating

how the ends of the forging are worked down on to the top of

the tool A ; but when these tools are used under the hammer,

the top pallet covers them all over, and the flattener marked X
in the illustration is not required.

The above arrangement of tools will be found to answer

very well, when there is an easy radius on the corners, but if the

latter are required to be fairly square, well, then the arrange-

ment referred to above will not do at all, because the corners on

the tool would require to be square and fairly sharp, and con-

sequently the material would not slide over them, and the tool

would shear or cut the bar in pieces.

rJ^3rai
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Fig. 368. Fig. 369.

The best and safest way, in such a case, would be to bend

the two centre corners with a tool, as shown in Fig. 358 or 364,

after which place the forging as illustrated in the tool, Fig. 369.

This tool is much the same as Fig. 368, except that the

corners are sharper. A block, with a key-hole in same, is

placed in the gap to hold the forging, as illustrated, with the

two straps, one at each side, or, as an alternative, the loose

block may be held with a lever, as illustrated in Fig. 370, and
bend the other two corners down with the hammer and

flatteners.

Shackles s~-These forgings vary very much in shape and
size, but as an illustration, we select the one that has the most

bending attached to it We recommend that the ends be bent

in the tool illustrated in Fig. 355, during the sam^ heat that the

balling and punching is performed, then take a heat on the
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centre portion and bend, as illustrated in Fig. 371. A is a

forged tool shaped to suit the shackle, with a hole drilled to

take the pin C ; a flat cotter hole X is cut through the other

way, and a handle or lever is forged on as shown ; a piece of

flat bar is bent as at D to slip over the pin, between the head

Fig. 370.

of same and the eye of the shackle, to hold the first end up

to the block by means of the flat cotter in the hole marked X

;

by this means a single cotter and pin can be made to do the

work. When the material is fastened thus, pull the handle

right round and the material will bend against the roller G, then

3CTL
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Fig. 371.

remove the cotter, take off the piece marked D, pass the pin

through both eyes and tool, cotter the same on the outside, and

set round the bow if any further setting is required ; the dis-

tance piece marked D is unnecessary if two pins are used, a

short one for the first process and a long one for the next ; or
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one pin for each side and two cotters, as shown in Fig. 372. B
is the hinge pin or pivot on which the tool A is pulled round

Fig. 372.

F is the pin for the roller ; G the roller itself ; H represents a

shackle in the first position ready for bending, or if preferred,

Fig. 373.

rough bend without any special tool, and finish with the above

tool less the roller and pivots.

Another special tool for the same purpose is illustrated in

*%• 373 ; tne Part marked A represents a mandrel made the
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same thickness as the width of the shackle between the eyes,

with a pin hole through the same ; B is a drift quite separate,

of course, from the mandrel intended for shaping the bow ; C is

a bolster with a piece cut out at one side to allow the shackle

to lie level thereon. A piece of flat bar iron would serve very

well for the bolster, if simply bent round, so that the ends

instead of being closed together were left sufficiently apart

to allow the mandrel to come between, so that the shackle can

lie flat on the bolster, as shown, when being drifted or blocked

as in Fig. 373 j D is a pin, with a flat cotter hole in same, to

£h*& ^ZZ=3

Fig. 374. Fig. 375.

hold the ends of the shackle up to the mandrel, while the ring

is being drifted.

Coil Springs.—These articles can always be bought
cheaper from the large spring factories than they can be made
in an ordinary smithy ; but sometimes economy is best served

by having a few made there, especially when they are wanted
at once, and there is no time to send away for them. A few

hints, therefore, on this particular class of work, will not be out

of place. Say we wish to make a spring 10 inches long, to

work easy on a f-inch rod, with J-inch diameter spring wire

J-inch pitch. The simplest method we know of is to take a

bar £ inch diameter, bend one end over as shown in Fig. 375,
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then make a lever, as illustrated in Fig. 374; place the round

bar in the vice in a vertical position, and the end of the

spring wire in the fork, and commence to bend with the lever,

hooking the part marked A on to the f-inch bar, and pulling

the same round that bar, so that the part B presses against the

wire, and bends it to the bar ; C is a lip at the bottom side of the

lever for regulating the pitch, which is not essential if the spring

is to be a close pitch ; in that case C would be in the wray.

We have assumed in the above instance that the spring wire is

annealed sufficiently to bend cold; it will, of course, spring

away from the -f-inch bar enough to give plenty of clearance

on the same. Now shape the ends or grind them off level as

occasion may require. For hardening, see special paragraph

on the subject.

Bending Table.—When bending links, as illustrated in

Fig. 361, the swage-block is by far the most convenient form of

table, especially when we bear in mind the large number of

times the operator has to walk round the same with the lever

;

and the large number of holes it contains gives it another great

advantage, as there are sure to be two out of the lot situated a

suitable distance apart for securing the bending tackle. It is

quite possible that the stand on which the swage block rests

will require fastening, to obviate the chance of it turning round

with the side pull ; but this can easily be done by pointing four

pieces of strong angle bar and driving same into the ground,

one at each of the corners. If the floor happens to be wood,

then strong spikes or J-inch coach-screws fixed round about

will answer quite as well.

But in the case of hoops, as described in another part of

this work, angle rings, and similar work, with which a smith is

often brought face to face, then the swage-block is not suitable,

for obvious reasons, and recourse has to be made to the levelling

table, which is generally, and, if not, it should be, a large cast-

iron block, with a quantity of i-inch square holes therein, placed

6 inches or 8 inches apart ; the holes are not only useful, but

they are essential when other appliances have to be bolted
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thereon, as, for instance, the various bending arrangements

that we have referred to, as well as rings for blocking purposes

and pegs for bending against. The levelling table, in addition

to the square holes referred to, should always have a large hole

in the middle of the plate to take the drift when using such

blocks as those illustrated in Fig. 283.

The pegs just referred to are usually pieces of ij-inch

round iron, made square at one end to fit the holes in the plate,

and are used, when bending, as shown in Fig. 376, which illus-

tration also shows how a loose collar placed on one of the

pegs increases the radius of a bend, and the holes in a block do

not detract from its usefulness for levelling purposes.

Fig. 376.

A face plate off an old lathe, or any similar plate, is always

very acceptable in a smithy where no other block is provided.

These plates should be packed up to a suitable height, say

about 2 feet, and arranged so that bolts may be passed through

from underneath.

Fig. 377 illustrates a cast-iron ring intended for bending

hoops too ; it should be square in section so that angle-bars

may be bent with the flange inside or outside as indicated at Y
and Z} it will also do for bending ordinary hoops as well.

When bolts are used to fasten the same to the table by passing

through the ring itself, they should be countersunk or let in
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level, as at Ax and A 2
* the part marked A is a crossbar

which is cast on the ring to facilitate bolting it to the table ; B B
are lugs cast on the inside for the same purpose. They are, of

course, intended as alternative methods for fastening the

foundation ring. It cannot be expected that all the holes in

the ring will tally with those in the plate unless the one has

been made to suit the other, but it is possible that one or two of

them will come in, and further staying may be performed by

means of pegs and bolts as occasion permits ; C represents

a stop, and D a wedge, as explained and referred to in

Fig. 295.

Fig. 377.

When bending hoops of a small diameter and light section,

we should recommend the process referred to in paragraph on

hoop-bending, p. 149, and illustrated in Fig. 295. But in the

case of hoops having a large diameter, and made of stiff bars,

it would undoubtedly be best to use the more powerful lever

illustrated in Fig. 279 ; and another point when bending hoops,

especially angle bar, is to keep the end of the bar well up, do

not let it drag heavily along the face of the block.

Fig. 378 illustrates what is called a hinged cramp, it is a

very simple arrangement and a very effective one. The follow-

ing explanation will, we think, make matters plain. A is a

piece of square material with a fork forged at one end, as

shown in the view A1
; a hole is drilled through both projections

of the fork to receive a bolt, and through the block in the
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opposite direction, and this latter hole is tapped to receive a

screw as shown. B is another piece of square material, bent as

shown in the illustration, with one side forged out to fit the

fork in the end of the block marked A. Three or four holes

are drilled in the arm that has been reduced to fit in the fork

referred to in A, for adjusting purposes, so that the tool can be

used for cramping various thicknesses of material ; a slot-hole

is made in the other arm of the forging, marked B, this time in

the opposite direction to the bolt-holes referred to. This latter

hole should have ample clearance for the screw marked E, so
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Fig. 378. Fig. 379.

that by turning the cross handle of the screw the cramp is

opened or closed, as the case may be.

Fig. 379 illustrates another form of hinged cramp; it very

much resembles a pair of strong tongs, with a screw attachment

at the end of the reins for tightening up. In this case the

screw has a forked end, through which it is pinned to one of

the reins; the other rein has an eye in the form of a slot-

hole made therein, and the loose or threaded end of the screw

passes through this hole ; a wrought-iron handle or lever, as

shown, is tapped to suit the thread of the screw, and placed there-

on. By this means the cramp is opened and closed, as indicated

in the illustration before us. Another feature to notice in this

tool is that additional holes are drilled in the centre, so that by
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moving the hinge-pin, the range of grip can be increased or

reduced at will, which adds to the value and the usefulness of

the cramp.

Fig. 380 illustrates what is known as the common cramp.

Sometimes a screw is fitted to this tool as shown in the illustra-

tion. When this arrangement is used, a piece of plate is

generally fixed between the end thereof and the material to be

cramped. A wedge can be, and often is, used in conjunction

with this cramp. When a wedge is used we should advise that

a peg be introduced to steady the cramp while driving in the

wedge, see Fig. 381.

Similar cramps to the above, but made to fit the work, are

often very useful to drive on, to hold the work up to the block

;

this is especially the case when bending angle bars, which is a

more troublesome job on account of the unequal section.

Fig. 380. Fig. 381.

Camber.—In the trade the word camber is understood to

nean a curve bent to a radius, or part of a circle, like the arch

)f a bridge, see Fig. 304.

Caseharden.—By this expression we mean the act of

lardening the outside or case, of iron or mild steel. It is

generally in the case of wearing parts of machinery that this

>ractice is resorted to, especially when the parts in question

fould not do to be hard and brittle right through. The
implest method of hardening in this way is by means of yellow

irussiate of potash, an example of which is given when dealing

rith.the bottom swage made of iron.

Another method is to pack the pieces in an iron box, and

over the same with granulated.bones, scraps of leather, horse-

oof, or some of the special patent casehardening mixtures

;
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then place a cover on the same, and lute or plaster round with

fireclay or some substitute for same, such as the mud out of the

grindstone trough; then place the box in a furnace, raise

slowly and thoroughly to a good red heat, and keep them so

for from four to eight hours, according to the size of the part?

and the depth of case required ; then take them out and plunge

into cold water. Do this as quickly as possible, because when

hot iron or steel are exposed to the action of the air, an amount

of scale always forms on the surface. The heating process

just referred to with the bone, etc., carbonises or converts the

outer portion or case of wrought-iron or mild steel into one of a

harder nature similar to cast steel, leaving the inside quite soft.

Cogging.—By cogging is meant drawing out or reducing a

bar, or a portion thereof in section by rapid forging, beginning

at one end and working towards the other.

Contraction or Shrinkage, which is the same thing, is

produced in cooling metals. Iron or steel, when heated, expand

considerably, and when allowed to cool gradually will assume

their normal length. The difference in the length of a piece of

iron or steel when hot and the same piece when cold is termed

the contraction or the shrinkage. This difference between the

two conditions of iron and steel has to be borne in mind when

shutting or making any forging to a dead length. When hot,

a rod or bar should be from £$ inch to -J inch longer to the

foot than the dimension it has to finish to when cold. As a

practical illustration of the above remarks on this subject, we

would suggest that the reader take a piece of a bar and mark

two dots on the same with a centre punch, say 1 2 inches apart

;

then set a pair of compasses so that one leg thereof will be at

one of the dots just made, and the other leg on the other dot

made with the centre punch ; then heat the bar between the

dots and try the compasses again, and it will be found that the

points of the compasses come short of the two points to which

they had just previously been carefully and accurately set,

proving that the material had expanded very noticeably even

in that short distance. Now allow the material to cool gradu-
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ally in the ordinary way, and when cold try the compasses again,

and they will be found to span the distance correctly between

the two centre punch impressions ; but if the bar, instead of

being cooled gradually in the ordinary way, is slaked off in

cold water, it will probably be found to be ^V of an inch

shorter, which result is brought about by being cooled quickly

and suddenly.

Drawing.—See " Cogging," which is the same thing.

Drifting.—Implies expanding or opening existing holes to

a larger size by inserting and forcing a taper drift in same.

Expansion.—See " Contraction."

Forging (v).—By the word " forging " is meant the act

of shaping any one or more solid pieces of iron or steel,

according to specified requirements, by heating same and then

hammering, pressing, bending, or wrelding.

Forging (n).—When the word is used as a noun, it serves

to denote the finished article ; for instance, a connecting rod

when forged or finished is a " forging."

Fullering.—By fullering is meant the act of shouldering

down a piece of material, as in Fig. 232, preparatory to cogging

or reducing same from one size to a smaller one ; for instance,

say a 4-inch round bar is to be forged down at a certain place

to 2 inches diameter; in that case, the bar will be fullered all

round at the point where the reducing process is to end. This

should always be done before the drawing out or cogging is

begun ; by attention to this process at the start, a much better

shoulder will always be secured than would be the case if it was

attempted to be done by forging only. Fullering also implies

forging, drawing, or spreading the material in one particular

way, by using a fuller or piece of round bar, as we have already

explained elsewhere.

Hardening.—The word explains itself. The process of

hardening is performed in several ways, and is applied to both

iron and steel. The method of hardening depends upon the

material to be treated, and the use for which that material is to

be applied when hardened.
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Cast steel, as understood by the term generally, denotes the

"carbon steel" made by the crucible process, and has many
different grades of temper.

We will take first the ordinary turning tool steel, and

suppose we have a lathe tool to harden. Raise the steel to a

dull red heat at the cutting end and slake the point in water,

but in doing this, do not plunge the point in water, and hold it

there rigidly and perfectly still at any stated depth while the

cooling is taking place; but commence with the point and

gradually lower the tool into the water, keep moving it quickly

up and down while at the tank, dipping it irregularly each time

;

and when the point is sufficiently cooled draw it out of the

tank, clean the point with a piece of stone, and watch for the

colours showing the tempers, as they are produced by the heat

passing from that portion of the tool that is not slaked so

thoroughly as the point, and which is working its way back

towards that part of the tool. It is generally admitted that a

turning tool is best when the temper is arrested with the

extreme point thereof turning from a white to a straw, with the

back of same blue ; the point is then hard and the back tem-

pered ; of course, in special cases there are special rules drawn

up from experience.

Note.—By plunging the point into water and holding it

there perfectly still at one depth, unequal strains are set up, or

started between the hot portion, and the part that is cooling

in the water, and this invariably causes what are termed water

cracks. If the reader will think a moment on this subject he

will see that the portion of the tool that is hot is in full expan-

sion, while the portion that is in the water is practically in full

contraction ; and if these two opposing forces are brought about

in a harsh and hurried manner, and their efforts localised as

stated above, viz. by holding the tool in water rigidly at a given

depth, then there is nothing for it but that something must

give way, hence the cracks referred to. We do not say that it

will always crack, nor that it will always show itself at the time

if it does ; it is sometimes the next time the tool is forged that
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the flaw appears, or it will break off when the tool is put to

work. Also note the remarks about having cold water in the

troughs during the winter months, see p. 14.

Now suppose we have a milling cutter, say 3 inches dia-

meter by 4 inches deep, with 1J inches diameter hole, made
from steel of turning tool temper ; if we are not careful with

this tool we shall most surely crack it ; the safest way is to

heat the tool to a dull red, and cool in boiled oil, then the tool

may be used in most cases without tempering. The effect of

oil on steel is not nearly so sudden and so harsh as water ; it

does not make it so hard and brittle ; but suppose there is no

oil at hand, and the work must be done in water, then, in that

case heat very gently and carefully to a dull red, and plunge

the tool into lukewarm water, and let it remain immersed until

it is well cooled ; do not let it come in contact with an atmo-

sphere that is much cooler than the water in which it has been

immersed, or this may make it fly or crack. Clean the tool with

stone or emery cloth and proceed to draw the temper; the best

way to do this is to place the cutter on a hot round bar and

hold it over a clear fire ; when the required temper is reached,

arrest or stop its progress right away by plunging again into the

warm water, and there let it remain until cool.

Some firms that use these cutters prefer to have them made

of a very mild cast steel, and simply harden the cutter in warm

water, no tempering being necessary.

Again, some users prefer to make these tools in Swedish

Bessemer steel, which is cheaper than the cast steel, and

superior to the English Bessemer material, and then simply

caseharden them, or treat them as in the last mentioned pro-

cess ; and needless to say, they each consider their way of

hardening the cutters the best.

Drills.—When hardening drills, follow the instructions

given regarding the hardening of turning tools, except when

tempering let the point assume a purple or light blue colour

before being arrested.

Shear Blades,—To harden small blades, such as are used

?
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in the smithy shears, heat the blade along the cutting edge to

a bright red, plunge in water until cooled or slaked, and then

in order to temper same, lay it over a clear red fire, and turn

the blast very nearly off, and as the blade gets warm rub oc-

casionally with a piece of hard fat or suet ; when the grease

from same lights with a bluish flame, the blade should be

taken off the fire and slaked ; the blade is then ready for grind-

ing ; no cleaning need be done between the hardening and

tempering with the above process, because it is not the colours

which serve as a guide to the temper in this instance.

Another way to temper shear blades is to clean the blade

after hardening, then lay the same on a clear fire or on a large

piece of hot material, and watch the colours showing the tem-

pers as they appear ; and if the right temper of steel has been

used for making the shear blade, a medium blue will be about

the right temper, and at this stage of the colouring the blade

should be slaked off.

Tools that have been got up bright, such as taps, dies,

cutters, etc., may be kept very clean during the hardening pro-

cess by previously coating with one or other of the following

articles, viz. common soft soap, grounds or settlings from a

brewery vat, or barley meal mixed with water to a thin paste.

When soft soap is used, the tool may be covered with same

and put straight into the fire, but when settlings or barley

meal are substituted they should be allowed to dry on the

tool in a warm place before putting the tool in the fire, or the

moisture will collect the dust in the fire, which will adhere to

the tool, and make it dirty instead of clean.

Now suppose we have a i-inch tap to harden and temper.

Begin by coating the tap with one or other of the above sub-

stances to prevent scaling during the heating process, and to

protect the sharp edges from the fire ; say that ordinary soft

oap is selected for the purpose, then see that the spaces between

the teeth of the tap are well filled with soap, and the tap heated

slowly to a dull red colour, after which slake the tool off by

lowering into the water in a vertical or perpendicular position,
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Be very particular about this or the tap will come out of the

water bent ; now clean the tool, which will be easily done when
a coating is used, then take an old collar or bush and laise the

same to a white heat, and temper the tap by holding it inside

the collar until a good medium blue is shown, at which point

arrest the temper by slaking in water or oil.

Some smiths harden all taps in oil, but it is a matter to be

decided more by the temper of the steel ofwhich they are made
than by anything else.

A large tap should be treated in the same way for hardening,

but for tempering it is best to hold over the fire.

Flat cutters for use with boring and facing bars appear to be

very simple acticles to harden and temper, but like other cast

steel tools they can soon be spoiled by carelessness and
thoughtlessness on the part of the operator; heat the tool

uniformly throughout, then slake in water, clean the tool, and
proceed to draw the temper by laying on a flat piece of hot

material, in such a position as to leave the cutting edge slightly

harder than the body of same.

Springs.—Heavy springs, such as those used for wagons,

carts, and drays, should be heated to a dull red, and then

plunged into water, from which they should be taken before

they are quite cold, and placed on the fire ; turn on the blast

slightly and keep passing the spring to and fro, so that it may
be heated evenly all over. To gauge the temper, pass a piece

of dry ash or other hardwood along the spring with a light

pressure
?
and when the spring is sufficiently tempered, it will

cause the wood to throw off sparks of fire as it is passed along

the spring ; at this point take it off the fire, adjust the shape,

and then lay it down on the floor in a dry place to cool. If

the spring is examined in a dark place as soon as it is taken off

the fire, the operator will see that it is just turning from a black

to a red.

Light Springs.—These are invariably hardened in oil.

Say we have some flat springs J inch by y
1
^ inch by 5 inches to

harden; heat and plunge into boiled oil, and to temper hold

V 9
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over the fire until the oil left on the spring gives a flare or

blaze ; the spring is then tempered and should be laid to cool,

preferably on a wire sieve, so that it is sure to cool evenly all

over. Some smiths recommend dipping these springs in oil,

and holding them over the fire two or three times in succession,

until the oil on them takes fire; by this means they make

doubly sure that the temper of the spring is uniform through-

out. A spring treated in this way is supposed to be always the

same temper so long as the point at which the oil ignites has

not been passed. Another way to temper the same spring is

to clean and draw the temper to a deep blue over the fire or

hot plate, and allow it to cool as before.

Small Coil Springs.—These require to be very carefully

manipulated ; for instance, it will not do to lay such springs

on the bare fire, because as they get hot, their own weight will

bend them ; to overcome this difficulty, lay a piece of angle

bar on the fire with the hollow side upwards, and the spring

laid therein, or pass a round rod through the spring and heat

over the fire. Another source of trouble is, if you take hold of

the spring with tongs when hot, you are almost certain to alter

the shape. The best and safest way to take the spring from

the fire is to pass a light rod through the same, and plunge into

the oil on the same. The temper should be drawn by holding

over the fire on a bar or rod until the oil ignites, as we
explained in the case of small flat springs.

Jumping.—The practice of jumping is performed with a

view to enlarging the section, or in other words to increasing

the width, thickness or diameter, and at the same time reducing

the length.

Malleable.- -The word malleable implies that the material

is capable of being forged or worked into any shape by

hammering, pressing, bending, twisting, and the like.

Portabar.—This is a name given to certain tools, used in

the place of tongs on large pieces of work. Fig. 382 illustrates

a portabar clamped to a forging. The tool in question very

much resembles one half of a gigantic pair of tongs ; the curve
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in the tool brings the handle part at or about in line with the

centre of the forging, and this enables the operator to turn the

forging as required, which would not be possible otherwise;

when the work in hand is too heavy to turn about with the

<g>

t
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Fig. 382.

portabar alone, a couple of handles are bolted near the end of

same to give leverage and facilitate the turning about of the

forging. Sometimes a piece of material is reduced at one end
to enable the portabar to be used ; this is often done rather

Fig. 383.

\han keep altering one of the bars. Plain wrought-iron bars

used to be often welded to a large piece of iron in order to

work it, but this practice is not adopted in the case of steel.

A pair of turning handles as used for heavy forge work are also

illustrated in Fig. 382 at A, they are bent back, parallel, or in

line with the bar.

Portabars are often designed specially for certain work, as

is the case with this sort of tool when welding tubes ; the bar
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is secured to the tube by three rods, hooked over the far end

of the tube as shown in Fig. 383 ; the three rods are fastened to

the end of the portabar with nuts.

Fig. 329 illustrates a bar for fastening to plates. It is a

strong fork with a keyway running crossways. It is fastened

to the plate by driving a key in the slot. When tubes are

flanged by hand, which by-the-by, is very rarely the case now-

adays, two of these bars are sometimes used to handle the same,

with a long looped chain round the tube, see A, Fig. s&s.

Fig. 384.

When one end of the tube is flanged, another pair of bars are

used as shown in Fig. 326; these are also fastened with a drift

or key.

Fig. 384 shows how a portabar can be fixed in the large

end of a tuyere, or tube of similar size ; the bar is driven into

the tuyere, and then fastened there by means of three keys, as

illustrated, which are driven into the notches prepared for them.

Fig* 3$ 5 shows how the small end of a tuyere is held while

Fig. 385.

the large end is being welded. This arrangement is very much
like a pair of stiff tongs, with only one rein or handle ; the two

bits are placed in the hole of the tuyere, and a drift is forced

between the two bits at A, in the illustration before us, causing

the two bits to expand, and press against the sides of the hole

in the tuyere. The turning handle B is a piece of § inch dia-

meter iron fastened in place simply and solely by contracting

the larger bar on to the same.

Punching is the act of making holes right through a
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piece of material or partly so, as in the case of bob-punching.

The difference between drilling and punching is, that in the

former, the material is scraped out of the hole by a revolving-

tool, whereas in the latter case, it is punched out in one piece,

except where the punching is done partly from one side, and

completed by turning the forging over, when only a part is

forced out, the remaining portion being displaced, and forced

sideways into the forging.

Rolling.—Implies the act of bending hoops or plates into

shape at the rolls. It also means rolling to size when speaking

of the manufacture of bars or plates.

Shutting.—When this word is used in connection with

blacksmiths' work, it is understood to mean, the heating of two

pieces of iron, each to a plastic state, and hammering or press-

ing them together, while hot, until they form one solid combined

piece. Practice and experience only will show what is the

correct welding heat, and this same teacher can alone give the

ability to work the same smartly and properly before the heat

has abated ; and even the most qualified smith will need to

exercise a deal of discretion when shutting the different tempers

of steel and the different natures of steel and iron. The latter

material is taken as the standard of what a welding material

should be, and that steel which can be heated and worked in

the same way as iron, without deteriorating in any way, is

selected for welding purposes ; and as a rule, steel, which con-

tains the lowest percentage of carbon, is the best and easiest to

weld ; of course there are exceptions, but that only makes it all

the more necessary that a man should be practical, and able

to adapt his craft to varying circumstances.

A welding heat always causes more or less waste according

to the experience of the workman. If two pieces of material

were simply scarfed without upsetting and shut together in the

form of a lap weld as illustrated in Fig. 387, they might be

kept up to size, where the one has lapped over the other, but

at each side of the shut, the bar would be found to be smaller

in diameter, even though it had not been touched with a too]
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or hammer ; this waste is due to the scaling which always takes

place when iron and steel are heated. If a shut was made
in this way by an experienced smith, this diminution that we
speak of would be scarcely perceptible, but when any less

experienced man has had the work in hand, the difference

between the diameter of the bar before it has been heated,

and the diameter on each side of the shut, where the effects of

the fire have been felt, will be decidedly more pronounced. In

anticipation therefore of this wastage, and also to provide a

margin to work upon, a smith will always upset his bars before

welding, either before or at the time of scarfing, except where

the work has been previously forged with the knowledge that

it had to be shut, in which case, the smith would no doubt

M
^
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Fig. 386. Fig. 387.

have left a lump or swell near the end, to save the labour of

upsetting later on, and also perhaps with a view to avoid bruis-

ing the opposite end, which may have been machined.

There are many methods of shutting, besides those already

mentioned, and in the next few pages, we propose to give a

short description of those that are likely to be most useful

First, to shut small rounds. In this case, place the two

ends to be shut in the fire at the same time, and as soon as they

are near a welding heat, upset and scarf in one process, by

driving back the top edge to make the heel and taper, as shown

in Fig. 386 ; five or six sharp blows on each will be quite suffi-

cient, if done correctly. Then raise to a welding heat, lay one

on the other, and hammer together.

Note particularly : when shutting, strike first over the thick
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portion of the top piece, and in such a manner as to drive the

two together, see Fig. 387.

If the hammering is first directed on the thin end of the top

scarf, it will tend to lengthen same, and probably draw the

heel away from the bottom piece, making a very indifferent

weld for want of sufficient hammering.

This process is suitable for all work up to about 2^ inches

round or square, and flats up to 3 inches wide.

No swage is required in the case of the two latter sections

;

they are usually shut together on the anvil. An ideal welding

and scarfing swage is that illustrated in Fig. 386. It will be

seen that one end is cut offat an angle for scarfing, and the corners

of all the working parts are well rounded off, to avoid cutting

the hot material being worked therein, when there is a little

extra thickness of material to be dealt with, as in the case of

lapped or upset ends.

Another way to shut this same class of work is to upset the

bars a little way from the end, and in the case of small sizes,

shut them together without any other scarfing. This is the

strongest way of making the shut, and it is especially recom-

mended in the case 01 steel, for by making the shut in this way

it will bear a lot more work, and the more work there is on

a shut, the stronger it will be—other things being right.

It is not oiten that a special upsetting tool is used, only

perhaps in repetition work ; but when such a tool is required

for, say upsetting round bars, it is generally a block with holes

drilled therein, varying in size and depth. For instance, take

the hole for upsetting f-inch round bars ; this would be drilled

1 inch deep, tapering to the bottom, and about halfway down
the diameter would be f inches, the diameter of the bar to be

upset, and at the top it would be proportionately wide. Holes

for other sized bars could be made in the same block, all varying

in depth according to the thickness of the bar, which is usually

about 1 1- times the diameter. From Fig. 2,^, which illustrates

this special tool, it will be seen that when the bar has been

heated and forced mto any one of the holes, the end assumes
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the shape of the bottom of the hole, while the upper part

is bulged out until it fills the top of same, as shown in the

figure referred to. Practically speaking, square bars are never

upset in a special tool ; this work is usually done by heating

the bar end, cooling the extreme point in water, and then

upsetting, as it were, by dropping the end on the anvil or other

block, and so bulging out the portion that had not been

cooled ; or instead of cooling the point in water as stated, lay

the bar on the anvil and proceed to drive back the heel as

indicated in Fig. 386. However, a combined scarfing and

upsetting tool is easily made, see Fig. 389, and if the tool was

only used now and again it would pay for itself. Fig. 389, while

^
i:

Fig. 388. Fig. 389.

illustrating the tool in question, also indicates the method

of using same. The long straight back marked A supports the

bar and prevents bending ; the bar will not bend the other

way, that is towards B, because the scarf forces it in the opposite

direction.

Another way of shutting is to butt the two ends at a welding

beat, without any previous scarfing or preparation, and pressing

the same well together, and then finishing the weld in swages

or on the anvil.

Perhaps some of our readers may think this an indifferent

way of doing this work, but such is not the case ; there are some

firms that adopt this method for their most important work,

and it is very successful indeed. Of course, special appliances
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are necessary before a weld can be made in this way, and

unless an employer had a lot of such work to do, he might not

be agreeable to provide the appliances.

There are several of these special machines on the market

for upsetting, welding and forging, some worked by hydraulic

power, some with a screw, others are geared, some have an

eccentric, and others a simple lever. They are designed by

the makers to suit any class of work. In passing, we may say

that some of these appliances are excellent, and others again

are indifferent, and any firm contemplating buying one would

do well to see a sample of their work done by the machine,

before accepting delivery of same.

Another form of shut is known as the " clutch " ; it is a

very good and simple way of doing this work in the case of

large rounds, squares, or rectangular bars, and in some cases it

is the best method we can suggest, that is, when the power is

f

Elg. 390.

insufficient to work satisfactorily in other ways. It is par-

ticularly suitable for shafts, or any forging whose work has a

twisting tendency. Say we have a 3^-inch shaft to shut, with-

out any steam or power hammer, manual labour alone being-

available.

Heat the end of the bar, and divide the same into quarters

by cutting across the centre and then at right angles, and this

time through the centre also ; let the cut extend inwards about

1^ inches from the end, as illustrated in Fig. 390. Cut out

two opposite quarters, say the two that are shaded in the illus-

tration, then treat the other piece in the same way, and the two

will fit, the one into the other. The two ends may now be closed

one into the other, and raised to a welding heat, and upset or

driven together while lying across the fire with a tup or ram,

as illustrated in Fig. 39T ; if the heat is right, this will unite

and upset the two ends, giving sufficient material to weld, and
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clean up to size with sledge hammers and swages ; and if the

part has to be turned, sufficient material can be got in this way
for that purpose. The amount of upsetting that is done should

be guided and influenced by the attending circumstances ; for

instance, if the finishing has to be done by manual labour, then

we need not have so much upsetting done as we would have

had if there had been a steam or power hammer at hand for the

purpose.

If preferred, the two pieces may be heated at the ends in

different fires, and put together on the anvil, in which case the

tup will be used as in the previous case.

This shut is a good method to use in conjunction with the

forging machines, when the butt weld does not meet with the

entire approval of the person in charge.

^ When using the tup, as in the case we have just been con-

sidering, it will be found to be a great help if a large weight

j&~ -.

Fig. 391.

can be suspended against the end of the longest bar, while the

tup is being used at the jnd of the other piece ; this, of course,

is not always possible, but when it can be done it will be a

great assistance, and acts as a stop to the shaft being shut. If

it is not possible to suspend the weight, then two men should

hold the bar, giving it a push forward to meet the tup, as the

blow is being delivered.

The tup is usually a piece of old shaft tapered to about

1 J inches diameter for the handle, with a collar welded on to

the striking end, to obtain a large striking surface. A hole is

either punched or drilled for the suspending eye-bolt, which is

firmly riveted into the ram or tup. In some cases an eye

is made or shut on to the back end of the tup for fastening it

to a rope so that any number of men may assist with the work,

see Fig. 391. This is an advantage, too, for the man with the

handle, as he can then devote himself solely to guiding the tup,
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For suspending this useful tool there is nothing better than an

open linked chain from beam to beam in a direct line with the

work ; a long rod may then be hooked into any of the links

as required to suit any length of job ; between the rod and the

tup there should be a short piece of open linked chain, and a

hook or shackle so that the height of the tup may be regulated

by raising or lowering a link or more, one way or another, as

the case may require.

A useful tool for this and similar class of work, is found in

the adjustable horse, which consists of two sides, as shown in

Fig. 392, one of which is notched as shown, while the opposite

side is made with round holes to suit the notches. Two
stretchers or distant pieces are fixed and riveted in each of the

Gi-
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Fig. 392.

sides ; the top bar is simply a piece of round bar, shouldered

down to suit the holes and notches, an easy fit. Some may
prefer the other top bar as shown at A, Fig. 392, which is a

long cotter bolt with a piece of tube on the same; where this

is used both sides of the horse have round holes only ; this ar-

rangement does not permit of such an instantaneous change as

the previous one.

Fig. 393 illustrates an arrangement of handles for clipping a

shaft and turning it about while being heated and worked. This

form of handle is the best that can be had for moderately

heavy work, and they will adopt themselves to squares as well

as rounds ; they can also be used for flat sections with two

pieces of suitable hard wood packing. For turning handles for

extra heavy work, see A in Fig. 382.
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Another method of shutting is the V or splice. In this case

each piece should be upset about the same distance from the

end as the thickness of the bar, and one end should be drawn

-/7TT I°>
Fig. 393.

to a flat taper, as shown in Fig. 394, under the edge of the

hammer pallets ; the end of the other piece should also be

drawn taper, but not nearly so thin ; split up the centre with a

Fig. 394.

hot sate, and then throw the sides back wide enough to receive

the first end, see Fig. 395 ; now raise both to a good welding

heat, place one inside the other, and force together with ham*

mers, tup or machine ; but in making the scarfs do not have

Fig. 395.

them too thin, always remember that the fire will reduce them

somewhat, and before heating the forgings, let each of the as-

sistants clearly understand what he individually has to do when

ihe heat comes out of the fire ; lack of proper instructions
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beforehand is often the cause of heats being wasted, or the

work badly done. Nothing can be more annoying to the

smith than to see all his work and his efforts fail in their pur-

pose through misunderstandings arising between himself and his

assistants. A good plan to obviate this is to have a rehearsal

of wThat is to take place, then it will be seen if each man really

knows and understands what he has to do, and any little error

can be explained and put right.

Large and heavy pieces of work are also shut by lap welding

as follows : After upsetting, scarf with the edge of the hammer,

as illustrated in Fig. 396, allowing the bar to come back a little

at each blow, thus making a rough scarf. This can only be

done when the bottom pallet is longer one way than the top one.

When the two pallets are both of a size, the scarf will have to be

M
Fig. 396. Fig. 397.

made with pieces of round bar or the fullers as in Fig. 397,

commencing with a small one and using larger sizes as the work

proceeds, moving the bar nearer to the end at the same time

so as to form the taper as illustrated by dotted lines.

When shutting rounds under the steam hammer always use

a V-block to lay the work in, unless you have top and bottom

swages to fit the hammer that are suitable for the work.

If the hammer-driver is not used to this class of work, give

him instructions to commence lightly, or he may perhaps strike

the wTork too hard and cause one piece to slip off the other

;

you can call on him to increase the weight and speed when
necessary.

Shutting Angles.—This is a more difficult job than an

ordinary shut. There are two good methods to adopt which

we recommend ; one is to upset the ends and scarf one taper
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inside and one outside, then laying the one on the other, and

welding both sides at the same time on a block as illustrated in

Fig. 398, by one or two strikers at each side, commencing at

the corner and welding as far down each side as possible at the

first heat ; then take a heat on each edge and finish them off.

This part of the work is best done on the anvil, because the

bar can then be more easily turned about, and it will lie more

solidly. Some smiths, when preparing the piece that they intend

=S:
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Fig. 398.

to lay on the top, set out the end slightly as shown in Fig. 398,

and do not thin or scarf the end at all ; this gives more mate-

rial to work upon, and a better chance of a good job, and the

bar is not so likely to slip back. The other method that we

refer to is the best to adopt when there is no inverted V-block

at hand to use. In this case, begin by scarfing one end as

before, cut the flange of the other at the root, and turn back

H
Fig. 399. Fig. 400.

the whole flange, as illustrated in Fig. 399 ; this will allow the

end B to pass outside C. Weld the two flanges A A in the

same way as an ordinary bar, but on a block raised up higher

than the depth of flange, see Fig. 400. This side should not

be drawn any more than can be helped, as the other side has

to be welded, and if the first side is drawn too much, there will

not be enough lap on the second ; now close down the flange

B that was turned back, and heat and weld the same on to C.
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Shutting T-Bars.—These shuts are made in much the

same way as the last angle shut ; one end is scarfed for a lap

weld, and the other has the top flange separated from the

shank and turned back, as in Fig. 399. The two shank parts

are welded first, then the flange is closed down and welded on

a block, with a groove through it to receive the shank, see

Fig. 401.

Scarfing means preparing the ends of material preparatory

to shutting one to another. The process is fully explained

along with shutting.

Shrinkage.—See " Contraction."

Shearing is the act of clipping. This process is generally

done at a shearing machine, or in the case of thin sheets with a

pair of hand-shears as with a pair of large scissors

pH
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Fig. 401.

Swaging.—The word really means rounding up a piece of

material in the swages, but the term is often used now when

describing the process of working up a forging with a flattener

or set hammer to make a smooth and good finish on the work.

Setting means adjusting or correcting the shape of a

forging.

Slake means to subdue the heat in a forging suddenly by

plunging it into water or oil.

Tempering.- --By tempering is meant "toning down" or

the act of reducing or modifying the excessive hardness set up

in tools, springs, or other forgings after hardening, to enable

them to do what is required of them without breaking, which

would certainly take place if they were put to work without

tempering. For further information see under " Hardening."
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Testing.—By the word testing we understand the act of

trying, verifying or proving the quality of materia] or workman-

ship.

Upsetting.—This process has already been explained, see

'Shutting" and "Jumping."

Welding.-The words "Welding" and " Shutting" are

synonymous, see "Shutting" for full explanation.
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Forging Sizes for Bolts and Nuts. Whitworth
Standard.*

Diam.
of

Bolt.

Width
over Flat.

Diameter
of

Tapping Hole.

Diam.
of

Bolt.

Width
over Flat.

Diameter
of

Tapping hole.

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in.

i i and A a i* 3A 'A and A
A A > > A i 2 34 and A I» » A
i a » a i aDd b\ *i 3* *. A i«

A il .. *v
5 3
is >> elf 24 3* » A 2ft

i * » a 1 ,. .A 2f 4A 2| ,, A
f i » a i » & 3 4J >> A 2| ,, A
* il ,. A t 31 4il „ A 2il „ A

J "i
7
* .. A il >5 Si 31 54 5 5 A 34

if .. A is *> A 3i si » A 3ft „ A
i «H .. A U » & 4 5M » A 3A n A
«t 2 ,. A I* 4i 6f 31 „ A
if 2is >> A 1* .. A: 44 6if „ A 4 „ A
«i 2| ,, A «i .. A- 5 71 .: A 4l » A
if 2A <> A »i Si »»n A 5 » A
if *? »1 6 IO 5A » A

* Thickness of nut = diameter of bolt.

„ ,, head = z ,, „
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Fractions of an Inch with Decimal Equivalents.

A • •0625 i •25 7
Iff • • '4375 1 • •625 « • •8125

J • •125 A • •3125 i • •5 H • •6875 5 . •875

ft • •1875 S • •37s A • •5625 I • '75 if • '9375

Inches and Fractions Expressed as Decimals of i Foot.

Size.

Inches.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

•083 •167 •25 *333 •416 *5 •583 •666 '75 •833 •916

i •021 • 104 •187 •271 '354 '437 •521 '604 •687 •771 •854 '937

i •042 •125 •208 •292 '375 '458 '542 •625 •708 •792 •875 •958

1 •062 • 146 •229 •312 •396 '479 •562 •646 •729 •812 •896 '979

Safe Load for Chains.

Diam. Diam.
of Tons. Cwt. Qr. of Tons- Cwt. Qr.

Link. Link.

in. in.

X
4:

•• 8 O i 2 IO O

5
Iff •• 12 2 ii 3 O 2

1 •• iS O 1 3 12 O

l'e
1 4 2 « 4 4 2

4 I 12 O § 4 18 O

9
16 2 2 if 5 12 O
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Diameters and Circumferences, to the nearest ^r INCH.

Uiam. Cir(;um. Diam. Circum. D am. Circum.

in- ft. in. in. in. ft. in. ft. in.

I == O 34 5 = 3tt O 9 == 2 4i

h O 34 1 4A ft 2 414

i O 318
.1
4 44

1
4.

2 5A
§ O 4A s 45 1 2 54

i O 4tt 4 Si 4 2 51

1 O 54 i 514 s 2 6J

i O 54 1 6A 1 2 6f

i O Si * 64 J 2 7

2 O 6J 6 6| 10 2 7*
$ O m 4 7* 4 2 711

i O i& i 7f 1 2 8ft

s O 74 I 8 1 2 8A
1 O 71 4 8lij 4 2 9

i O H f 811 f 2 9i

i O 8f * 9i i 2 9l

i O 9 J 9A * 2 »°&

3 O 9&' 7 10 O 11 2 »°ft

4 O 911 4 io| 4 2 10II

i O ioi i iof J 2 "A
t O iof 1 "A I 2 u|

4 O II 4 "A 4 3 04

s O I if
5
8 »tf

5
8 3 04

3
4 O llf 1 2 o| I 3 oil

* I o-fk I 2 of i 3 1

A

4 I °A 8 2 14 I O 3 ii4

i I °ii 4 2 14 * 3 24

i r If i 2 III i 3 24

I 1 If 1 2 s
1 3 2?

1 1 24 4 2 2| j 3 31

1 1 24 1 2 31 i 3 311

1 * m i 2 Si i 3 4A
I 1 3A i 2 3* i 3 4A
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Diameters and Circumferences, to the nearest ^ inch—conul

Diam. Circurn. Diam. Ci cum. Diam. Ci cum

fl. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft in. ft. in

I I == 3 4* 1 5 == 4 5ft I 9 == 5 6

1 3 51 1 4 5U 4 5 6§

I 3 51 I 4 6ft \ 5 6i

1 3 6 1 4 6ft 1 5 7ft

4 3 6ft 4 4 7 4 5 7ft

3 6H 5
S" 4 71 1 5 7 if

3
3 7ft i 4 74 4 5 8ft

i 3 7ft I 4 84 i 5 88

r 2 3 8 1 6 4 8ft 1 10 S 94

4 3 81 1 4 W 4 s 94

i 3 8| J 4 91 i 5 9i

i 3 9ft i 4 9f § S i°ft

4 3 9ft 4 4 10J 4 5 »°tt

f 3 9H. I 4 10J f 5 "ft

f 3 10ft 1 4 10J 1 5 "ft
i 3 io| * 4 "ft 1 5 III

1 3 3 III 1 7 4 «» 1 n 6 0*

i 3 "1 i 5 oft 4 6 of

* 3 IIH i 5 04 1 6 'ft

1 4 °ft i 5 oj 1 6 «ft

4 4 <4i 4 5 I* 4 6 m
* 4 ift * 5 If I 6 *i

4 4 i4 1 5 2ft 1 6 2|

1 4 if i 5 2ft * 6 3

1 4 4 2j 1 8 5 m 2 O 6 3i

4 4 2tt 4 5 3* & 6 713
0T6

1 4 3ft i 5 31 I 6 4A
i 4 3lB 1 5 4 § 6 4*
4 4 3H 4 5 4ft i 6 4»
i 4 4i 8 5 4« 1 6 51

i 4 4l # 5 5ft 1 6 Si

I 4 5 i i

i

5 5ft S 6 6§
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Diameters and Circumferences, to the nearest j\ inch—contd.

Diam. Circum. Diam. Circum. Diam. Circum.

ft in. ft. in ft. m. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in.

2 I == 6 64 2 5 "-• 7 74 2 9 == » 7tt

1 6 6*1 i 7 74 4 8 8^
I 6 7A 1

4 7 7*
i
4 8 8A

| 6 7ii I 7 »A 1 8 8£

4 6 sj
1

* 7 m 4 8 9i

S 6 8J ' s 7 9A 1 8 98

1 6 8« 1 7 9A I 8 io

i 6 9i 4 *i 9S S 8 10&

2 2 6 9ii 2 6 7 ioj 2 IO 8 io^jf

h 6 i°A 1 7 i of 4 8 uA
I 6 io& 1

4 7 "A i 8 ng

§ 6 ioj 1 7 "A 1 9 o

4 6 "1 4 7 nil 4 9 og

f 6 »l * 8 °A f 9 oil

f 7 °A S 8 of 1 9 iA
J 7 °A 1 8 I 3 9 iA

2 3 7 on 2 7 8 I| 2 II 9 ixl

a 7 •A 4 8 I« 4 9 2T%
i 7 If 4 8 a* i 9 2f

§ 7 2 1 8 *& I 9 34

4 7 2g 4 8 2M 4 9 3*

i 7 2*f 1 8 31
'*

9 3i§

f 7 3lB
3
'4- 8 31 1 9 4&

* 7 3* 3 8 4* 3 9 4H

2 4 7 3if 2 8 8 44 3 o 9 5ft

4 7 4g 4 8 4iS 4 9 54

I 7 4f 1
4 8 5* a.

4 9 5,?

a 7 5x% i 8 5i4 § 9 6J

4 7
r

4 8 61 JL
2 9 6U

§ 7 511 1 . 8 64 I 9 7A
l 7 «A 1 8 6* 4 9 7A
* 7 6| 3 7i 3 9 7S
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Diameters and Circumferences, to the nearest ^ inch—contd.

Diam. Circum. Di im. Circum. Diam. Circum.

ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. ia (t. in. ft. in.

3 I = 9 H 3 5 == IO m 3 9 == II 9l

\ 9 81 h IO 9A 1 II 9i

X
4 9 9 X

4 IO 9i
9
g

1
4 II i°rs

§ 9 9& t IO IO 1 II i°A

i 9 9» 1
'2 IO log 1

2 II i°iS

8 9 10J 1 IO 1of « 1: 11,5;

S 9 1of * IO "A a
4 11 "i

& 9 II i IO "A * 12 04

3 i 9 I if 3 6 IO "it 3 IO 12 °i

4 9 I If 4 11 oft 4 12 oj

I 10 o& J II of i 12 'A
1 10 o* I II ii 1 12 m
i 10 oil 4 II il * 12 *A
§ 10 I§ 1 II ill 1 12 *A
1 10 If i II 2ft 4 12 2j

i ro 2i 1 II *ft i 12 3i

3 3 10 2J 3 7 II 3A 3 II 12 3i

4 10 2iS 4 II 3* 4 12 4A
1
4 10 3A 4 II 33 i 12 4A
3 10 3ii | II 4ir 1 12 4lf

4 10 4l i II 4*i * 12 51

I 10 4* i II SA 1 12 si

f 10 4-J 1- II 5A 1 12 6
r

10 Si i II rl3
STff J 12 6§

3 4 10 5H 3 8 II 6i 4 12 6}8
1 10 6A 4 II 6| h 12 7A
J.
4 ro 6A X

4 II 7 i 12 7A
1 IG 6tI i II 7i

7
e- 8 £2 8

4 10 n £ 11 7» i 12 8g

1 10 71
5 £1 &fir t 12 8j

1 10 8 3
* 11 8A 1 12 94

i 10 8A f II 9 i 1.2 9A
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Diameters and Circumferences, to the nearest T
x
ff
inch—contd,

Diam. Cir Oil IT* Diiun. Circum. Diam Circum-

ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in.

4 I =: 12 9lS 4 5 - 13 ioj 4 9 =: 14 IlA

i 12 i°A 8 13 10J i 14 "A
4 12 lof 4 13 "3% I 14 II?

I 12 "1 1 13 »« 1 15 oj

i 12 »i 4 14 oA 4 '5 of
5
8 12 1 ill B" 14 ol I r 5 iA

I 13 °Tff
3

14 oj a
4 15 IA

1 13 o+A I H II I 15 I«

4 2 13 iA 4 6 H If 4 10 IS 2A
1 *3 i4 1 14 %v i IS 2|

4 13 i* i 14 %V 4 IS 3

B 13 ai I 14 ^XS 1 IS 31

4 13 2II i 14 3x
3
s 4 15 3if

i 13 3rV 8 14 31 i IS 4A
f- 13 3A

a
* 14 4 1 IS 4x

9
s

i 13 3H * 14 41 i IS 4xf

4 3 T3 44 4 7 14 4xf 4 11 IS Si

4 13 4l A 14 SA A IS 5f

i 13 5 1 14 5X6
.1
4 IS 6^

1 13 S3 1 14 Sit 1 IS 6ft

4 13 511 4 14 6| 4 IS 61-f

i- 13 6A
5
8 14 6|

5
8 IS 7ft

s 13 6r% 1 14 7i
3
4 15 7tt

i 13 7 * 14 7A 1 15 84

4 4 13 71 4 8 14 m 5 15 8*

i 13 71 \ 14 »a 4 15 H
4 13 8i i 14 m 4 r 5 9ft

§ 13 »A I 14 9h 1 IS 9il

4 13 8JS 4 14 94 4 IS 10ft

.6 13 9-jfk 8 14 94 § IS IOi76

l 13 9l 4 14 i°A 4 15 iog

S *3 10J 1 H w» I 15 Hi
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Diameters and Circumferences, to the nearest ^ i^cn—contd.

Diam. Circutn. Diam. Circum. Diam. Circum.

ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. i in.

5 i = 15 »i 5 5 =: 17 o& 5 9 = 1 8 o|

4 16 O 4 17 °rff 4 ] 8 14

* 16 °& i 17 1 i > 8 '16

1 16 oil § 17 i| 1 1
8. i*S

4 16 I& i 17 ii 4 8 2A
I 16 If t 17 2fV t '

8 21

J 16 2 1 17 2ft * i 8 34

I 1

6

2| * 17 *tt i 1
8 34

5 2 16 2| 5 6 17 31 5 IO ] 8 3if

4 16 3A 4 17 3f 4 1
8 4&

i 16 3& i 17 44 i 8 4«
i 16 m 3

8 *7 44 1 8 5ft

4 16 4l 4 17 4il i ] 8 54

I 16 4l
5
8" 17 SA 8 [8 5£

1 16 54 i 17 S« 3
4 t8 64

i 16 Si i 17 64 J [8 6«

5 3 16 5H 5 7 17 64 5 II t8 7ft

4 16 6& 4 17 6| 4 [8 7ft

I 16 6» J 17 7i i i8 7i§

1 16 7& 1 17 714 1 [8 81

4 16 74 4 17 8ft i [8 8|

1 16 71 1 17 8& 1 [8 9

1 16 8J
3
4" 17 81 1 [8 9ft

I 16 814 * 17 9t « 18 9«

5 4 r6 9& 5 8 17 9f 6 18 i°ft

4 16 9tV * 17 IO 1 [8 IOft

i 16 95 i 17 10A i 18 11

1 16 10J 8 17 10II 1 18 n§

4 16 lof 4 17 "A 4' 18 tlf

I- t6 tt I 17 "A 1 19 °A
1 16 "A a

4 18 - i 19 °A
i 16 "ii I 18 of J 19 °H
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Areas and Weights* of Round and Square Bars.

Rounds.

Size.

Squares.

Area
of Section.

Weight of
1 foot.

Area
of Section.

Weight of

1 foot.

sq. in. lb. sq. in. lb.

•OI23 •0418 i •OI56 •053

•049 •166 i •0625 *2I2

' 1 104 •375 1 •I406 •47S

•I963 •667 i •25 •850

•3068 1*04 t •3906 i*33

•4418 i'S 8 •5625 1*91

6013 2*04 i •7656 2*6

•7854 2-67 1 I'O 3*4

'99 3'37 £ 1*26 4*28

1*22 4-15 I 1-56 5*3

1-48 5'04 1 1*89 6'43

i-77 6*0 i 2*25 7^5
2*07 7-04 t 2*64 8-98

2-4 8*i6 f 3-06 io*4

2-76 9*38 i 3'5i n'93

3*14 10 -68 2 4*0 13*6

3*55 12*07 i 4'5i I5'33

3; 98 13*53 i 5 '06 17*2

443 15-06 § 5'64 19*18

4*91 16*69 i 6*25 21*25

5-41 18-39 I-
6*89 23*43

5*94 20*19 a. 7'56 25*7

6-49 22" 06 3 8*26 28*08

7-06 24'G 3 9*0 30*6

7-67 26^07 &
; 9-76 33" i s

* The weights in this and table of flats are for mild steel bars.
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Areas and Wrights * of Round and Square Bars— continued.

Rounds. Squares.

Area
of Section.

Weight of
1 foot-

lb.

Size.
Area

of Section.
Weight of

X foot.

sq. in. sq. in. lb.

8-29 28-19 3i 10-56 35*9

8-94 3°*4 § n'39 38"73

9 '62 32-71 i 12-25 41-65

10-32 35*09 1 I3*H 44-68

1
1
'04 37*54 * 14-06 47*8

ii"79 40*09 i. 15-01 51-03

12-56 42-7 4 i6*o 54*4

14-18 48-2 I 18-06 61 -4

15-90 54*i i 20*25 68-8

17-72 60*2 t 22-56 76-7

19-63 66-7 5 25*0 85

21-65 73*6 i 27*56 93'

7

23-76 8o-8 i 30-25 102 -8

25-97 88-3 1 33-06 112*4

28-27 96-1 6 36-0 122*4

30-68 104-3 1 39-06 132-8

33'iS II2'8 4 42-25 143*6

35'78 I21'6 1 45*56 154*9

38- 48 130-9 7 49-0 166-6

,;i-;i8 140-3 1 52-56 178*7

4418 150-2 * 56-25 191*2

47*17 160*4 1 60-06 204-2

50-26 170-9 8 64-0 217*6

53*46 iSi-8 i 68*06
I

231-4
(

* The weights ift this and table of flats ^re for mild steel bars.
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Areas and Weights* of Round and Square Bars—continued.

Rounds.

Size.

Squares.

Area
of Section.

Weight of
1 foot.

Area
of Section.

Weight of

1 foot.

sq. in.

56*74

lb.

I92*9 «1

sq. in.

72-25

lb.

245-6

60T3 204*4 1 76-56 260*3

63*62 2l6'3 9 8i-o 275*4

67*20 228*4 1 85*56 290*9

70-88 241*0 4 90-25 306*8

74-66 253*8 S 95*06 323*2

78-54 267*0 10 100 *o 340-0

82*51 280*5 1 105*06 357*2

86-59 294*4 i 110-25 374*8

90*76 308-6 115-56 392*9

95 -03 323*1 II I2I-0 411*4

99"4 338-o 1 126-56 43o-3

103*87 353*2 4 132*25 449*6

108-43 368-7 3
4 138*06 469*4

113-1 384-5 12 I44-0 489*6

* The weights in this and table of flats are for mild steel bars.

Illustration for the practical use of above table :—

Suppose a forging has to be made off a bar 2J in. diam.,

with one end forged if in. square by 3 ft. long. The area for

if in. section in the table is 3*06; multiply by 36, which is

the length in inches, this gives no* 16, the cubic contents of

the piece to be forged. Now take the area of the 2 J in.

section, 4*91 as divisor into the cubic contents no* 1..6, the

quotient 22-4 is the number of inches off the 2|-in. round

required to make 3 ft. of if in. square
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Area of Rectangles

Thick-
ness.

Inches. i

Width.

2| "69

i •71

3 '75

I •78

i •81

1 •84

i •87

t •90

f '94

J '97

I'D

i-o6

1 '03

r-o8

1 12

1-17

1*22

1*26

I"3I

1-36

1*41

1-45

1 50

*'S9

i-i9|i-78

i-25(i-87

i'3i

i*37

i'44

i*5

Jt"97

2'o6

216

2*25

1
'37

1-44

i'5

1-56

1*62

1*69

r^75

i-8i

1-87

1-94

2'0

2" 12

2*25

2*44

2'5

2 '62

2'75

2-87

72 2" 06 2*41

2" l6

2'25

2-34

2 "44

2'53

2-62

2-51

2-62

2"73

2-84

2*95

3-06

2-72 3-17

80

87

95

03

11

19

26

34 2'8i 3'2S

•42 2*91 3*39

3'5«

3-72

3'94

4' 16

4*37

4' 59

5o 3'o

3-19

3'37

3'56

3*75

3'94

4'I2 4'8i

4'3* 5
1 o3

7.5 4'5 5*25

2-75

2-87

3-0

3*12

3'25

3'37

3'5

3*62

3*75

3*87

4-0

4-25

4'5o

4*75

5*o

5'25

5'5

5*75

6"o

ii

3'09 3 '44

3'23 3*59

3'37

3'5i

3-66

3'8o

3*93

4' 08

4'22

4' 36 4" 83

4-50 5-0

4'78 5

5-06 s

5'34 5

5-62 6

3'75

3'9*

4*06

4*22

4'37

4'53

4 * 69

;*3*

•62

'94

•25

5-go|6-56

6-876*19

6-47

6-75

7-19

7\5

3'78

3*95

4*12

4' 30

4 '47

4-64

4-81

4'98

5' 16

5'32

5*5

5-84

6-19

6'53

6-87

7 '22

7'56

7' 9 I

8'2
5

I* If

4*47

4-67

4'87

5-08

5-28

5-48

5-69

5'89

6*09

6*30

6-5
;

6-9

73'

7'7^

8-12

8-53

8'94

9'34

9*75
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in Square Inches.

!

1 Thick-

If iS 2 2i 4 2| *i 23 2f 25 3
1 ness.

Inches.

1

1
i

Width.

481 5"i6 5*5 5-84 6*19 6-53 6*87 7*22 2|

5-03 5'39 5 * 75 6-n 6*47 6*83 7-19 7'55 7'9i •• J

5-25 5-62 6-o 6"37 6'75 7*12 7'S 7*87 8*25 8-62 3

5 '47 5-86 6*25 6-64 7-03 7*42 7*81 8*20 8*59j 9*98 9"37 i

5*69 6*09 6-5 6*91 7*3* 7*71 8*12 8'53 8'94 9'34 9'75 i

5-91 6'33 6'75 7*17 7*59 8*oi 8*44 8*86 9*28 9*70 10*12 $

6*12 6-56 7-0 7*44 7*87 8*31 8*75 9'i9 9*62 10*06 10-5 j

6'34 6'So 7-25 7-70 8*i6 8*6i 9 '06 9*51 9'97 10-42 10 87
5
8

6'
56 7-03 7'S 7'97 8*43 8*91 9'37 9*84 10-31 10-781 ii"2t;

1

J 1

6-78 7*26 7'75 8-23 8*72 9* 20 9-69 10*17 iq'66 11-14 II '62 *

7-0 7'S S-o 8'5 9*0 9'5 10*0 io*s 11 *o ii"5 I2*0 A

7 '43 7'97 8"S 9'°3 9"56 10*09 10*62 ii*i6 11 -69 I2'22 12-75 I

7'8 7 8-44 9-0 9"56 IO" 12 10*69 11-25 n*8i 12*37 12*93 13-5 i

8-31 8-91 9'5 10*09 10*69 11*28 11*87 12*47 13*06 13*66 14-25 I

8-75 9'37 IO'O 10*62 11*25 11*87 12*5 13*12 I3-75 I4-37 15*0 5

9-19 9'84 10*5 11*16 n*8i 12*47 13*12 13*78 14*44 15*09 15-75 i

9*62 10-31 II'O 11*69 12*37 13*06 13-75 14*44 15*12 i5'8i i6- 5 i
1

io , o6jio*78 n'5 12*22 12*94 i3'65 14-37 15*09 15-81 16*53 17*25 !

10*5 11*25 12*0 12-75 13*5 14*25 15*0 i5'75 16*5 17-25 18-0 6



2
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Weight of i Foot of Flat or

i 1
1
2

5
8

£
4 £ 1 II ii if J 2 i»l

•42 -63

•53 •79 1
- o6 ••

•63 '95 I "26 i"59
•74 1 1 1-48 i-86 2'2
•85 i'3 i*7 2*12 2'5 2-9

•95 i'4 1-9 2-4 2-8 3'3 3
; 8 ••

1-05 i'6 2"I 2'6 3*i 3'7 4-2 4*'8

i'i5 i*7 2-3 2-9 3-4 4-0 4-6 5*3 5
; 8 •'

i

1-26 i -9 2-5 3' 1 3'8 4'4 5'i 5*7 6-4 7-0

1-39 2-1 2-7 3*4 4-1 4'8 5*5 6'2 6-9 7
'6 8 :

3
I '49 1 2'2 2-9 3'7 4"5 5"2 5*9 6-7 7*4 8'2 8-9 9

:

6
1-6 2*4 3'i 3'9 4'7 5-6 6'3 7-2 7*9 8-8 9*5 io*4
i'7 2*5 3'4 4*2 5*i 5'9 6-8 7'6 8-5 9*3 I0'2 iroi
i-8 2-7 3-6 4*5 5*4 6-3 7-2 8-i 9-0 9'9 10-8 ii-7|
1-9 2'8 3-8 4'7 5*7 6'

7 7'6 8-6 9*5 10-5 ii'3 I2'4J
2*0 3"o 4-0 5'o 6-o 7i 8-o 9-1 IO'I ii'i I2'I 13*1
2*1 3'2 4-2 5*3 6-3 7*4 8'5 9*5 io'6 ii'7 12-7 13-8
2*2 3*3 4*4 s

' 6
o

6-7 7-8 8-9 IO'O ii'i 12-3 13*4 14-5
2-3 3*5 4-6 5-8 7*° 8-2 9'3 10-5 ii'7 12-8 14-0 15*2,
2-4 3*7 4'8 6-i 7*3 8'5 9*7 II'O 12'2 13*4 15-9
2*5 3*8 5-0 6'3 7'6 8-9 1CT2 ii'4 12'7 14-0 15*3 16-5
2-6 3'9 5'3 6'6 7'9 9'3 io*6 ii'9 I3-3 14-6 i5*9 17*3
2-7 4*i 5*5 6-9 8'2 9-6 II'O 12-4 13-8 15-2 i6'5 17-9
2'8 4'3 5*7 7'i 8-5 IO'O n'4 I2'9 H'3 15*8 17-2 i8-6
2-9 4'4 5'9 7*4 8-9 10*4 11-9 13*3 14-8 i6' 3 17-8 19*3
3'i 4'6 6-i 7'7 9-2 io-8 12-3 13*9 15*4 i6"9 i8-5 20 'O

3*2 4'8 6-3 8-o 9*5 11 * 1 12-7 14*3 15-9 175 19-1 20 *

7

3*3 4-9 6-5 8*2 9*9 11 5 13-1 14-8 16*4 18-1 19*7 21 -4

3'4 5'i 6-8 8-5 IO'2 n*9 13-6 I5'3 17*0 i8' 7 20 -4 22' I

3
-6 5'4 7-2 9-0 io-8 I2'6 14-4 l6'2 18-0 19-9 21*6 23*5

3*8 5"7 7-6 9*5 11*5 i3'4 i5"3 17-2 19-1 2I'I 22-8 248
4-0 6-o 8-1 IO' 1 12- I 14-1 i6'i i8-i 20 '2 22 '2 24 '2 26'2
4*2 6-3 8-5 io*6 I2"7 14-8 17-0 191 21*2 23*3 25*5 27'6

4*4 6-7 8-9 11
' 1 i3'3 15-6 178 20 'O 22'3 24*5 26-7 '29 "O

4 -6 7-0 9*3 u-6 14*0 i6'3 18-7 21 'O 23'3 25*7 27'9 30'4
4*9 7'3 9-7 12*2 14-7 17*1 i9'5 22 -O 24 '4 26-9 29*3 3i*7
5'i 7'6 IO'2 12-7 15-3

!

i7'8 20'4 22
'9 25*5 28-0 30-6 33'i
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Rectangular Steel Bar in Pounds.

i'i

1 1
* 1

11-9
12-6

i3'4
14-1

14-8

15 6

16-3
I

17*1
I

17-81

i
i8-6|

!

20
' o

120-8

22 i

23

23 8

2.5 2

25 7
28 2

29 7

31 2

32 7

34 2

35 7

I2"7
13-5

H'3
I5"i

i5'9
16-7

i7'5

18 \s

23'9
2a •

7
25'5
27* 1

28

30

14-4
15*3
i6'i
17*0
17-8

i8'7
i9'5
20 "4

21'2
22* I

22 -

9
2 3

-8

24-6
25-5
26'3
27*2
28-9
30'6
32-3
34'o
35*7
37'4
39" 1

40-8

2h

16*2

17*2
i8-i
19*0
19-9
20 *8

21'6
22 '6

23"S
24-4
25'3
26 "2

27T
28-0
28'9
30-7
32*5
34'3
36" 1

37'9
39'7
4i"5
43*3

2J

19-1

20 • 1

21
- o

22"0
22*9
23-9
24*8
25'8
26-7
27-7
28-6

29 6

30-6
32'5
34'4
36-3
38-2
40* 1

42*0
44-0
45"9

21 *2

22"2
23'2

24 "2

25"2
26 '2

27*2
28-2

29*3
3°"3
3!'3
32

34
36
38
40
42-4
44'4
46*4
48-4

4

22 "3

23'3
24-4
25-5
26-5
27-6
28-7
29-7
30-8
31-9
32-9
34"o

2f

24-5
25-7
26-8

27-9
29*0
30-1
31-2

32-3
33"4
34"6
35""

2| 2j

36-1 37"9
38-2 40* 1

40-4 42'4
42-5 44-6

44 "6 46-8
46-7 49" 1

48-8 5i'3
51-0 53*5

26-9
28-0
29-2
3°*4
3i'5
32-7

33"9
35"o

3 () "2

37*4
39"7
42*0
44'4
46-7
49" 1

53'7
56-1

29-3
3o-5
3i'7
33'°
34"

35'4
36-6

37*9
39'i
4i-5
44'

1

46-4
48-8
5i-3
53 '7
56-2

58 6

3i'8
33'

1

34"4
35*7 !

36-9
38-2
39 '5
40-8

43"3
45'9
48-4
51-0

53'7
56-i
58-6
6i-
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Weight of i Square; Foot of Steel Plate in Pounds.

Thickne s. lk Thickness. ib.

Til 2 -

5 A 22 '9

4 5'i 1 25*5

A 7'6 « 28-0

i
4 IO*2 I 3o-6

A I2'7 n 33*i

» i5'3 i 35-6

A i7'8 w 3
8'2

4 20-4 i 4o'7
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Adjustable horse, 221

Angle brackets bent, 165, 1 70
welded, 167, 171

strap to hold, 172
— hoops, 160
— shutting, 223— testing, 58, 6$
-- tongs, 27
Annealing, 178— chains, 179
Anvil, 9— block or stand, 9— dowel, 10
— staples, 10
— tongs, 25
Areas of rounds and squares, 236— of rectangles, 239

Bands, door, 101

Bell crank levers, 124
Bending, 144, 148, 179— coiled springs, 200
— cramps, 203— crane hooks, 144, 181— forks for, 74, 148, 172, 184
— hoops, 148, 179
— links, 192
— scrolls, 182
— shackles, 197— square corners, 184
— '.able, 160, 201
— tongs, 78
Bend test, 54, 56
Bessemer steel, 42

Swedish, 49
Bill tongs, 27
Blast- 3
Blister steel, 44
Block, anvil, 9— swage, 1

1

~V, 56, 92, 96, 125
Blocking, 150, 179
Blower, 8

Bob punch, 23, 79
Boiler ferrules, 99
Bolts, cotter, 73— double eye, 84
— eye, 75

Bolts, ordinary, 6j— rag or Lewis, 75
- strap or palm, 73
- table of dimensions, 228
- T-head, 72

--- thumb, 72
Book test, 58
Bore, 68— hand, 70
Boss swaging tools, 119
Bottom fullers, 20, 23, 133— swages, 20, 21

Bow tongs, 26
Bok spanner, 109
Brackets, angle, 165, 170— welded, 167, 171
Brake lever, 127

Camber, 163, 205
Carriers, lathe, 128
Case harden, 23, 205
Cast steel, 46
Chain anneal, 179
—- swivel, 128
— table of safe load, 229
Circular fan, 8
— 2-foot rule, 164
Circumference, table of, 230
Clip tongs, 26
Clutch spanner, 115
Cogging, 82, 206
Coiled springs, 200, 212
Cold sate, 15, 17
-- • - grind, 16

harden, 16

Collars, 90
Compound iron and steel, 50
Compression test, 58
Coned hoops, 163
Connecting rods, 137
Contraction, 206
Converting furnace, 44
Cotter bolts, 73— split, 85
Cramps, 203
Crane hooks, 142, 181

Cranked tool, 130
Crossbars, 104
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Crucible, 46— flask, 47— plug* 47
Cutter, hardy, 91

Decimal equivalents, 229
Diameters, table of, 230
Dies for drop hammer, 36— for punching, 73, 77, 89
Door bands, 101
— — hooks, 103
Double eyebolts, 84
Dowel, anvil, 10

Down-draught forges, 5
Drawing, 207
Drifting, 207
Drifts, eye, 14
Drills, harden, 209
Drop hammers, 31, 31.

dies, 36
rope, 35

Expansion, 207
Eye-bolts, 75— double, 84
Eye drifts, 14— ends for tie rods, Si

Fan, circular, 8
Ferrules, 99
Mask, crucible, 47
Flat bit tongs, 24
Flatten r, 18

Flattener tongs, 27
Foot fuller, 130
Forges, 4— down draught, C

— portable, 7
Forging, 81, 207
Fork, joint, 131— lifting, 172— tool, 71, 76, 8r, 118

for bending, 74,148, 172,

Fractions, table of, 229
Fracture test, 65
Fuel, 8

Fullering, 207
Fullers, bottom, 20, 23, 133— shouldering, 19— side, 20
-- top, 17
Furnace, converting, 44

Hammer, drop, 31, 33— hand, 1

1

to harden, 13

184

Hammer pallets, 32, 135— power, 31— set, 18
— sledge, 14
—- — to harden, 15— steam, 32— tongs, 27
Hand bore, 70
Handles for turning, 213, 221
Handrail pillars, 139, 1-4

1

Hardening, 207
Harden, case, 23, 205—

- cold sates, 16— drills, 209— hand hammers, 13— light springs, 211— shear blades, 209
— sledge hammers, 14— small coil springs, 212
— springs, general, 2 1

1

— turning tools, 208
Hardy cutter, 91
Hearths, 4— down draught, 5— portable, 7
High speed steel, 51
Hollow bit tongs, 25
Hooks, crane, 142, 181
— door band, 103
Hoop, angle, 160
— bending, 148, 179— blocking, 150— coned, 163— oval, 160
— tongs, 26
— welding, 149
Horse, adjustable, 221
Hot sate, 17

Ingot, mould for steel, 42
Iron, 38, 39, 64
Iron and steel compound, 50
— angle, 65— fracture test, 65— pile, 41— plate test, 65— rivet test, 65— testing, 53

Joint forks, 131
— tongs, 28, 135
Jumping, 212

Knobbler, 57

Lathe carriers, 128
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Levers, 119, 172
• — bell crank, 1 24— brake, 127— three-end, 127
Lewis bolts, 75
Lifting forks, 172
Link-bending, 192— for valve gear, 115
— test, 61
— tongs, 26

Manhole crossbars, 104
Malleable, 212
Moulds for ingots, 42

Nut forging, 85
— swage, 68, 87
— table of, 228

Oliver, 31
Ordinary bolts, 6j
Oval hoops, 160

32, I3S

L39. Mi

Pallets, hammer.
Palm bolts, 73
Pick tongs, 28
Pile, iron, 41
Pillars for handrail

Plate bend tests, 58, 65
Pliers, 25
Plug for crucible, 47
Portabar, 213
Power hammers, 31
Punches, 19, 88
— bob, 23, 79
Punching, 73, 77, 89, 99,~ dies, 73, 77, 89

215

Rack for tools, 29
Rag bolts, 75
Ram, 220
Ring bending tongs, 78
--- stamping, 115

Rivet test, 58, 65
Rod connecting, 137
Rolling, 41, 215
Roots blowers, 8

Rope, drop hammer. 35
Rule, circular 2-feet, 164

Saddle tool, 130
Sate cold, 15, 17
__ grind, 16
— harden, 16
— hot, 17— tongs, 27, 28

Scarfing, 148, 151, 154, 162, 225— swage, 217— tools, 217
Scroll bending, 182
Self-hard steel, 51
Set hammer, [8

Setting, 225
Shackles, bending, 197
Shear blades, harden, 209
Shear steel, 45, 46
Shearing, 225
Shouldering fullers, 19
Shrinkage, 225
Shutting, 41, 59, 215, 226
— angle, 223— T-bars, 225
Side fullers, 20
Siemens-Martin steel, 42
Slake, 225
Sledge hammer, 14

harden, 15
Snap, 68, 86
Spanners, 105
—

- box or socket, 109— clutch, 115
Split cotters, 85
Spring steel, 45, 46, 49— swages, 12

Springs coiled, 200, 212
Square bit tongs, 25— corners, 184
Stamping bosses with rings, 115
Stanchions for handrails, 139, 141

Stand, anvil, 9
Staples, 10

Steam hammer, 32
S'eel, 38, 42— Bessemer, 42

Swedish, 49— blister, 44— cast, 46— double shear, 45— high speed, 51— iron fibre f, 50— melting temper, 45— mould, 42— self hard, 51— shear, 45, 46— Siemens Mariin, 42— spring temper, 46, 49— Swedish Bessemer, 49— testing, 53
angle, 58
bend, 54, 56
book, 58

— compression, 58
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Steel testing, link, 61

plate bend, 58
rivet, 58
T-bars, 58
tempered bend, 57
tensile, 53
tube, 61
welding, 59

Strap bolts, 73— to hold angles, 172
Swage block, 1

1

stand, 11

— bottom, 20, 21
— nut, 68, 87— scarfing and shutting, 217— tools for bosses, 119
— top, 19, 93— spiing, 12

Swivtls, 128

Table, area of rectangles, 239, 240
of rounds and .squares, 2^6

— bending, 160, 201
— bolts and nuts, 228
— - diameters and circumferences,

230
— fractions and decimals, 229
— safe load for chain, 229— weights of rectangular bars, 242
-- — of rounds and square*, 236

of steel plates, 244
T-bars shutting, 225
Tempering, 225
T-ends for eccentric rods, 140
'resting, 53, 226
— angles, 58, 65
-- bend, 54, 56
Test, book, 58
— compression, 58
- link. 61
— rivet, 58, 65— tempered bend, 57— tensile, 53— tube, 61
— weld, 59— wrought iron, 64

fracture, 65
T -handles, 113
f-head bolts, 72
Three-end crank or lever, 127

Thumb-bolt, 72
Tie rod ends, 81

Tongs, 23

Tongs, angle, 27— anvil, 25— bending, 78— bill, 27— bow, 26
— clip, 26
— flat bit, 24— flattener, 27, 2S— hammer, 27

j
— hollow bit, 25

!

— hoop, 26

j

— joint, 28, 135
1 -- link, 26
I
— pick, 28
— pliers, 25— sate, 27, 28
— square bit, 25
Tool bending, 179— cranked, 130— forked, 71, 74, 76, 81, n 3— lack, 29— saddle, 130— scarfing, 217— to weld tubes on, 62
— washer, 97
Top fullers, 1

7

— swages, 19, 93
Tube test, 61
— welding, 61, 213
Turning handles, 213, 221
Tuyeres, 173— repairing, 178

Upsetting, 226

V-SWAGE, j>6, 92, 96, 125
Valve-mctifin link, 115

Washers, 95— forging tool, 97— punching tools, 99
Weight of flat bars, 242— of rounds and squares, 236— of steel plate, 244
Welding, 4r, 59, 215, 226
— angles, 167, 171, 223
— hoops, 149— link, 61
— tests, 59— tube, 61, 213
Wrought iron, testing, 64

tuyeres, 173
repairing, 178
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Series, No. 30.) (New York, 1912.) is. 6d. net.

Concrete Monuments, Mausoleums and Burial Vaults.
18 illus., 65 pp., cr. 8vo. (S. & C. Series, No. 31.) (New
York, 1911.) is. 6d: net.

Concrete Floors and Sidewalks. 8 illus., 63 pp., cr. 8vo.

(S. 8c C. Series, No. 32.) (New York, 1911.) is. 6d. net.

Moulding Concrete Baths, Tubs, Aquariums and Nata-
toriums. 16 illus., 64 pp., cr. 8vo. (S. 8c C. Series,
No. 33.) (New York, 1911.) is. 6d. net.

Concrete Bridges, Culverts, and Sewers. 14 illus., 58 pp., cr.

8vo. (S. 8c C. Series, No. 34.) (New York, 1912.) is. 6d. net.

Constructing Concrete Porches. 18 illus., 62 pp., cr. 8vo.

(S. & C. Series, No. 35.) is. 6d. net.

Moulding Concrete Flower-Pots, Boxes, Jardinieres, etc.

8 illus., 52 pp., cr. 8vo. (S. 8c C. Series, No. 36.)

(New York, 1912.) is. 6d. net. *

Moulding Concrete Fountains and Lawn Ornaments.
14 illus., 56 pp., crown 8vo. (S. & C. Series, No.. 37.)
(New York, 1912.) is. U. net. :';
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Concrete and Reinforced Concrete. By H. A. Reid. 715
illus., 884 pp., royal 8vo. (New York, 1907.) £r 5s. net.

Specification for Concrete Flags. Issued by the Institution

of Municipal and County Engineers, Folio» sewed.

(1911.) 2s. 6d. net.
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(See also Irrigation and Water Supply.)

Practical Hints to Young Engineers Employed on Indian"
Railways. By A. W. C. Addis. 14 illus., 154 pp.,
i2mo. (1910.) 3s. 6d. net.

Levelling, Barometric, Trigonometric and Spirit. By I. O.
Baker. Third edition, 15 illus., 145 pp., i8mo, boards.

(New York, 1910.) 2s. 6d. net.

River and Canal Engineering. By E. S. Bellasis. 72
illus., x + 220 pp., 8vo. (1913.) 8s. 6d. net.

Punjab Rivers and Works. By E. S. Bellasis. Second
edition, 47 illus., viii + 64 pp., folio. (1912.) 8s. net.

Notes on Instruments best suited for Engineering Field Work
in India and the Colonies. By W. G. Bligh. 65 illus.,

, 218 pp., 8vo. (1914.) 5s. f>d. net.

The Civil Engineers' Cost Book. By Lieut.-Col. T. E.
Coleman. Fcap. 8vo. Pocket size (6| x 3f in.), leather

cloth, (1916,) ' 6s. net. Postage 4^.

Retaining Walls in Theory and Practice. By T. E. Cole-
man. 104 illus., 160 pp., crown 8vo. (1914.) 5s. net.

Barometrical Determination of Heights. By F. J, B.
Cordeiro. Second Edition; 26 pp., cr. 8vo, (New York,

1917.) 2s. 6d. net.

On Curved Masonry Dams. By W. B. Coventry. 8vo,

sewed. (1894.) 2s. 6d. net.

A Practical Method of Determining the Profile of a Masonry
Dam. By W.B.Coventry. 8vo, sewed. (1894.) 2s.6d>net.

The Stresses on .Masonry Dams (oblique sections). By
W. B. Coventry. 8vo, sewed. (1894.) 2s.net. .;

Handbook of Cost Data for Contractors and Engineers.
By H. P. Gillette. Second ed. 1,854 PP-> crown 8vo,

leather, gilt edges. (New York, 1914.) £1 4s. net.

High Masonry Dams. By E. S. Gould. 2nd edit. With
illus., 88 pp., i8mo, boards. (New York, 1905.) 2s. 6d, net.
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Railway Tunnelling in Heavy Ground. By C. Gripper.

3 plates,, 66 pp., royal 8vo. (1879.) ys. 6^. net.

Levelling and its General Application. By Thdtnas
Holloway. Revised by H. T. Tallack. Third ed;

x

71
. illus., 149pp., &vo, {1914.) 2s. 64. net. Postage: inland,

\d. ; abroad, 6d.

Waterways and Water Transport. By J. S. Jeans. 55
illus., 520 pp., 8vo. . (1890.) gs. net.

Table of Barometrical Heights to 20,000 Feet. By Lieut -€ol.

, W. H. Mackesy. 1 plate, 24 pp., royal 321110. 3s. net.

Aid Book to Engineering Enterprise. By E. Matheson.
Third edition, illustrated, 916 pp., medium 8vo, buckram. >

* (1898.) £1 4s. net. . \. :* ,.

Tacheometer Surveying. By M. E. Yorke Eliot. 1 Plate

and 30 Illus., 158 pp., cr. 8vo. . (1916.) 5s. net. Postage:
inland, 4^. ; abroad, 6d.

;

A Treatise on Surveying. By R. E. Middletpn and O.
ChadWick. Third edition, royal 8vo., (1911.)

: Part I. 11 plates, 162 illus., 285 pp. 10s. 6d\ net.

„ II. 152 illus. and 2 plates, 340 pp. 10s.6rf.net.

A Pocket Book of Useful Formulae and Memoranda^ for

Civil and Mechanical Engineers. By Sir G. L. Molesworth
and H. B. Molesworth. With an Electrical Supplement
by W. H. Molesworth. Twenty-seventh edition, 860
illus., viii -f 936 pp., oblong 32mo, leather. (1917.)

' 6s. net.

The Pocket Books of Sir G. L. Molesworth and J. T. Hurst,
printed on India paper and bound in one vol. Royal 32mo,
russia, gilt edges. 12s. 6d. net.

Metallic Structures : Corrosion and Fouling and their

Preyention. By J. Newman. 38 Illus., xii -f 374 pp.,
crown , 8vo.

;
,
(1896.) 9s.net.

Scamping Tricks and Odd Knowledge occasionally prac-

tised upon Public Works.. By J. Newman. New imp,,

129 pp., crown 8vo.^ (1908.) 2s. net.

Co-ordinate Geometry applied to Land Surveying., By W.
Pilkington. 5 illus., 44 pp., i2mo. .. (1909.) is. 6d. net.

Pioneering. By F. Shelford. 14 Illus., 88 pp., crown
. 8vo. (1909.) 35. net.

Topographical Surveying. By G. J. Specht. 4th edition,

. 2 .plates and 28 illus., 210 pp./ i8mo, boards. (New
York, 1910.) 2s.'6d. net. .
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Spons' Dictionary of Engineering, Civil, Mechanical, Mili-

tary and Naval. 10,000 illus., 4,300 pp., super royal 8vo.

(1874, Supplement issued in 1881.) Complete, in 4 vols.

£3 3s. net.

Surveying and Levelling Instruments. Theoretically and
practically described. By W. F. Stanley. Revised by
H. T. Tallack. Fourth ed. 433 illus., 606 pp. (1914.)

75. 6d. net. Postage: inland, $d. ; abroad, xod.

Surveyor's Handbook. By T. U. Taylor. 116 illus., 310

pp., crown 8vo, leather, gilt edges. (New York, 1908.)

8s. 6d. net.

Logarithmic Land Measurement. By J. Wallace. 32 pp.,

royal 8vo. (1910.) 55. net.

Land Drainage. By J. L. Parsons. 36 illus., 22 tables, 165

pp., 8vo. (New York, 1915.) 75. 6d. net. Postage : inland,

4d. ; abroad, 6d.

The Drainage of Fens and Low Lands by Gravitation and

Steam Power. By W. H. Wheeler. 8 plates, 175 pp., 8vo,

(1888.) 125. 6d. net.

Stadia Surveying, the theory of Stadia Measurements. By
A. Winslow. Ninth ed, 148 pp., i8mo, boards. (New
York, 1913.) 25. 6d

f
net.

Handbook on Tacheometrical Surveying. By C. Xydis.

55 illus., 3 plates, 63 pp., 8vo. (1909.) 6s. net.

CURVE TABLES
Grace's Tables for Curves, with hints to young engineers.

8 figures, 43 pp., oblong 8vo. (1908.) 55. net.

Data relating to Railway Gurves and Super-elevations,
shown graphically. By J. H. Haiste. On folding card for

pocket use. 6d. net.

Tables for setting-out Railway Curves. By C. P. Hogg.
A series of cards in neat cloth case. 4s. 6d. net.

Tables for setting out Gurves for Railways/Roads, Canals,

etc. By A. Kennedy and R. W. Hackwood. 32mo.

2s. net. .

Tables for Setting out Gurves from 101 to' 5,000 feet radius.

By H. A. Cutler and F. J. Edge. Royal 321110. 25. net,

Tables of Parabolic Curves for the use of Railway Engineers,

and others. By G. T. Allen* Feap. i6mo. 45. net
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Transition Curves. By W.. G. Fox,
;

, Second edition, 80 pp.,

i8rno, boards. (New York,) '2s. fa'd. net.
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Technological Dictionary in the English, Spanish, German
- and French Languages. By D. C&rlos Huelin Y Arssu.

• Crown 8vo.
(;" Vol, I. ' English^Sbanish-German-French. 609 pp.

. (1906.) 10s. U, net.

Vol. II. German-English-French-Spanish. 720 pp.

(;1908,) 105. 6$. net.

Vpl. III,. French-German-Spanish-English. In fire-

. . >. fmatiofii "\
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:; 10s. 6d. net.
. .

-

Dictionary of Ehgjish and Sp^njush Technical and Com-
* paercial Teripas. By W. Jackson. 164 pp., fcap. 8vo.
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'
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Spanish-English Dictionary of Mining Terms. By F.
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Lucas. 78 pp., 8vo. (1905.) 5s. net.

English-Russian and Russiah-English Engineering Dic-
tionary. By L. Meycliar. 100 pp., i6mo. (1909.)

2S. 6d. net. <
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Food Adulteration and its Detection. By J. P. Battershall,

12 plates, 328 pp., demy 8vo
?

(New York, 1887.) 15s.net.

The Cooking Range, its Failings and Remedies. By F. Dye.

5^ pp., fcap. 8vo, setved. (1888.) 6d.net.

Spices and How to Knp^ Them. By W. M. Gibbs. With

47 plates, including 14 in colours, 179 pp., 8vo. (New York,

^1909) 15s. net. ;

The Kitchen Boiler and Water Pipes. By H. Grimshaw.
<8vo, sewed. (1887.) is. net.

Spons* Household Manual. 250 illus», 1,043 pp., demy 8vo.

;
; (1902.) 6s. net. - ?'

Ditto ditto half^bourid French morocco. 75^. net.
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Hallatt. Fifth ed., 80 pp., fcap. 8vo. (1917.) is, 6^. net.

A First Course of Mechanical Drawing (Tracing). "JSyi.Q.

Halliday. Oblong 4to, sewed. 2s. nejt.*
,

A Text-Book of Graphic Statics. By G. W. Malcolm.
k 155 illus., 316 pp., 8yp. (New York, 1909.) 15s. n§t>

Guide to Draughtsmanship. By W. Horace Smith.- 40
illus. including' 19 plates, viii + 98 pp., er. 8w. \1917.)

2s. 6d. net. Postage 4^.

Drawings for Medium -sized Repetition Work* By R. D.
Spinney. 47 illus., 130 pp., 8vo. (1909.) 3s. 6d. net.
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Seventh ed., 265 illus., 370 pp., cr. 8vo. (1900.) 5s. net.
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gregor. 1 plate, 59 pp., royal 8vo. 6s. net.

Tables for facilitating the Calculation of Earthworks.
By D. Cunningham, 120 pp.> royal 8vo. 10s. 6d. net.

Grace's Earthwork Tables. 36 double-page tables, 4to.

12s. 6d. net. ..
, ,

,, .
',

; „
..-.,; • -

t

'

Earthwork Slips and Subsidences on Public; Works. By
J. Newman. 240 pp., crown 8yo. (1890.) js.ifcd. net.
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;by PJ Fi Rowell, Secretary. ^ Issued in from 12 to- 16
quarto parts annually. Anriual Subscription, 46s. post free,

payable in advance! Single copies, ^s/gd. post tree.

Practical Electric Bell Fitting* By F. G* Allsop. Tenth
edition, i86illus., including 1 8 folding plates, 185 pp., cr.

8vo. (1914.) 2s.6d.het -'•'
Telephones: their Construction and Fitting. : By F; G. All-

sop. Eighth edition, new imp., 184 illus.,: 222 pp.,

cr. 8vo. (1914.)' 2$. 6d. net. \

Electric Bell Construction. By F. G. Allsop. New imp.,

. 177 illus., xii + 131 pp., cr.
:
8vo. . (1914.) 2s. 6d. net.

Induction Coils and Coil Making*. By JBVC. Allsop. Second

edition, new imp., 125 illus,, xri+172 pp., cr. 8vo
s

. (1914.)

.
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2s. 6d* ne\.
: : ,

H|gh Pressure Transformers* Directions for Designing,

^IfMaking and 'Operating.
!

By frof. F. E. Austin. 21 illus.,

"hr»46 pp., cr. 8vo. (New York, 1914.) 3s. net.

How to m^ke Low-pressure Transformers. By Prof.

F. E. Austin. Third edition, 16 illus., 22 pp., cr/8vo.

(New York, 1916.) 2s. net:
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eers. By Prof F. E. Austin. Second edition, 70 illus.,

~
223 pp., cr. 8vo, leather. (New York, 1916.) 10s. 6d. net.
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neering. By Prof. F. E. Austin. Second edition, 27 illus.,
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60 pp., 8vo. (1909.) 2s. 6d. net.
'
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i- Bowker. 93, illus., 119 pp., : Svol (1914.) 6s. net.
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edition, 140 illus.) vi +.107 pp., 8vo. (1914.) 2s. 6d. net.

Design and Construction of Induction Coils. By A. F.

,, .,, . Collins*. 155 illus.,;2|72,pp., deray8vo,
s
(New York, 1909.)

15^. net,' ,
;

ji: « ., - ..
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Switchboard Measuring, Instruments fox Continuous and
Polyphase Currents. By J. fck Clorinah, 117 illus., 150

pp., 8vo. {1914,) 3s. 6d. net.
t s

.
.. ,, ,

,

Electric Gables, th^ir Construction $nd Cost. By D. Coyle
and F. J. O* Howe* With many diagrams and ,2*6 tables,

466 ppi, crown 8vo,,! leather, (190,9.) 15$. net. r

Management of Electrical Machinery, I?y F. Bu Grpcjser
and S. S. Wheeler,.* Eighth edition, 131 illus., , 223 pp.,

crown 8vo. (New York, 1909.) $s. net.
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By H. H. U, Cross. 12 illus., 74 pp., orowri 8vo., (S. & C.
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Elements of Telephony. By A. Crotch. 51 illus., 90 p|>.,

crown 8vo. (S. & C. Series, No. 21.) (1911.) is, 6d. net.

Elemental-y Telegraphy and Telephony*. By Arthur
Crotch. New impression, £38 illus., viii -f 223 * pp., 8vo»

(Finsbury Technical Manual.) (1912.) 4s. 6d: net.

Electricity ahd Magnetisrb: in Telephone Maintenance.
By G. W. Ciimmihgs. 45 illus., 137 pp., '8vo; (New
York, 190$.) 6s. 6d

r
net

Grouping of Electric Cells. By W. F. Dunton. 4 illus.,

50 pp., fcap. 8vo. (1914.),' is. 6d. net.

Wireless Telegraphy for Intending Operators . By C . K . P

.

: Eden. 16 illus., 80" pp., cr. 8vo., (S. & C. Series, No.
„ 24.) (1913,) 1s.6i.net.

Magnets and Electric? Currents. By Dr. J. A. Fleming.
,

. Third e#.,, 136 illus., 408 pp, cr. 8vo>, (1914.) 3s. ,6d. net.

Postage: inland, 4$. ; abfpad, 8d,
,

. ,

Notes on Design of Small Dynamo. By Geprge Halliday .

Second edition, 8 plates, 8yo. (1895.) 2s, 6d* net

Practical Alternating Currents, and Power Tsansnrissfcm.
By N. Harrison; .172 illus;, 375 pp., crown 8y©., (New
York, 1906.) .iqs, 6* net.

Plans and Specification for Wifeless Telegraph Sets. By
A. F. Collins! Grown 8vo. ;. (S. &C. Series, Norland
42.) (New York, 1912.) is. 6$. each net, r ^

Part I. An Experimental Set and a One to Five
Miles Set; 37 illus. ^ viii -f 45 pp.

;

Part II, A Five to Ten Mile Set and a Tferrid Twenty
Mile Set. 63 illus., viii + 72 ppL
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Making Wireless Outfits. By N. Harrison. 27 llitis.,

61 pp., crown 8vo. (S. & C. Series, No. ii.) Second
ed. (New York, 1914.) is. 6^. net.

Wireless Telephone Construction. By N. Harrlstin. 43
illus., 73 pp., crown 8vo; (S. & C. Series, No, 12.) (New
York, 1913.) is. 6d. net.

Testing Telegraph Cables. By Colonel V. Hoskicer. Third
* edition, 11 illus., viii + 75 pp., crown 8vo. (1889.) 4s. 6d.

net.

Lofrg Distance Electric Power Transmission. By R. W.
. Hutchinson. 136 illus., 345 pp., crown 8vo. (New York,
>• 1907.) 14s. net.

Theory and Practice Of Electric Wiring. By W. S. Ibbetson.
119 illus., 366 pp., crown 8vo. (1914.) 3s. 6d. net.

Practical Electrical Engineering for Elementary Students.
By W. S. Ibbetson. 61 illus., 155 pp., crown 8vo. (1914.)

2s. 6d. net.

Form of Model General Conditions, recommended for use
in connection with Contracts for Electrical Works. ' Issued
by the Institution of Electrical Engineers. F'cap,

19 pp. Revised April, 1914. yd. net.

Telegraphy for Beginners. By W. H, Jones. 19 illus.,

58 pp., crown 8vo. Second ed. (New York, 1913.) 2s. 6d.net.

A Handbook of Electrical Testing. By H. R. Kempe.
Seventh ed., 285 illus., 706 pp., 8vo. (1908.) iSs. net.

Electromagnets, their Design and Construction. By A. N.
Mansfield. 36 illus., 155 pp., i8mo, boards. Second ed.

(New York, 1908.) 2s. 6d. net.

Telephone Construction, Methods and Cost. By C.
Mayer. 'With Appendices on the cost of materials and
lab6ur by J. C. Slippy. 103 illus., 284 pp., crown 8vo.
(New York, 1908.) 12s. 6d. net.

Electrical Engineering Practice. By J. W. Meares.
Assisted by R. E. Neale. Third Edition. 86 illus., xxii

+ 642 pp. 8vo. (1917.) 25s. net. Postage : Inland, 6d.

;

Abroad/is.

Practical Electrics : a Universal Handybook on Every Day
Electrical Matters. Ninth ed., 126 illus., 135 pp., 8vo. (S. & C.

Series, No. 13.) (New York, 1909.) is. 6d. net.

Wiring Houses for the Electric Light. By N. H. Schneider,
4oUius.v$5pp.,cr6wn8tfo. (S. &C. Series, No. ^5:} (New
York, 1911.) is. 6d. net.
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Induction Coils. By 3SL JJ. Schneider. Second edu,- 79
.,, ,

illus., 285 pp., crown 8vo. (New York, 1909.) 5s. net.

How to Install Electric Bells, Annunciators and Alarms.
By N. H. Schneider. Second ed. 70 illus» 83 pp., crown
8vo. (S. &C. Series, No. 2.) (New York, 1916.) is.ftd. net.

Modern Primary Batteries, their construction, use and .main-*

; tenance. By N. H. Schneider. 54 illus., 94 pp., -crown

\ 8vo. (S. &C. Series, No. i.) (New York, 1910. ) 1s.6d.net.

Practical Engineers' Handbook on the Care and Manage-
ment of Electric Power Plants. By N. H. Schneider.

. 203 illus., 274 pp., crown 8vo. (New York, 1906.) 6s. net.

Electrical Circuits and Diagrams, illustrated and explained/

By N.H.Schneider. 8vo. (S. &C. Series, Nos. 3 and 4:)

Part 1. Second edition., 217 illus., 72 pp. (New York,

,
t
19U) is.6d. net.

n Part 2. 73 pp. Seconded. (New York, 1911,) 1s.6d.net.

Electrical Instruments and Testing. By N. H. Schneider

, y
.

and J. Hargrave. Fourth edition, 133 illus,, xxiv + 256
,\ pp., cr. 8vo.

,
(New York, 1913.) 5s. net.

Experimenting witlji Induction Coils. By N. H. Schneider.
26 illus., 73 pp., crown 8vo. (S. & C. Series, No. 5.) (New
York, 1911.) is. 6d. net. [

Study of Electricity for Beginners. By N. H. Schneider.

,„ 54 illus., 88 pp., crown §vo.
, (S. & C. Series,. No. 6.) (New

{ ;

York, 1910.) is. 6d! net. "

'

.

"

i

'

"

'

Wiring Houses for the Electric Light : Low Voltage Battery

Systems. 44 illus., 86 pp., crown 8vo. (S. & C. Series, No.

25.) (Ne%v York, 1911.) is. 6d. net.,
;v

Low Voltage Electric Lighting with the Storage Battery.

By N. H. Schneider., 23 illus., 85 pp., crown 8vo,
,

(S. &
C. Series, .No. 26.;) (New York, 1911.) is. 6d.( net.

Dry Batteries : how to Make and Use them. \ By a Dry Battery

, Expert. With additional notes by N. H. Schneider.
3oillus., 59 pp., crown 8vo. (S. & C. Series, No. 7.) (New

, Yorkt 1910.) is. 6d. net. * -
;

The Diseases of Electrical Machinery. By E. Schulz.

Edited, with a Preface, by Prof. S. P. Thompson*, 42
'

illus., 84 pp., cr.
;

$vo, (S. <%£X;$eries, ^0,-38.) (1917.)

is. 6d. net.
1

f

.

, ; ;

Practical and Experimental Wireless Telegraphy*h 33y

,
W.J. Shaw, 42 illus., 102 pp„ ;

cr. 8vo.
: (1914.) 35. 6d.

net. Post free, 3s. lod.
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Electricity Simplified. ByT. O.Sloane. Thirteenth edition,

29 illus., 158 pp., crown &vo. (New York, 1905.) $s. net. *

How to become a Successful Electrician. By T. Q. Sloane.
Fifteenth edition, 4 illus., 202 pp., crown §vo. (New York$

1906.) $s. net.
,

.".'... .,*.•
•',../"' ;7' '

"

Spoils' Electrical Pocket Book, By ,W. H. Molesworth.
, i6mo, 325 Illus., 490 ppi , (1916). <6sA B6t. ? Po$i$g® :sd.

Electricity : its Theory, Sources and Applications. By' J. T.
Sprague. Third edition, 109 illus:; 658- pp., crown: 8vo(

; ;
"; p892:)7s. 6d. net. - ;^

Telegraphic Connections* By C. Thorn and W. H. Jones.
20 plates, 59 pp., oblong 8vo. (New York, 1892.) 4s.

net. ih , ;
->-,' \ '.V,

.

'
** *.*-^

,

Dynamo Electric Machinery- By PrpJ. S. P. Thompson.
Seventh edition, demy Svo. : (FinSburVTECteiCAL MffijjAL.

)

, /:,
(

Vol. I, CpNTINTaQUS-CURRENT I^CHINERY.",
* Qut of

print.
1

'

^ ^
.'*.,

Vol. IL Alternating Current Machinery, ij
coloured and £4 folding glates, ^if6 illtts.

,

,

!/ 900 PP- (IMS.) £1 ios, net. _
;

Design of Dynamos (Continuous Currents). ]By Prof. S. P.
Th9mpson. 4. colqur^d a^,8 folding plates^ £43 ppv
demy 8vo. (Ml)' xis..pe£. ,/,;,

...
-

Schedule for Dynamo Design, issued with the above. 7rf.net.

each, 4s. per doz., or 18s. per 100, net.

Curves of Magnetic Data for Varioiis Materials. A .reprint

on transparent paper for office use of Plate I from Dynamo
Electric Machinery, and:measuring,25ln. by 16'in., <>jd. net.

Electrical Tables and Memoranda.' By ProivSjj R
Thompson. Second ed., 15 illus. viii. + 136 pp,, oblong
64mo (waistcoat-pocket size), leather. (1913.) is. net.

Do., do., in celluloid ca§e. , is, 6d>. net,; i \j\ />

Elements of Electro -Platings By J. T. Spraguei Cf. 8vo,

., i.72 pp., 2. illus. (191A) (S.
5
&.C. Series, No. 44.) is. 6d.

net. Postage 2d.

The Electrbmagnet. By G. R. Underbill. 67 illrfs., 159 pp.,
v-?r crown 8vo. (New Ywk, 1903.) 7s. net, ;,.> t .;•

Practical Guide to the TeStmg of Insulated Wires and
/, Gables. By H. L. Webb, "Fifth edition, 38 illus i, 118

pp., crown'
L

8voi .-{New York, 1902.) 5$. net. k

'-}\
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Electric Heating. By E. A. Wilcox, E.E., A.IJEJL 180
illus., vi-f 286 pp., 8vo. (New York, 1916.) 10s. 6d. net.

Postage, inland, $d. ; abroad, yd.

Wiring Rules. With Extracts from the Board of Trade Regu-
lations and the Home Office Regulations for Factories and
Workshops. Issued by The Institution of Electrical

Engineers. Sixth edition, 42 pp., 8vd, sewed. (1911.)

yd. net. ,1

Wireless Time Signals. Authorised Translation of the
Report of the Bureau of Longitudes with a4ditional Tables
and Data. Cr. 8vo, 133 pp., 1 folding plate, 30 illus. (1915.)

3s. &d< net . Postage ^d.

FOREIGN EXCHANGE
English Prices with Russian Equivalents '(at Fourteen

Rates of Exchange). English prices per lb., with equiva-

lents in roubles arid kopecks per pood. By A. Adiasse-
wich. 182 pp., fcap. 32mo. is. id. net.

English Prices with German Equivalents (at Seven Rates
of Exchange). English Prices per lb., with equivalents in

marks per kilogramme. By S. Koczorowski. 95 pp.,
fcap. 321H0. is. id. net. ^

English Prices with Spanish Equivalents. At Seven Rates
of Exchange. English prices per lb., with equivalents in

pesetas per kilogramme. By S. Lambert. 95 pp., 32mo.
is. id. net.

English Prices with French Equivalents (at Seven Rates
of Exchange). English prices per lb. to francs per kilo-

gramme. By H. P. McCartney. 97 pp., 321110. rs.i^. net.

Principles of Foreign Exchange. By E. Matheson.
Fourth edition, 54 pp., 8vo, sewed. (1905.) 4^. net.

GAS AND OIL ENGINES
The Theory of the Gas Engine. By D. Clerk. Edited by

F. E. Well. Third edition, 19 illus., 180 pp.,i8mo, boards.

(New York, 1903.) 2s. 6d. net.

Electrical Ignition for Internal Combustion Engines. By M.
A. Codd. 109 illu^s., 163 pp., crown 8vo. (1911.) 3s. net.

Design and Construction of Oil Engines. By A. H. Gold -

ingham. Forarth edition, 137 illus., 299 pp. (New York,

1914.) 10s.6d.net. Postage: inland, 5^.; abroad, 10^.
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Gas Engine in Principle and Practice, By A. H. Golding-
ham. New impression, 107 illus., 195 pp., 8vo. (New
York, 1912.) 75. net.

Practical Handbook on the Care and Management of

Gas Engines. By G. Lieckfeld. Third edition, square

i6mo. (New York, 1906.) 4s. net.

Elements of Gas Engine Design. By S. A. Moss. 197 pp.,
i8mo, boards. Seconded. (New York, 1907.) 2s.6d.net,

GAS LIGHTING
Transactions of the Institution of Gas Engineers. Edited

by Walter T. Dunn, Secretary. Published annually. 8vo.

10s. 6d. net.

Gas Analysts' Manual. By J. Abady. 102 illus., 576 pp.,
*demy8vo. (1902.) 18s.net.

Gas Works : their Arrangement, Construction, Plant and
Machinery. By F. Colyer. 31 folding plates, 134 pp.,
8vo. (1884.) Ss. 6d. net.

Lighting by Acetylene. By F. X>ye. 75 illus., 200 pp.,

, crown .8yp. (1902.) 6s.net.

A Comparison of the English and French Methods of

Ascertaining the Illuminating Power of Coal Gas. By
A.J.VanEijndhoyen. Illustrated, crown 8^0. (1897.) 4s.

net.

Gas Lighting and Gas Fitting. By W. P. Gerhard. Third
, edition, 190 pp., i8mo, boards. (New York, 1904.) 2s. 6d. net.

A Treatise on the Comparative Commercial Values of

Gas Coals and Cannels. By D. A. Graham. 3 plates,

100 pp., 8vo. (1882.) 4s. 6d. net.

The Gas Engineer's Laboratory Handbook. By J. Horn-
by. Third edition, revised, 70 illus., 330 pp., crown 8vo.

(1911.) 6s.net.

Electric Gas Lighting. By N. H. Schneider. 57 illus.,

101 pp., crown 8vo. (S. & C. Series, No. 8.) (New York,

1901.) is. 6d. net.

HISTORICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL
Extracts from the Private Letters of the late Sir William

Fothergill Cooke, 1836-9, relating to the Invention and
Development of the Electric Telegraph ; also a Memoir by
Latimer Clark. Edited by F. H. Webb, Sec.InstE.E,

8vo. (1895.) 35. net.
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A
i
Chronology , of Inland , Navigation; jn ?Great "ifcitain; By

: H. R. De Sajis. Crown 8vo, (1897.) 4$. 6rf. ne^
A History of Electric Telegraphy to the year 1837. ^y «L

J* Fahie.* 35 illus., 542 pp., drown &^::(1889.) , 9s. net,\

Life as an Engineer : its' lights, Shades, and FrtS^eets. 1 By
J. W. C. Haldane. New edition, 23 plates, 390 pp., crown

; .8vo". (2070.) 55. net. ;v^'
_

- :^- >
* .

,. ; •:-. .; )

A Cornish Giant. Richard Trevethick, the father of the Loco-
motive Engine. . ;By;]$; K. Harper^ £2 illus., including 2

s j,
plates,. ,60 r^p.

l(8vo. sewed. (/Si3.) , is., net.
. ^

The Development of the Mercurial , Air< Pijmp. By Prof.

S. P. Thompson. 43 illus., 37 pp., royal &vo, sewed. (1888.)

,, is. 6d. net. ,

HOROLOGY
Watch and Clock Maker's Handbook, Dictionary and
^il Guide. By F. J. Britten.- Eleventh edition, 450 illus.,

492 pp., crown 8vo. (1915.) 5s. net.

Prize Essay on the Balance Spring arid its Isochronal Adjust*

ments. By M. Immisch. 7 illus., 50 pp., crown 8vo.
1

il<872.) 2s. 6d.net V^O A

HYDRAULICS AND HYDRAULIC
MACHINERY

(See, also Irrigation arid Watksr Supply.)

Hydraulic t^ow Reviewed. By A i A. Barnes. With
• Prbntispiece and 11 Folding * Plates. f$$ pp: ;

8¥d! (1916.)

12s. 6d. net. Postage: inland,^.; abroad, gd. :

Hydraulics with Working Tables. By E. S. Bellasis.

Second edition, 160 illus., xii+311 pp., 8v0. (1911.)- 12s. net.

fumps : Historically, Theoretically and Practically Considered.

By P. R. Bjorling. Second edition, 156 illus., 234 pp.,

crown 8vo\ ''(105.) 7s. 6d. net.
v

-

Pump Details. By P. R. Bjorling. 278 illusl, 211 pp.,

crown 8vo. (1892.) ys. 6d. net.

Pumps and Pump Motors : A Manual for the use of Hydraulic

„ >, Engineers,
j
By P.R. Bjorling. Two, vol?., 261 platen

u - 369, pp:, royal 4to. (1895.) £1 10s. >nei.
:

.

','

,V»\"-*

Practical Handbook on Pump Construction. By, P. R.
, ;

;
; Bjorling. Second, ed^ new imp;, 9 plate$r,viii+8&pp., cr.

8vo. (1912.) 3s. 6rf.net. ;>- ],..,-
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Water or Hydraiilie Motors. By P. R; Bjdrliiig. 206 flfa&,
* 287 pp., crown 8vbi {1903,) gs.met./ /r-..

: v'

Hydraulic. Machinery, with an Introduction to Hydcafliqs.
, < ;By R.'G. Blaine. Third edition,. 307 illus.,. 468 pp., 8vo.

./-: (Finsbury Technical Manual) •: {1913.) 10s, 64. net.

Practical Hydraulics. By T. Box, Fifteenth edition, 8

platen 88 j>p. ,,0x0wn8vo. ; {1913.) 5s.net, .,

Pumpiftg and Water Power. By F. A. Bradley. 51 illus.,

vii + 118 prj., demy 8vo, {1912.) ^$; Sd.net.

Pumps antd Pumping Machinery* By;F. Colyer. ,

. Vol, I.;, Second edition, 53 plates, 212
t
pp., 8vo*. {1892.)

-< 10s. 6d. net.

Vol. II. Second edition, 48. plates, 169 pp., 8vo.

{1900.) 10s, 6d. net.

Construction of Horizontal and Vertical W^ter -wheels." By
W.Cullen. Second edition, 12 plates, 41.0.

f

. {1871.) 5s.net.

Donaldson's Poncelet Turbine and Water Pressure Engine
and Pump. By W. Donaldson., 2 plates, viii + 32 pp.,
demy 4to. (1883.), 5s. net;.

Practical Hydrostatics and Hydrostatic Forluulae; By
E. S. Gould. 27 illus., 114 pp„ i8mo, boards. {New York,

1903.) 2s.6d. net
, ,; "

r
! ,

Hydraulic and Other Tables for purposes of Sewerage and
Water Supply. By T. Hennell. Third .edition,;* 70 pp„
crown 8vp. {19,08.) 4s. 6d. net. ^

Tables for Calculating the Discharge of Water in Pipes.
By A,. E. Silk. 63 pp., crown 3vo. {19U,) 3s, 6d. nejt,

A B C of Hydrodynamics. By Lieut.-Col. R. de Villamih
48 illus., xi + 135 pp., demy 8vo. {1912.) 6s. , net.

Motion of Liquids. By Lieut.-Col, R> de Villamil. §vo,
xiv + 210 pp., 86 illus., 30 tables. {1914.) ysf 6d. net.

Postage: inland, ^d. ; abroad, 8d* * ,

INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY AND
MANUFACTURES

Transactions of the American Institute of Chemical En-
gineers. Issued annually. 30s. net. per volume.

Perfumes and, Cosmetics. By G. W. Atkinson. 8vo,, 32
,

illus., 344. PP- « Fourth ed. {New,, York, 1915.) 21s, net.

Postage : inland, $d. ; abroad, iod\
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Brewing Calculations, Gauging and Tabulation. By C. H.
Bater. 340 pp., 641110, roan, gilt edges. (1914.) is. 6d. net.

A Pocket Book for Chemists, Chemical Manufacturers,
Metallurgists, Dyers, Distillers, etc. By T. Bayley.
Edited by R. Ensoll. Eighth edition, x + 425 pp.,
fcap. 8vo. (1917.) js. 6d. net. Postage, 3d.

Practical Receipts for the Manufacturer, the Mechanic, and for

Home use. By Dr. H. R. Berkeley and W. M. Walker.
New impression, 230 pp., demy 8vo. (1912.) 5s. net.

A Treatise on the Manufacture of Soap and Candles,
Lubricants and Glycerine. By W. L. Carpenter and H.
Leask. Second edition, 104 illus., 456 pp., crown 8vo.

(1895.) 12s. 6d. net.

A Textbook of Paper Making. By C. F. Cros$ and E. J.
Bevan. Fourth ed. containing additional matter and in part

re-written with collaboration of J. F. Briggs. 99 illus.,

16 plates, x + 508 pp., 8vo. (1916.) 15s. net. Post-

age : inland, 6d. ; abroad, is.

C.B.S. Standard Units and Standard Paper Tests. By C.
F. Cross, E. J. Bevan, C. Beadle and R. W. Sindall.

25 pp., crown 4to. (1903.) 2$. 6d. net.

Pyrometry. By C. R. Darling. 60 illus., 200 pp., crown 8vo.

(1911.) 5$. net.

Soda Fountain Requisites. A Practical Receipt Book for

Druggists, Chemists, etc. By G. H. Dubelle. Fourth ed.,

157 pp., crown 8vo. (New York, 1911.) $s. net.

Spices and How to Know Them. By W. M. Gibbs. 47
plates, including 14 in colours, 176 pp., 8vo. (New York,

1909.) 15s. net.

The Chemistry of Fire and Fire Prevention. By H. and H.
Ingle. 45 illus., 290 pp., crown 8vo. (1900.) 9$. net.

Ice-making Machines. By M. Ledoux and others. Sixth

edition, 190 pp., i8mo, boards. (New York, 1906.) 2$. 6d. net.

Brewing with Raw Grain. By T. W. Lovibond. 75 pp.,
crown 8vo. (1883.) 5s. net.

The Chemistry, Properties, and Tests of Precious Stones.
By J. Mastin. 114 pp., fcap. i6nio, limp leather, gilt top.

(1911.) 2s.6rf.net.

Sugar, a Handbook for Planters and Refiners. By the late

J. A. R. Newlands and B. E.R. Newlands. 236 illus.,

876 pp., 8vo. (1909.) £1 55. net /
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Principles of Leather Manufacture. By Prof. H, R. Proc-
ter. Second edition in preparation.

Leather Industries Laboratory Handbook of Analytical and
Experimental Methods. By H. R. Procter. Second edi-

tion, 4 plates, 46 illus;, 450 pp., 8vo. (1908.) 185. net.

Leather Chemists' Pocket Book. A short compendium of

Analytical Methods. By Prof. H. R. Procter. Assisted

by Dr. E. Stiasny and H. Brumwell. 4 illus., xiv + 223

pp., i6mo, leather. (1912.) 5s. net.

Theoretical and Practical Ammonia Refrigeration. By
I. I. Redwood. Seventh edition, 15 illus., 146 pp., square
i6mo. (New York, 1914.) 55. net.

Breweries and Makings. By G. Scammell and F. Golyer.
Second edition, 20 plates, 178 pp., 8vo. (1880.) 6s. net.

Factory Glazes for Ceramic Engineers. By H. Rum-
Bellow. Folio. Series A, Leadless Sanitary Glazes.

(1908.) £2 2s. net.

Spons' Encyclopaedia of the Industrial Arts, Manufactures
and Commercial Products. 2 vols. 1,500 illus., 2,100 pp. >

super royal 8vo. (1882.) £2 2s. net.

Tables for the Quantitative Estimation of the Sugars, By
E. Wein and W. Frew. Crown 8vo. (1896.) 6s. net.

The Puering, Bating and Drenching of Skins. By J. T.
Wood. 33 illus., xv + 300 pp., 8yo. (1912.) 12$. 6d.

net.

Workshop Receipts. For the use of Manufacturers, Mechanics
and Scientific Amateurs. New and thoroughly Revised
Edition, crown 8vo. (1917.) 35. 6d. each net.

Vol. I. Acetylene Lighting to Drying. 223 illus.,

532 £p.
, ;

:
:

Vol. II. Dyeing to JapaNnin^. 259 illus., 546 pp.

Vol. III. Jointing Pipes to Pumps. 256 illus., 528 pp.
Vol. IV. Rainwater Separators to Wire Rope

Splicing. 321 illus., 540 pp.

Practical Handbook on the Distillation of Alcohol from
Farm Products, By F. B. Wright, Second edition, 60
illus., 271 pp., crown 8vb. (New York, 1913,.) 5s. net.
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The Wide Range Dividend and Interest Calculator, showing
( at a glance the<Percentage on rnif'mmitotn One Poiand t6

Ten Thousand PbuaMs> at any Interest/ from i per cent, to

12J per cent., proceeding; by £ per. cent., By A. Stevens.
ioo pp., super royal 8vq. 6s. nqt.

t

; \ Quarter 'morocco, clotH* sides, js. 6$. h&t.

The Wide Range Income Tax Calculator, showing at a glance

the Tax on any sum from One Shilling* to Ten Thousand
Pounds, at the Rate of gd., is., and is. id. in the Pound.
By A. Stevens. On folding card, imperial 8vo; is.met»

'"

IRRIGATION
Irrigation Works. By E. S, Bellasis. 37 illus., viii + 174

pp., 8yo. (1913.) 8s,, net _
Irrigation Pocket Book. By R. B. Buckley. Second
'"

edition. 80 illus., viir +483 pp., ra\ 8vb, leather cloth.
'

!

'(1913'.)' 15s. net. Postage/'^.

The Design of Channels for Irrigation and Drainage. By
R. B* iBuckley.- ; 22,diagrams, 56pp.,crown 8vo. (191It)

.,.,..- 2s, net'..; i .

<
.

The Irrigation Works of India. By R. B. Buckley. Second
edition,, with coloured maps and plans. 336 pp„4to, cloth.

. (1905. )' £2 2* net.

Irrigated India. By Hon. Alfred Deakin. With Map, 322
pp., 8vd. (1893.) Ss.6d.net "' - '

,

Indian Storage Reservoirs, with Earthen Dams. By W.L.
Strange. Second ed., 16 plates, 59 illus., xxiv + 442 pp.,

. 8vo. (1913.) 2is. net. ,
- /

The Irrigation of Mesopotamia. By Sir W. Willcocks.
Second ed. 2 vols., 46 plates, 136 pp. « (Text super royal

,. 8vo, plates folia), (1917.) £1 net.

Egyptian Irrigation. By Sir W. Willcocks and J. I.Craig.
In 2 Vols. Third edition, 81 plates, 183 illus., 900 pp.,
sup. roy. 8vo. (1913.) 42s.net.

The, ISile Reservoir Dam at Assuan, and After. By Sir

W. Willcocks. Second edition, 13 plates, 35 pp., super royal

8vo. (1903.) '3s: net.
!

"'

The Assuan Reservoir and Lake Moeris* By Sir W. Will-

cocks. With text in English, French and Arabic. 5
, plates, 116 pp., super royal 8vo. (1904.) 3s. net.
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The Nile in 1904. WBy Sir W- Willcbcks* 30 plates, 200 pp.
super royal 8vo., (1904.) 5s. .net.

"

: ; :>;.: .-

, \ - LOGARITHM . TARl^Sv ?]T!i ''

Aldum's Pocket Folding Mathematical Tables J Four-
figure Logarithms, and Anti-lpgscithms, .Natural Sines,

Tangents, Cotangents, Cosines, Chords and Radians for all

angles, from 1 to go degrees. And Decimalizer Xable for

Weights and Money. On folding card. 5^. net. 20 copies,

65, net.

Tables of Seven -figure Logarithms of the Natural Numbers
from 1 to 108,000. By G. Babbage, Stereotype edition,

224 pp., medium 8vo. 5s. net.

Four-Place Tables of Logarithms and TYigonometric
Functions. By E, V. Huntington. ..Ninth thousand,

34 pp., square 8vo, limp buckram, with ctit lateral index.

(New York, 1911.) 3$. net.

Short Logarithmic and other Five Figure TabIes,||;By^Prof.

W. G. Unwin. Sixth edition, 43 pp., cr, 4to, lirnp cloth.

{1917
.J

is:
;
6d. net / .

:
*

'

;

/:

Logarithmic Land Measurement. By J. Wallace. 32
pp., royal8vo. 010.) 5$. net.

'

:

A B G Five-figure Logarithms With Tables, for Gheinists.
By C. J. Woodward. Crpwn Bvo. 2s.! 6d. net. .

A B G Five-figure Logarithms for general, use, With lateral

index for ready reference. By C. J. Woodward. Sfecond
edition, with cut lateral Index, 116 pp., 121110, limp leather.

3$. net.
,

• MARINE , ENGINEERING. ;, .
• -

^

AND NAVAL ARCHITECTURE
Marine Propellers. By S. W. Barnaby. Fifth edition, 5

plates, 56 illus., 185 pp., demy 8vo.
!

(1908.)
"'

16$. 6d. net.

The Suction Caused by ^hips and the dlympic-IJawke
Collision. By E. S. Bellasis. 1 ch^rt and 5 illus. in

text, 26 pp., 8vo, sewed. (1912.) ' is. net.

Yachting Hints, Tables and Memoranda. By A. C. Frankliii.
Waistcoat pocket size, 103 pp., 641110, roan; gilt edges.

^

t

is. net. . :

;
- - ." - >

- -_• - >•
,

Steamship Coefficients, Speeds and Powers. By C. F. A.
Fyfe. New edition in preparation.
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How to Build a Speed Launch. By E. W. Graef. 14 plates,

32 pp., quarto. (New York, 1903). 5s. net.

Steamships and Their Machinery, from first to last. By
J. W. C. Haldane. 120 illus., 532 pp., 8vo. (1893.) 15s.

net.

Tables for Constructing Ships* Lines. By A. Hogg. Third
edition, 3 plates, 20 pp., 8vo, sewed. (1911.) 3s. net.

Structural Design of Warships. By Prof. W. Hovgaard.
Super roy. 8vo. With 23 tables, 6 plates, and 186 illus.,

384 pp. (19X5) , 21s. net. Postage: inland, 6d.\ abroad,
is. 2d.

Modern History of Warships. By Prof. W. Hovgaard.
Super royal 8vo. (In the Press).

Tabulated Weights of Angle, Tee, Bulb, Round, Square, and
Flat Iron and Steel for the use of Naval Architects, Ship-

builders, etc. By C. H. Jordan. Sixth edition, 640 pp.,
oblong 32 mo., French morocco, gilt edges. (1909.) ys. 6d.

net. Postage 4^.

Particulars of Dry Docks, Wet Docks, Wharves, etc., on the

River Thames, Compiled by C. H. Jordan. Second
edition, 7 coloured charts, 103 pp., oblong 8vo. (1904.)

is. net.

Marine Transport of Petroleum. By H. Little. 66 illus.,

263 pp., crown 8vo. (1890.) 10s. 6d. net.

Questions and Answers for Marine Engineers, with a Prac-

tical Treatise on Breakdowns at Sea. By T. Lucas. 12

folding plates, 515 pp., gilt edges, crown 8vo. (New York,

1902.) gs. net.

How to Build a Motor Launch. By G. D. Mower. 49 illus.,

42 pp., 4to. (New York, 1904.) 5$. net.

Reed's Engineers' Handbook to the Board of Trade
Examinations for certificates of Competency as First and
Second Class Engineers. Twentieth edition, 50 plates,

389 illus., 478 pp., 8vo. (1915). 15s. net.

Key to Reed's Handbook. 7s. 6d. net.

Reed's Marine Boilers. Third edition, 79 illus., 258 pp.,

crown 8vo. (1905). 45. 6d. net.

Reed's Useful Hints to Sea-going Engineers. Fourth
edition, 8 plates, '50. illus., 312 pp., crown 8vo. (1903.)

3s. 6d. net.
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How to Build a Three-horse Power Launch Engine. By
E. W, Roberts* 14 plates, 66 pp., folio. {New York, 1901.)

12s. net,

MATERIALS
Practical Treatise on the Strength of Materials. By T.

Box. Fourth edition, 27 plates, 536 pp., 8vo. (1902.)

12$. 6d. net.

Solid Bitumens. By S. F. Peckh&m. 23 illus., 324 pp.,
8vo. (New York, 1909.) £1 is. net.

Lubricants, Oils and Greases, By I. I. Redwood. 3
plates, ix -f 54 pp., 8vo. (1898.) 7s. net.

,

Practical Treatise on Mineral Oils and their By-Products.
By I. I. Redwood. 76 illus., 336 pp., 8vo. (1914.)

10s. 6d. net.

Silico-Calcareous Sandstones, or Building Stones from
Quartz, Sand and Lime. By E. Stoffler. 5 plates, 8uo,

sewed. (1901.) 4$. net.

MATHEMATICS
Imaginary Quantities. By M. Argand. Translated by

Prof. Hardy. i8mo, boards. (NewYork.) 1881. 2s.6i.net.

Text-book of Practical Solid Geometry. By E. H. de V.
Atkinson. Revised by Major B. R. Ward, R.E. Second
edition, 17 plates, 134 pp., 8vo. (1913.) ys. 6d. net.

Preliminary Mathematics. By Prof. F. E. Austin. 174 pp.,
cr. 8vo. (New York, 1917.) 5s. 6d. net.

Quick and JSasy Methods of Calculating, and the Theory
and Use of the Slide Rule. By R. G. Blaine. Fourth
edition, 6 illus., xii + 152 pp., i6mo. (1912.) 2s. 6d. net.

Symbolic Algebra, or the Algebra of Algebraic Numbers.
By W. Cain. 12 illus., 131 pp:, i8mc, boards. (New
York, 1884.) 2s. 6d. net. ,,

Nautical Astronomy. By J. H. Colvin. 127 pp., crown Svq.

(1901.) 2s. 6d. net.

Chemical Problems. By J» C. Foye. Fourth edition, J41

pp., i8mo, boards. (New York, 1898.) 2s. 6d. net.

Primer of the Calculus. By E. S. Gould. Fifth ed., 24
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Railway Stores Price Book. By W. O. Kempthorne.
490 pp., demy 8vo. (1909.) 10s. 6d,. net.
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68 illus, 270 pp., 8vo. (New York, 1906.) 12s. 6$. .net.

Pioneering. By F. Shelford. 14 illus,, 88 pp., crown 8vo..

(1909.) 3s. net. .

Handbook on Railway Surveying for Students and Junior

Engineers. By B. Stewart. 55 illus., 98 pp., crown 8vo.

. (1914.) 2s. 6d. net. ;

Modern British Locomotives. By A. T. Taylor. Second

ed f 100 diagrams of principal dimensions, 118 pp., oblong

8vo. (19U.)
,

4s. 6d. net.

Locomotive Slide Valve Setting. By C. E. Tully, Illus-

trated, i8mo. '

(1903.) is. net. - ,

The Railway Poods Station. By F. W. West. 23 illus.,

'...3flv + 192 pp., crown 8vo. (1912.) 45. 6d. net.

The Walschaert Locomotive Valve Gear. By W. W. Wood.
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the valves, 193 pp., crown 8vo. Third ed, (New Y\orh> 1913.)
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Book.- By W. W. Wood. 48 illus., including /toany

coloured plates, 242 pp., crown 8vo. (New York, 1909.)

8s. 6d. net.
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Engineering Work in Public Buildings. By R. O. Alfe&p.

•77 ittus.;. ix .4- 158 pp., demy 4to. (1912.) • '12s. 6d.'n<&.
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-Public Abattoirs, their Planning, Design* and Equipment.
By R. S. Ayling. 33 plates, 100 pp., demy 4tcx {1908.)

8s. 6d. net.

Sewage Purification. By E. Bailey-Denton* 8 plates,

44 pp., 8vo. {1896.) 55. net.

Water Supply and Sewerage of Country Mansions and
Estates. By E. Bailey-Denton. 76 pp., crown 8vo.

{1901.) 2s. 6d. net.

Sewerage and Sewage Purification. By M. N. Baker.
Second edition, 144 pp., i8mo, boards. {New York, 1905.)

2S. 6d. net.

Housing and Town-Planning Conference, 1913. Being a

Report of a Conference heldbythe Institution of Municipal
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T. Cole. 42 folding plates, 227 pp., 8vo. 10s. 6d. net.

Housing and Town Planning Conference, 1911. Report
of Conference held by the Institution of Municipal and
County Engineers at West Bromwich. Edited by T.
Cole, Secretary. 30 plates, 240 pp., 8vo. 10s. 6d. net.

Sanitary House Drainage, its Principles and Practice. By
T. E. Coleman. 98 illus., 206 pp., crown 8vo. {1896.)

3s. 6d. net.

Stable Sanitation and Construction. By T. E. Coleman.
183 illus., 226 pp., crown 8vo. {1897.) 3s. net.

Discharge of Pipes and Culverts. By P. M. Crosthwaite.
Large folding sheet in case. 2s. 6d. net. ,
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A Complete ^ind Practical Treatise on Plumbing and
Sanitation. By G. B.Davis and F. Dye, 2 vols., 637
illus, and 21 folding plates, 830' pp., 4to, cloth. (1899.)

£1 10s. net.

Standard Practical Plumbing. By P. J. Davies.
Vol. 'I. Fourth edition, 768 illus., 355 pp., royal 8vo.

{1905.) 7s. 6d. net.

Vol. ;II. Second edition, 953 illus., 805 pp. {1905,)

10s. 6d. net.

Vol. III. 313 illus., 204 pp. {1905.) 5s. net.

Conservancy, or Dry Sanitation versus W^ter Carriage.
By J. Donkin. 7 plates, 33 pp., 8vo, sewed. {1906.) is, net.

Sewage Disposal Works! By W. C> Easdale. 160 illus.,

264 pp., 8vo. (1910.) 10s. 6d. net. * ^ .
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.Gerhard. Eleventh ed., 6 illus., 231 pp., i$mo;,L boards.

(New York, 1905.) 2s. 6d. net. \

The Treatment of Septic Sewage. By &. W. Rafter.

137 pp., i8mo, boards. Third ed. (New York, 1913.)

25. 6d. net. -.
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Reports and Investigations on Sewer Air and Sewer Ven-
tilation. By Ri H. Reeves. 8vo, sewed. (1894.), is.

net. . .;

Sewage Drainage Systems. By Isaac Shone. 27 folding

plates, 47 illus., 440 pp., 8vo. (1914.) 25s. net.
,

Drainage and Drainage Ventilation Methods. By Isaac
•, ., S

P
hone, CJE; 7 folding

. plates, 36 pp., 8vo, ; leather.
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Hot Water Supply. By P. Dye. Fifth edition, new impres-

sion, 48 illus., viii + 86 pp., 8vo. (1912.) 3s. net. , .

A Practical Treatise upon Steam Heating. By F. Dye.
129 illus., 246 pp., 8vo. (1901.) 10s. net.
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Centrifugal Fans. By J. H. Kinealy. 33 illus., 206 pp.,

fcap. 8vo, leather. (New York, 1905.) 12s. 6d. net.

Mechanical Draft. By J. H. Kinealy. 27 original tables and

13 plates, 142 pp., crown 8vo. (New York, 1906.) gs. net.

Theory and Practice of Centrifugal Ventilating Machines.
By D. Murgue. 7 illus., 81 pp., 8vo. (1883.) 5s, net.

Mechanics of Ventilation. By G. W. Rafter. Third
ed., 143 pp., i8mo, boards. (New York, 1912.) 2s.6d.net.
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illus., xii 4- 224 pp., 8vo. (New York, 1912.) gs. net.

Furnace Heating. By W. G. SnoW. Fourth edition, 52
illus., 216 pp., 8vo. (New York, 1909.) 6s. 6d. net,

Ventilation of Buildings. By W. G. Snow and T. Nolan.

83 pp., i§mo, boards. , (New York, 1906.) 2s. 6d. net.

Heating Engineers' Quantities. By W. L. White and G. M.
White. 4 plates, 33 pp., folio. (1910.) 10s. 6d. net.

WATER SUPPLY
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Potafele Water and Methods of Testing Impurities. By
M. N. Baker. 97 pp., i8mo, boards. Second ed. (New
York, 1905.) 2s. 6d. net.

Manual of Hydrology. By N. Beardmore. New impres-

sion, 18 plates, 384 pp., 8vo. (1914.) 10s. 6d. net.

Bacteriology of Surface Waters in the Tropics. By W. W.
Clemesha. 12 tables, viii + 161 pp., 8vo. (Calcutta,

1912.) 7s. 6d. net.
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Water Softening and Purification. By H. Collet. Second
edition, 6 illus., 170 pp., crown 8vo. (1908.) 55. net.

Treatise on Water Supply, Drainage and Sanitary Appliances

of Residences. By F. Golyer. 100 pp., crown 8vo.

(1899.) is. 6d. net.

Purification of Public Water Supplies. By J. W. Hill.

314 pp., 8vo. (New York, 1898.) 10s, 6d. net,

Well Boring for Water, Brine and Oil. By G. Isler. Second
edition, 105 illus., 296 pp., 8vo. (1911.) 10s. 6d. net.

Method of Measuring Liquids Flowing through Pipes by
means of Meters of Small Calibre. By Prof. G. Lange.
1 plate, 16 pp., 8vo, sewed. (1907.) 6d. net.

On Artificial Underground Water. By G. Richert. 16

illus., 33 pp., 8vo, sewed. (1900.) is: 6d. net.

Notes on Water Supply in new Countries. By F. W, Stone.
18 plates, 42 pp., crown 8vo. (1888.) 5s. net.

The Principles of Waterworks Engineering. By J. H. T.
Tudsbery and A. W.. Brightmore. Third edition, 13
folding plates, 130 illus., 447 pp., demy 8vo. (1905.) £1 is.

net.
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Alphabet of Screw Cutting. By L. Arnaudon: Fifth

edition, 92 pp., cr. 8vo., sewed. (1913.) 4s. net. '

A Handbook for Apprenticed Machinists. By O. J. Beale.
Third ed., 89 illus., 141 pp., i6mo. (New York, 1901.)

2s* 6d> net.

Practice of Hand Turning. By F. Campin. Third edition,

99 illus., 307 pp., crown 8vo. (1883.) 3s. 6d. net.

Artistic Leather Work. By E. Ellin Carter. 6 plates and
21 illus., xii + 51 pp., crown 8vo. (1912.) 2s. 6d. net.

Calculation of Change Wheels for Screw Cutting op Lathes.
By D. de Vries. 46 illus., 83 pp., 8vo. (1914.) 3s. net.

Milling Machines and Milling Practice. By D. de Vries.

536 illus., 464 pp., medium 8vo. (1910.) 14s. net.
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350 pp., 8vo. (New York, 1916.) 14s. net. Postage : in-
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Art of Copper-Smithing. By J. Fuller. Fourth edition,

483 illus., 319 pp., royal 8vo. (New, York, 1911.) 14s. net.
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Screw-cutting Tables. By W. A. Martin. Seventh edition.

New imp,, oblong 8vo. is. net.

Metal Plate Work, its Patterns and their Geometry, for the
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Fourth Ed., New imp., 280 illus., xvi + 456 pp., cr. 8vo.

(1912.) 9s. net.

The Practical Handbook of Smithing and Forging . Engin-
eers' and General Smiths' Work. By T. Mdore. New
impression, 401 illus., 248 pp., crown 8vo. (1912.) 5s. net.

Modern Machine Shop Construction, equipment land man-
agement, By O. E. Perrigo. 208 illus., 343 pp., crown
4to. (New York, 1906.) £1 is. net.

Turner's Handbook on Screw-cutting, Coning, etc. By
W. Price. New impression, 56 pp., fcap. 8vo. (1912.) yd. net.

Introduction to Eccentric Spiral Turning. By H. C.
Robinson. 12 plates, 23 illus., 48 pp., 8vo. (1906.)

4s. 6d. net.

Forging, Stamping, and General Smithing. By B. Saun-
ders. 728 illus., ix + 428 pp., demy 8vo. (1912.) £1 is.

net.
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and Iron Trades in General. By M. J. Sexton. Sixth
edition, new impression, 85 illus., 319 pp., royal 32mo, roan,

gilt edges. (1912.) 6s. net. .
.
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Power and its Transmission. A Practical Handbook for the

Factory and Works Manager. By T. A. Smith. 76 pp.,

fcap. 8vo. (1910.) 2s. net.
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Vol. IV. Rainwater Separators to Wire Ropes,

321 illus., 540 pp.

Wire and Sheet Gauge Tables. By Thomas Stobbs, Sheffield,

A Metal Calculator and Ready Reckoner for Merchants, and
for Office and Shop use, in Sheet, Plate, and Rod Mills, and
Forges. 8vo, 95 pp. (1916.) 3s. 6d. net. Postage, 4^.

Gaiiges at a Glance. By T. Taylor. Second edition post,

8vo, oblong, with tape converter. (1917.) 5s. net.

Simple Soldering, both Hard and Soft. By E. Thatcher,

52 illus., 76 pp., crown 8vo. (S. & C. Series, No. 18.)

(New York,. 1914.) is. 6d. net.

The Modern Machinist. By J. T. Usher. Fifth edition,

. 257 illus., 322 pp., 8vo. (New York, 1904.) 10s. 6d. net.

Practical Wood Carving. By G. J. Woodsend. 108 illus.,

86 pp., 8vo. Second ed. (New York, 1908.) 4s. 6d. net.

American Tool Making and Interchangeable Manufacturing.

By J. W.Woodworth. Second Ed. 600 illus., 535 pp., 8vo.

(New York, 1911.) 20s. net.

USEFUL TABLES
See also Curve Tables, Earthwork, Foreign Exchange,,

Interest Tables, Logarithms, and Metric Tables.

Weights and Measurements of Sheet Lead. By J. Alex-

ander. 32mo, roan. is. 6d. net.

Barlow's Tables of Squares, Cubes, Square Roots, Cube Roots

and Reciprocals, of all Integer Numbers from 1 to 10,000.

200 pp., crown Svo, leather cloth. 4s. net.
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Tables of Squares. Of every foot, inch and -^ of an inch from

-fe of an inch to 50 feet. By E. E. Buchanan. Eleventh
edition, 102 pp.; 161110. 4s. 6d. net.

Land Area Tables. By W. Godd. For use with Amsler's
Planimeter. On sheet in envelope with explanatory
pamphlet, is. 6d. net. Or separately, tables on sheet is. net.

Pamphlet, 6d. net.

Calculating Scale. A Substitute for the Slide Rule. , By W.
Knowles. Crown 8vo, leather, is. net.

Planimeter Areas. Multipliers for various scales. By H. B.
Molesworth. Folding sheet in cloth case. is. net.

Tables of .Seamless Copper Tubes. By I. O 'Toole.

69 pp., oblong fcap. 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.

Steel Bar and Plate Tables. Giving Weight per Lineal Foot
of all sizes of L and T Bars, Flat Bars, Plates, Square, and
Round Bars. By E. Read. On large folding card. is. net.

Rownson's Iron Merchants ' Tables and Memoranda. Weight
and Measures. 86 pp., 32mo, leather. 3s. §d. net.

Spons' Tables and Memoranda for Engineers. By J. T.
Hurst, C.E. Twelfth edition, 278 pp., 641110, roan, gilt

edges. (1916.) is. net.

Ditto ditto in celluloid case, is. 6d. net.

Wire and Sheet Gauge Tables. By T. Stobbs xx + 96
pp., cr. 8vo, leather cloth. (1916.) 3s. 6d. net. Postage, \d.

Optical Tables and Data, for the use of Opticians. By Prof.

S. P. Thompson. Second edition, 130 pp., oblong 8vo.

(1907.) 6s. net.

Traverse Table, showing Latitudes and Departure for each
Quarter degree of the Quadrant, and for distances from 1 to

100, etc. i8mo, boards. 2s. 6d. net.

The Wide Range Dividend and Interest Calculator ^ showing
at a glance, the percentage on any sum from £1 to £10,000,
at any Interest from 1% to I2j%, proceeding by |% ; also

Table of Income Tax deductions on any sum from £1 to

£10,000, at gd., is., and is. 2d. in the £. By Alfred Stevens.
100 pp., super royal 8vo. 6s. net. Quarter Morocco,
cloth sides. 7s. 6d. net.

The Wide Range Income Tax Calculator, showing at a
glance the tax on any sum from One Shilling to Ten Thou-
sand Pounds at the Rates of yd., is., and is. 2d. in the £.

By Alfred Stevens. 8 pp., printed on stiff card, royal 8vo.
is. net.
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Fifty-four Hours' Wages Calculator. By H, N. Whitelaw.
Second edition, 79 pp., 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.

Wheel Gearing. Tables of Pitch Line Diameters, etc. By A.
, v Wildgoose and A. J. Orr. 175 pp., fcap. 32H10. 2s. net.

MISCELLANEOUS
Popular Engineering. By F. Dye. 704 illus., 477 pp., crown

4to. (1895.) 5s. net.

The Phonograph, and how to construct it. By W. Gillett.

6 folding plates, 87 pp., crown 8vo. (1892.) 55.net.

Engineering Law. By A. Haring. Demy 8vo, cloth. (New
York)

Vol. I. The Law of Contract. 518 pp. (1911.) 18s.net;

Particulars of Dry Docks, Wet Docks, WharVes, etc., on the

RiVer Thames. By C. H. Jordan. Second edition, 7
coloured charts, 103 pp., oblong 8vo. (1904.) is. net.

New Theories ih Astronomy. By W. Stirling* 335 pp.
demy 8vo. (1906.) 8s.6d.net.

Inventions, How to Protect, Sell and Buy Them. By F.

Wright. 118 pp., crown 8vo. (S. & C. Series, No. 10,

)

Second edition. (New York, 1911.) is. 6d. net.
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